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ABSTRACT
This thesis documents die development of a new modelling approach for first-year ridge
keel loads. The developmenl involves a detailed review of previous and new ice rubble
indentation and shear mcnglh experiments. A systematic regression analysis of compiled
laboratory data sets is used 10 establish a basic approach [0 keel load modelling.
analogous to thaI for soil retaining problems. Experiments pioneering the modelling of
fim~year ridge keels with sand are also described. The dry sand teSts afforded a high
degree of control which led 10 the developmenl of a new sand force prediction model thai
was adapted and calibrated for ice keel modelling.
The advantage of the new first-year ridge keel load model is that new effet:tive structure
widlh and keel shape mcxlels are utilized. ridge width is faclOred in and surcharge effects
are considered. The model shows excellenl agreement wilh a large body of new
e:<perimemal data and Ihe beSt field data available. Also. it is closed-form. has been
successfully applied to both venical and conical sl(uctures. and is based on fundamental
earth pressure equilibrium mechanics as are other approaches already in the Iilerature.
A further advantage is that ice rubble shear strength yield criteria used in the model ha\'e
been thoroughly examined so that associated parametric uncertainties are quantified and
reduced. An in siru technique for lesting the shear strenglh of ridge keels is developed
and direction for future field work and modelling effortS is given.
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NOMENCLATURE
A specified cross·seclional area K, passive earth pressure coeffICient
A, acceleration K. at rest eanh pressure coeffICient
A, projected area k thermal conductivity
A, aspect ratio L latent heal of fusion
. keel angle L, ice blocks: thickness (minimum
8 specified length dimension di~nsion)
b limit sail height exponent L, ice blocks: median of muimum
C limit sail height constant dimension
C. drag coeffICient M mass
C. inenia coemcient M. added mass
c cohesion ruprure disrance for cone
c. specific heal of ice m, shape factor
0 diameter/width of a structure . void ratio
D. cone base diameter P specified pressure
0" effective struClUre width p. penetration distance
Of furrow width q Dotgopolov et at. (1975) shape
D. neck diameter factor
d vessel depth R radial distance
£ mcxlulus of elasticity R, ridge (aclOf
, porosity , forward rupture distance
F specified force r regression correlation coefficient
F, crushing force
'.
radius
F~ keel failure force 5 salinity
F, I~vel ice failure fon=e , side rupture distance
F. normal foree T temperature
F, ridge failure force T, freezing point temperature
F, shear force T, ice surface temperarure
F~ sail failure force , duration
f specified function U. far field velocilY
L contaCt factor
"
longilUdinal velocity component
g gravitational constant V specified speed 0' velocity
H keel depth quantity
H, furrow depth lateral velocity component
H, loul ridge lhickness (H+HJ W ridge or keel width
H, depth at point of peak load W, sail width
H. sail height
"
specified weight
H'M' surcharge height specified quantity
H. lotal height of sand at structure x.._t'.w/ m~an, standard dev. of quantity
"
level ice thickness Z, Weaver inertia force
I indentation coefficient , specified v~rtical posilion
K. active earth pressur~ coefficient
Nomenclature continued
structure angle from vertical
{3 tlare angle
13' apex angle
13· half-apex angle
y specified unit weight
<5 surcharge angle from horizontal
9 specified angle
h Weaver added mass factor
dynamic viscosity
? :Oi~O~~ ~ti:t
3.1415926
P specified densiry
PI density of ice
P.. density of water
11 specified suess
11/11!I1J principal stresses: major,
intermediate, minor
11]1 tlexural strength
I1h horizontal stress
11_. maximum confinement stress
11. normal stress
11, venical suess
r shear stress or strength as
specified
6 internal friction angle
6} soil or ice against structure
friction
if; Keinonen bow flare angle
'/12 Keinonen stem angle
if;3 Keinonen entrance angle
rupture angle
,;
Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Scope of problem
First-year pressure ridges usually form at me boundary of two ice sheets or
spontaneously within an ice shee: due to compressive SUe5Se$. The crushing and
fracturing of the ice sheet produce blocks and brash ice ilial are ultimately forced beneath
the surface forming the ked and to a lesser extent arc forced upwards w form the sail
of a ridge (Figure 1.1). In lime, the keel becomes interloc:ked with a refrozen core that
forms at the waterline and may exceed parent ice sheet thickness. First-year pressure
ridges and ice rubble features will control the design ice loads for offshore structures in
those regions where icebergs and multi-year ice are absent.
During a ridge imeraction with a structure the clearing of the blocks which form me keel
may comribulC substantially 10 the lotal applied force. yet there are signifICant
uncenainties in the modelling of the process. 11le problem involves both model and
parametric uflCenainly and siems from a scarcity of field observalions and data. the
complex characteriSlics of submerged ice rubble and the complicated task of reproducing
the nalural environmem in scaled labontory tests. Though previously identified. this
problem came to the fore as a research issue during design work on the Nonhumberland
Strait Crossing Project (NSCP). The bridge project. between Prince Edward Island and
New Brunswick involved placing concrete gravity-based piers in a dynamic first-year ice
environmem. During the project. consensus was not achieved amongsl imernational ice
experts on the first-year ridge keel failure loads. This underscored the need for
fundamental research and provided the impetus for this thesis.
The NSCP design experience indicated that effICiencies in new offshore developments can
be expecled if first-year ridge load models were improved. The commercial significance
of this research UQ continues as interests expand in oil and gas exploration in Canada.
including the West Coast of Newfoundland. and abroad. in !he Sea of Okhotsk and the
Pechora Sea.
1.2 Purpose and methodology
The purpose of rhis Ihesis is [0 improve the modelling of first-year ice ridge loads on
Structures. This is a complex muhi-faceted problem. which has nol been fully
understood. in spite of many inveSligations. This thesis provides addilionaJ insight based
on a systemalic organisalion and analysis of prior work and new experimental
inveSligalions.
The body of this lhesis is partilioned inlO background reseuch. exploratory
experimentation and model development phases. 1lIe background chapter provides a
slate--of-Ihe·art basis for new work by interpreting. grouping and examining a broad
range of new and old literature sources. The subjects of the background chapler include
physical characleristics of ridges. parent ice properties. ice rubble shear strength. field
and laboratory investigations of ridge loads. and. firsl·year ridge load models.
Following the background chapter several unique exploratory experiments are introduced.
They include rubble property investigations. small- and large-scale ridge inleraction tests
and ice rubble shear experiments. Collectively these programs represent the most
significaJU body of fil'Sl:-yea.r ridge force data known. When this new data are grouped
with the literalUre sources a new opportunity for the development an anaJytical force
model arises.
Chapters 4 through to 7 describe the process in which this opportunity for model
development is exploited. The first phase. Chapter 4. is a multi-variable regression slUdy
which isolates the fundarnemal parametric form of equations describing rubble shear
strength and ridge interaction forces. Chapter 5 describes a series of experiments which
pioneer the use of sand as an analogue for ice rubble. The sand indentation tests afford
a high level of contrOl which enables a calibration and adaptation of earth pressure
formulas for ridge keel boundary conditions. Reconcilina: the sand-based models from
Chapter 5 with laboratory ice ridge experiments is the subject of Chapter 6. 1be
performance of for~ prediction models for both venical and conical struCtures is judged
lhrough sensitivity studies and regression techniques. Chapter 7 considers fluid dynamics.
inertia effects and the application of the newly calibrated ice load model 10 full-scale.
It is the: gool of this thesis to provide an approach to force modelling that is mainstream:
that is. a model which is heavily supported by the broadest possible range of
experimental and field data. and practicai for contemporary probabilistic modelling
methods. The slruClUre of this thesis permits the attainment of this objective while
providing a series of studies which independendy documem useful reference material and
provide impetus for new research thrusts.
Appr'ollimitlely one
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sea ice concentration
sail:ltleabove-Wiilt.,.ice
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Figure 1.1 First-year pressure ridge schematic.
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Chapter 2
BACKGROUND
In the lim section of this chapter first-year ridges are defined and the geometry and
composition of ridge keels are investigafed. The shear strength of ice rubble is reviewed
from the open literature in Section 2.2. Forces resuhing from ridge imeractions with
structures are described in Section 2.3 where laboratory and full-scale daw. are
documented. Section 2.4 reviews the evolution of keel load models and looks at the
performance of several models in a sensitivity analysis.
2.1 First-year ridge characteristics
2.1.1 Definitions and fonnation processes
According to the Canadian Code for Offshore Structure Design (CAN/CSA-S471-92)
first-year ice is defined as ·sea ice not more lIlan one winter's growlh". A ridge is
defined as "an approximately linear ice feature of broken ice blocks, created by pressure
due to relalive motion, that can be categorized as a shear ridge or a compression ridge".
A compression ridge is formed at the Doundary of two ice sheets or spontaneously within
an ice sheet as the result of excessive compressive suesses (Figure 2.1). A ridge formed
in this way through the dynamic action of current and wind driving forces is often
irregular in direction. height and depth. Compression ridges can be quite large with
e)(treme sail heights 10 m or more and keel depths of 40 m or more (CSA.S471-92).
Most first year ridges. however. have sail heights less than 6 m (Wright et at. 1978) in
the Beaufort Sea and less than 2.5 m in the Northumberland Suait (Brown. 1989).
A shear n'dge is formed by lateral movement be[Ween ice sheets and, in contrast to more
common compression ridges, is straight and dense with near venical walls. They do nOI
arise sponlaJleously from level ice but rather result from the shear action between already
separate ice sheets, at the interface between moving and landfasl ice, or from
compression ridges which have undergone a change in driving force direclion, The
distinction between shear and compression ridge keels is not made in this thesis.
Ridging occurs in most of the arctic and subarctic seas and estuaries and is also a
common occurrence on larger freshwater lakes, for example, lake Erie. Rubble pile-up
and n'de-up occur when floes are driven ashore or grounded leading 10 significant rubble
mounds. Similarly. ice rubble jams are formed when passage of floes is obstructed and
bn"dging occurs, Rubble fields may be formed when a pressure ridge grounds and
sustained driving forces cause continued floe ice failure leading 10 the significant
broadening of the rubble formation. This thesis is concerned with floaling tirst-year
ridges which in some circumstances may be laterally extensive making them
indistinguishable from floating rubble fields.
The process of compression ridge formation is not well documented though it is thought
10 be fairly rapid - a matter of hours and minutes to form. It involves the crushing and
fracture of the ice sheet into blocks and brash that are ultimately forced beneath the
surface forming the keel and to a lesser extent are forced upwards to form the sail. thus
maintaining hydrostatic equilibrium, The multi-failure mode process of formal ion may
grade rubble and contrasts to other rubble formation mechanisms. At the Kemi-I
lighthouse in the Gulf of Bothnia level ice interacting wilh the lighlhouse structure
penelrated a stationary rubble pile and failed directly against the conical shield. The
rubble formed in this way was regular in shape and almost uniform in size (Hoikkanen.
(985). The lhrusting and mixing action during ridge formation may be expected to sort
blocks somewhal. with slush at lhe waterline and large blocks on the bottom of the keel
and the lOp of sail. The same action may also rupture freeze-bonds between newly
submerged cold blocks or cause rubble clumps to form.
In time. lhrough heat transfer. pressure bonding. sinlering and/or other processes.
compression ridges may become paniaUy consolidaud. the lerm used 10 describe [he
freezing of pore water and the bonding of juxtaposed blocks. An irregular solid ice layer
(referred to as a refrozen or consolidated core) which forms al the waterline within a
ridge separates the keel from the sail and may exceed the parent ice layer thickness by
two or three times (Erami Itl ai. 1992). This three-pan ridge approximation is shown in
Figure 2. L. Variations of this ridge representation are common in the literature. Eranei
et af. (1992) prefer to separate the keel into two regions; an upper one comprised of
heavily compacted and consolidated blocks. and a lower one comprised of loose and
partially ad frozen blocks. Gladwell (1976) and others describe significant slush layers
below the core. and Lepparanta er ai. (1995) document a distinct mid-keel [ow porosity
region. Most field studies indicate that ridge structure is likely to vary spatially and
temporally. Keel form is probably influenced by formation temperature and speed. parent
ice salinity and thickness. ridge depth. sail size. the elapsed air and current exposure. and
local snow regime. Ridges which survive the first melt season as second-year and multi-
year ice features consolidate further. reducing porosity and increasing strength to hecome
formidable obstacles to any structure. Second.year and multi-year ridges occur mostly
in arctic regions and are not considered in this thesis_
2.1.2 Parent ice properties
Detailed information on the physics of ice is found in Pounder (1965), Hobbs (1974) and
Michel (1978). Cammaen and Muggeridge (1988) and Sanderson (1988) document
investigations of ice propenies and ice interactions with offshore structures. A review of
the mechanical properties and formation processes of sea ice. the conslilUent material of
ridges. was carried out as pan of the work for this thesis and published in Bruneau
(1995a). Sea ice formation processes, morphologic and strain rate characteristics and
strength and friction propenies were documented in that study. Table 2.1 summarizes
some of these first-year ridge parent ice propenies for reference later in the text.
2.1.3 Fim-year ridge geometry
Several researchers (Weeks and Kovacs, 1970, Wright and McGonigal. 1982.
Kankaanpaa. 1989) have documented the geometry of first-year ridges in detail. Others
(Acres 1987. Cammaert et ai., 1993, Croasdale et ai., 1995, Burden and Timco. 1995)
have sought to classify ridge geometries for interpretive or design purposes. A summary
of first-year ridge characteristics from the literature is presented in Table 2.2, and
significant keel parameters are reviewed below.
Keel size and shQ.JH
Dolgopolov et ai. (1975) describe the geometry of first*year ridges in temperate regions
around Russia. They observed that the design ratio of ridge draft to depth may be taken
as If4 10 If5 and that an individual ridge may have a trapezoidal cross-section.
Kankaanpaa (1989) in a survey of 8 ridges in the Baltic Sea found the sail height to keel
depth ratio was 1!5.8 on average though it ranged from If3.8 to 1!8.6 and local isostatic
imbalance was common. In another Baltic study this ratio ranged from 1!4 to IfS (Veitch
et ai.. 1991a). Burden and Timco (1995) produced a catalogue of sea ice ridge
morphology in which one hundred and seven[}'-six multi·year and first-year ridge profiles
from the literature are documented. The keel depth to sail height ralio for firsl-year
ridges in temperate regions VIas found 10 be 3.96, a1moSi identical to thai of keel width
10 depth. 3.94. Considerable scaner was observed in the data and il was nOled that the
power law fit. W = 5.76113·&6 (where H is keel depth and W is keel width) may be more
appropriate than the linear model. NOle that the keel depth. H, is usually measured from
Ihe waterline. When considering ridge force models. keel depth is typically reduced by
the thickness of the submerged portion of the refrozen core (Cammaert et ai. 1993).
Kankaanpaa (1989) found average slope angles of the sail to be 21 0 and keel slopes to be
around 32e. Cammaert and Muggeridge (1988) report that a typical first year ridge keel
has a mean keel angle of 32". This implies that a keel width to deplh ratio of 3.2 can be
expecled for triangular-sectioned ridge keels. Lepparanta and Hakala (1992) nOle that in
the six ridges they Siudied they found the largest maintained a well developed triangular
cross seclion (depth of 14 m) whereas the medium-sized (depth approximately 5 m) were
more trapeZOidal. Smaller ridges lost the appearance of being identified as a ridge as the
keel was more closely described by an irregular rubble field. Lepparanta er at. (1995)
suggeSI that ridge keels may stan out triangular in shape but evolve towards a trapezoidal
form. The keel angie defined by Burden and Timco as "the angle of decline for each side
of the keel in degrees~ for 35 temperate region ridges had a mean of 27.6eand a standard
deviation of 13.9'. suggesting considerable variation.
Apparently. the limiting vertical size of ridge sail height (HJ depends upon the thickness
of the parent ice sheet. h. The relation to keel width and depth is thus implied from
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ratios given above and in Table 2.2. Lepparanta and Hakala (1992) present the formula
(1)
where C and b are conslaflts. Parmener and Coon (972), Lepparama (1981), Tucker et
al. (1984) and Timeo and Sayed (1986) obtained different values for b, typically between
0.5 and I. Kankaanpaa (1989) determined that the best positive correlation occurred
when C = 2.2 and b = 0.5. Many statistical aspects of arctic ridge height. depth and
spacing are considered by Hibler er aJ. (1972). They found remarkably good
characterization of ridging usingjusl the ridge height and ridge spacing within a floe. and
also found a linear relationship between those parameters.
Keelporosiry
The porosity of ridge sails and keels has been studied by several researchers (Kovacs and
Mellor. 1974, Keinonen. 1971, Tucker et af.. 1984, Kankaanpaa.. 1989, and Lepparanta
and Hakala, (992). Some results are listed in Table 2.2. Keel porosity is usually
determined by mapping the resistance felt while drilling a vertical hole through a keeL
In BaIlie research it is common to categorize resistance into regions of slush. solid ice.
no ice and loose blocks. Other sources from elsewhere cite void Talio only. Careful
excavation and block measurement in the sail (Veitch er at., 1991b) have also provided
insight into ridge porosity by an assumed equivalence or through buoyancy equilibrium
calculations. Since interpretive techniques vary and significant spatial and temporal
variability is expected. porosity measurements in most respects are approximate.
Field drilling results in the Baltic indicate that the average porosity for a whole ridge is
"29% but varies with a standard deviation of around 4-6%. Keel porosity is typically
larger man sail porosity (8% morc according to Kankaanpaa. 1989). According ~
Lepparanta and Hakala (1992) there is Jinle explanation for this but that block size
distributions may vary. this is as yet unproven. EranIi ~t ai. (1992) describe a layering
in the ridge keel but this is more: a boundary between a region of heavily and loosely
packed blocks at around 1/3 of the ridge depth. Lepparama er al. (1995) describe
porosity layering (minimum at mid-keel range) and evolution though resull$ are based on
a single ridge. Note that the maximum packing density of uniform spheres gives a
porosity of 25%, which is quite: close to the rubble values.
Ice block stu, shape and plQcem~nt
Weeks and Kovacs (1970) investigated first-year ridge keels near Barrow Alaska. Results
from one ridge indicated mat me keel was comprised of tWO different parent ice
thicknesses: 15 to 20 em and SO 10 60 em. The coring of the keel showed a
heterogeneous layering of sea ice and snow and slush ice that was poorly bonded. Larger
blocks on the OUler edge of the keel were rounded indicating appreciable melting. Other
ridges had parent ice micknesses of the order of 15 to 20 em.
The pitte size distribution of ice blocks in the sails of Baltic sea ridges has been
investigated by Veitch er al. (l99la. 1991b). In tWO separate studies it was found that
the sample distribution for both long and shon ice block axis was near lognormal. and
was thus represented by
I [ ,[ ''''-''''.] -]Ar) • exp - _
x,j2;"IOXu 2 Inru
o s:x < QD (2)
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where x.. is the geometric mean and x", the geometric standard deviation of the distributed
quamity:c. In one study of (wo ridges in the same vicinity Veitch et al. (199la)
determined that the mean block long axis lengths were 55 em and 49 em and me mean
short axis lengths were 36 em and 34 em respectively for the two ridges. The long axis
standard deviations were 1.2 and 1.7 em. The long-ta-short axis ratio for the [wo were
1.51 and 1.49 with a mean thickness recorded at 0.18 m and 0.19 m respectively. Over
one hundred ice blocks were measured in that study. In another ridge study located
elsewhere in lIle Baltic. Veitch (l99tb) found that the mean thickness. long axis and
short axis dimensions for two different locations in a ridge sail were 16 em, 71.1 em and
69 em. and 15 em, 54 em and 50 em respectively. DistribUlion lognormality was again
established.
Lepparanta and Hakala (1992) studied 6 ridges in the Baltic and found me average
thickness of ice blocks to be around 10-30 cm and the average length to be 60-90 cm.
They determined mat the block size distribution was quite narrow. the maximum lengths
being less than twice me average lengm. The ice blocks in me keel were characterized
as platy. well-rounded and often very porous. The blocks also appeared to be randomly
arranged and the existence of the occasional very large block (some ten times bigger than
the average in length) situated in me middle or near the bottom of the keel. was noted.
2.1.4 Temporal ridge keel processes
Evidence that ridges undergo considerable changes through a season is provided by me
research of Peschansky (1963). Weeks and Kovacs (1910) Lepparanta ~t al. (1995) and
OIhers. Mechanical and thermodynamic processes result in erosion. re-packing, creep.
melting. freezing. brine ejection and recrystallization. How these and other processes
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interact is nO( known but by the following description the changes are significant (from
Lepparama et ai. (1995) describing me life-cycle of a Baltic first-year ridge):
"The ridge structure underwent considerable evolution. The external geometry
became smoother. The keel depth and sail height decreased and the cross-section
developed from triangular toward trapezoidal form. The volume of the ridge
showed no significant changes in the mid-winter but decreased by 25 % during one
spring month. The porosity of the ridge decreased from 28 to 18%: it varied
vertically through the keel and showed a persistent minimum of 20 10 23% in the
mid-keel region. The decrease was in midwinter and was due to further
consolidation and packing of ice blocks while in spring packing compensated the
porosity increase by mehing for the mid-r:lflge data. During the melling season.
below the consolidated layer the melting of the ice blocks was found to be
uniform and the same as the overall ice volume decrease; mechanical erosion of
the keel was insignificant .•
Practically no information is available on ice block erosion and other mechanical "aging"
processes. Since this is not the intended focus of research for this thesis the topics are
not discussed further. however. they may be important and should be considered in future
research efforts. Keel consolidation. block bonding and creep are reviewed below to
provide some background for a discussion later on rubble shear strength.
Refroz.en. core formation
Depending on the air temperature when compression ridges form. the parent ice may
often be a few degrees cooler than freezing (according to the air temperature). The
'4
negative sensible heat of ice blocks in the keel must then be considered for both the
pOientia[ contribution to the growth of the refrozen layer and in the freeze-bonding of ice
blocks. Lepparanta and Hakala (1992) illuSU"ate this capacity in me following example.
Consider a rubble layer of thickness. H. porosity e and temperature T. This layer may
produce in water a surface ice layer of thickness h' which is obtained from
(3)
where c, is the specific heat of ice. L is the latent heal of fusion and 1i is the freezing
point temperature. If ~. T = SG and H = 5 m. then h' = 10 em. Further, the decrease
in porosity that may be expecled as a result of the cold conlcm of the blocks being used
up in freeze bonding alone would be 3% if the ice block temperature were 5 degrees
below freezing upon formation.
The long-Ierm growth of a refrozen core in a ridge is predominamly anribUled to heat
conduction to the cold atmosphere, Stefan's model for level ice growth is often used to
predict this growth. [t is commonly represemed as
h'~ - ~ L'(T.,-7;ldt (4)
where ~ and T, are the freezing temperature and ice surface temperature respectively.
and the constants k, Land p, are the mean thermal conductivity. latent heat, and density
of ice. The lime lQ is the time at which the ice begins 10 form. In a ridge or rubble tleld
only the water in the voids of the rubble must be frozen for the increase of vertical core
ice thickness. Given that the square of the ice thickness is inversely proportional to ice
density and latent heat (typically around 333 JIg) and directly proportional to thermal
conductivity (approximately 2 W/m "C) it is evident that the square of the thickness
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should also be inversely proponional to the rubble porosity. This hypothesis was lested
by Veilch er ai. (l991c) in a laboralOry experiment in which ridges were proouced under
controlled condilions and the degree of ice growth was measured. It was dclermined thai
core ice grew at a laic of 1.8 that of level ice when rubble porosity. e. averaged 39.5%.
The predicted growth based on the e l '; ratio suggests a ratio of 1.6. a reasonable
agreement given that the conditions under which these tests were conducted were
somewhat ideal (I iule temperature variation, and with natural insulation from snow and
ice not modelled),
Croasdale, Allyn and Marcellus (1990) devised a comprehensive computer model for
predicting the refreezing of ice rubble. Their model considers air temperature, wind
speed. radiation. ice temperature. rubble porosity. rubble height. snow cover. salinities
and other significant parameters. Their results indicated that the parameter which has the
biggest degree of uncertainty and which is most important. is the initial porosity of the
ice rubble. It is suggested that this parameter could vary with the initial effective stress
state in the rubble due to simering and creep consolidation. emphasizing the need for a
better understanding of the state of ice rubble when it first forms and prior to refreezing.
[n the design load calculation for the NSCP bridge (Cammaert et at. 1993) a model was
developed from work by Nakawo and Sinha that considered the measured temperature
regimes. ice thickness and snow deposition regimes in. and around. the Northumberland
Strait. It was assumed that the region of the keel that undergoes consolidation had a
porosity of 30% but that the pores were completely filled with brash ice and snow with
a porosity of 50%, thereby reducing the porosity for freezing purposes to 15%. This
assumption was precautionary and is expected to produce an upper bound for refrozen
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ice layer growth.
It is generally accepted that the refrozen core thickness varies considerably over short
distances. This variation is in part [he result of randomly oriented blocks being partially
incorpora!l~d into the core layer but is also due [0 non-uniform insulation above. Near the
highest pan of the sail (which often acts as a snow fence) dlc consolidated ice thickness
is generally thinner chan in most other areas above the keel. This would lead (0 the
weakening of the level ice in this area which may influence ridge failure mechanisms.
Most modelling strategies assume the core is a uniform thickened plate.
Keel block bonding
Some examinations of keel ice rubble in situ. have been reported in the literature
(Pilkington et aJ.. 1982. Shinde and Kemp. 1983. Brown. 1989. Lepparama. and Hakala.
1992. Erami et at.. 1992 and others). Most describe rubble in the keel as highly variable
in tenure and geometry. Blocks may vary from porous and highly deteriorated to
apparently solid plates (Weeks and Kovacs. 1910). Observations are typically limiled
though by lack of access to the outer surface of keels. Inter-block contaCts are usually
coherem ice bridges but are often weak enough that blocks may be dislodged by hand.
In the Beaufort. Shindeand Kemp ([983) reported contaCt lengths less than 10% of block
length in mature first-year ridges in April. The ice blocks were very easy 10 dislodge
indicating that "the cohesive strength of the contact was less than 35 kPa Uudged by
comparison with observations with cohesive clays)·. The crystallographic eumination
indicated that the frozen junction between blocks was comprised of relatively course
granular congealed frazit ice. Ice blocks in the keel ranged from 0.3 to 1.8 m thick with
lenglhs from 0.6 10 3.0 m and widths typically around one-half the length.
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Inter-block freeze-bonding below the consolidated core may arise as a result of several
processes. As mentioned previously the Ilegadve sensible heat in the blocks at the time
of ridge formation may be converted to latent heat al block surfaces by (or during)
fusion. Bonding by heat conduction may reach below the consolidated core through
partially incorporated blocks or highly wine pore fluid. However. temperatures
throughout the keel are usually at. or very near. the block melting point (Lepparanta et
at.. 1995. Weeks and Kovacs. 1970. and others) so that this mechanism is probably nOi
predominant. It is more likely mat bonds result from pressure consolidation. sinten'ng
and other recrystall jUlion processes which are briefly described below.
The freeze bonding that occurs hetween two ice pieces brought together was first
described by Faraday in 1859. In the paper "On Regelations and the Conservalion of
Force" Faraday demonstrated that if two ice blocks are placed in contact they will form
a solid bond even when the temperature of the ice and surroundings is such as to keep
them in a thawing state. To explain this Faraday postulated the existence of a liquid-like
layer on the ice surface which. when enclosed by ice at the poim of contact. freezes.
Disputing this. Thompson in 1857 argued Ihat the minute areas over which the asperities
on the ice surfaces Contact one another were suffICiently small to create contaCI pressures
which lower the equilibrium mehing point. The mel ling which results then relieves the
pressure which in lurn causes the water to re-freeze and bond the pieces together
(pressure consolidation). II is currently believed that the driving mechanism for bond
~ between twO ice pieces is an unstable thermodynamic system in that the surface
free energy is not minimized. The energy of the system can be reduced if material is
transferred to the region of contact thereby causing the bridge to develop (sintering).
Although this theory is broadly accepted today. the mechanism by which the initial neck
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(orms between the twO ice particles still remains uncerlain.
Schaefer and Enema (1986) carried out experiments investigatmg pressure
consolidation/sintering between twO flat surfaces of uniform freshwater ice blocks.
ApparemJy. much sll'onger (greafer than four times) freeze bonds develop between fresh
Ice blocks when immersed in fresh. water than when in air. unless the water is a saline
solution. In a saline solution (salts greater than 12.5 % by weight) bonding is weaker than
that in air. The strength of the freeze·bond between blocks in fresh water increased
linearly with increased normal pressure and duration of contact. However, in saline
solutions (salts 3 % or greater) the increase with normal pressure is much weaker and no
bond strength increase was observed for increased conlaCt durations. Schaefer and Enema
concluded:
Stronger freeze bonds form in water than in air (submerged rubble will have a
pronounced cohesive character. and associated with Ihis is a pronounced effet:t of
loading rate in which strength decreases with increased rale).
Cohesion in a floaling rubble ice layer probably increases with increasing depth
due to higher normal pressures.
Contributing to the scalier of data from rubble shear strength teslS in lhe literature
is the time between experiments since stronger freeze bonds form with increased
duration.
Bulk pressures in ridge keels are usually determined by the producl of rubble buoyant
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weight and position above the keel bottom. z. as follows:
(S)
where P.. and Pi are the densities of the waler and ice, lJ. is the bulk vertical stress in the
rubble. ~ is the bulk porosity of the rubble. and g is the gravilational acceleration.
Initially first-year ice blocks may have densities ranging from 860 10 920 kg/mJ (11.
changes by a faclor of twO in this range). In time. though. all submerged rubble probably
has a density greater than pure ice (917 kg/m l ) since evacuated brine channels are likely
to fill with water (anomaJously, the "heaviest" blocks may become lhe -lightest"). For
example. maximum bulk pressures for a 20 m deep keel of porosity 30'1. and block
density of 9(N) kg/mJ in sea water of density 1028 !til"" are around 17.6 kPa. Pressures
between blocks afl~. of course. much higher. If contacts were 10'1 of block length as
described by Shinde and Kemp (I983). dlen IIOtionally contact areas may be I 'it of total
so that pressures would be 1.76 MPa. This pressure exceeds the crushing slrengrn of
warm unconfined sea ice and so Contact areas would grow. This example is probably
overly-simplistic, but it serves to illuSlrate the stress level which may lead to pressure
bonding.
Pressure consolidation and simering may be important bonding mechanisms but orner
complicated processes may also be at work. Circulation is likely to be important for
redistribution of brine and or frazil ice. Lewis and Perkin (1986) describe rne
phenomenon of an ice pump which is a naturally occurring heal engine driven by the
change of freeling point with pressure. It causes ice 10 mell at lower depths in sea water
and to form a[ a shallower local ion - and is a self·starling methanism. The pumping is
not dependent upon the availability of sensible heat in the water column and irs eifecrs
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are added to any melting caused by the advection of warmer water to die ice-water
interface. It is conjectured that. due 10 the significant ice surface area in an ice rubble
keeL level ice growth and keel deterioration may be enhanced appreciably via me ice
pump mechanism.
Cretp
Though ice deforms in several ways under pressure (as described in Table 2.1)
irreversible secondary creep (viscous) strain is the most likely mechanism for causing
noticeable global deformations in ridge keels. Blocks juxtaposed and under high contact
pressure will deflect and contact areas will grow as ice "flows· in accordance with grain
size. grain orientation. suess patlerns and salinity. Sea ice containing brine flows more
easily than pure ice since brine cannot support shear stress. Pockets of brine also cause
stress concentrations which further enhance creep rate. Though bulk rubble has a
relatively low buoyant weight jl was shown earlier that stresses belween blocks in a keel
can be high. Edge-on contacts belween blocks may have conlaet areas defined by the
compressive strength of the ice. Funhermore. the aClion of leverage from eccentrically
applied buoyancy forces on blocks may promOle near·failure stresses within blocks or at
inter-block bonds. AI I MPa the uniaxial strain rate for horizonlal compression may be
between 10"" S·l and 10-' s·' (Sanderson 1988) suggesting the pmenliaJ for large
deiormations during the typical life expeclancy of a ridge (around 100 days or J()6.... sl.
Table 1.1 Typical first·year ridge parent ice clwacteristics.
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TaMe 1.2 Firsl-year ridge characteristics reported in lhc: literalure.
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Figu~ 1.1 Schematic of first-year ridge formation and cross-section.
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2.2 Ice rubble strength
2.2.1 Keel railure modes
II is commonly assumed thar ridge keels interacting with SlrUCtUres fail in shear. SilTople
u~nsion. compression or Other failure modes may be expected wlten support boondary
conditions are conducive to global nexural or crush in&: failure. This more likely when
keels are a relatively small factor in the total ridge resisWJCe or when ridges are small
or poorly supported. Experience from me NSCP has shown dlat the most resiscmt ridges
are either core or keel-dominated. Uhimately ·design" ridges for the NSCP were
characterized by very large keels and quite modest cores. Very litlle information is
presenlly in the open literature regarding first-year ridge failure modes not to mention
what is happening in the keel. Based on the NSCP design Slfatcgy and broad support in
the Iiterawre (Dolgopolov et al. 1975. Keinonen 1979. CroasdaJe 1980 and others) it is
assumed that "design" keels and thus the keels to be studied in this thesis, fail in shear.
This as~nion may be subject to scrutiny in the near future as the NSCP bridge
approaches completion and monitoring of ice interactions begins.
2.2.2 Rubble shear medlartics:
Although ice rubble has been shown to be a multi-phase, highly complex material. it
accumulales predictably in specific configurations (keels for instance). Since it is
practically incoherent during formation frictional resistance must be active. In time.
blocks bond which makes rubble coherent also so that both frictional and cohesive
qualities coexist (Prodanovic. 1979).
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friction is the tangential force required to move one surface pasl another and is defined
for static and kinetic conditions. For a granular material internaL friction results from (he
slip movement between the surfaces of "blocks" of fixed particles (Bridgwater. 1987).
For soils these regions. termed failure zon~s, are Jypically about ten particle diameters
in width and are actually made up of substantial particle rolling, sliding and in some
cases attrition (both fragmemalion and abrasion). Typically, internal friction is primarily
influenced by density and grain packing and to a lesser extent dependent upon a sliding
friction component. The reason is that considerable interlock OCCurs between grains so
that for sliding and rolling to occur grains must be lifted over one anomer or else fail in
flexure. shearing or crushing. Sliding friclion is mostly a material property which varies
with surface roughness, pressure, speed and the presence of interstitial water, gases and
chemicals, but interlock and thus internal friction, varies with gradation and
densification. When sheared, granular materials often undergo volumetric change
(dilation) due to the effects of interlock and grain packing (Figure 2.2).
Cohesion is the tinite shear strength a granular material possesses when it is not subjected
to confining stresses, fn ice rubble this property is believed to arise from freeze-bonding
between blocks. Freeze-bonding has been shown to be a function of contact pressure,
contact period. temperature, salinity, size and shape of the ice blocks. and other factors.
Shear resistance in granular materials is influenced by the presence of fluid in pores.
Surface tension acts only when air and water are present together and is not expected to
playa role in rubble shear mechanics. On the other hand fluid dynamics may be
important. For instance, increased pore pressures have been shown to enhance and
reduce shear resistance in soils, AI high speeds a submerged dilatant soil may have
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appreciably higher shear resistanCe in accordance with reduced pore pressures (resuiling
from volume expansion and lower permeabiliry). When bulk compression takes plao:.
pore pressures may be enhanced which causes effective srresses between panicles to be
relieved. diminishing shear resisWICC. For icc rubble in keels. open channels between
blocks are large so permeabiliry is very high and pore pressure is llOI expected to vary
much. However. with increased particle scale. the drag and inenia of blocks and sLX:tXJn
between adjacent ice plates may become significant. A simple caJcularion reveals that an
average sized ice block (0.6 x 0.45 x 0.15 m) ascending perpendicular to its principal
axis in waler has a terminal velocity of 0.5 m/s (free fall in air would be 45 m/s). Fluid
tlow around a structure or through a keel during failure can exceed this critical velocity
causing suspension. The degree of suspension will depend on the stare of coherent bonds
between blocks. More will be said on this topic later in the thesis.
2.2.3 Yield criteria
At low loads or loading rates and before shear failure. rubble may behave visco-
elastically. like a highly porous solid ice. When sheared appreciably. thoogh.
unconsolidated ice rubble deforms plastically since the change in shape is irreversible.
At failure. behaviour has been shown [(J be neither p~if«lly plastic (Tresca-Saim Venam
condition) nor elastoplastic (as per Pr.uxhl m3leri,i.I). The two limiting Slates or plastic
failure theories most relevant to the study of soil mechanics are Von Mises and Mohr-
Coulomb. The Mohr-Coulomb model is the most commonly used limit Slates model in
soil and ice; ubble mechanics. It was first proposed as a hypothesis of the shear strength
for soil by Coulomb (ca 1773) as
T - C .. l1~tandl (6)
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where T is the shear resistanCe resulting from the slip movement between two ·surfaces"
within a soil. c is the cohesion of the soil. a. is the normal suess on the slip surface and
o is the angle of internal friction. Mohr later presented a similar generalized lheory and
so (~ limiting state plasticity model became: known as Mohr-Coulomb.
The widespread acceptanee of the Mohr-Coulomb model has a.pparendy resulted from
observations in laboratory teslS for ice rubble (Keioonen and Nyman 1978. Prodanovic
1979. Hellmann 1985. and others) that show linearly increasing yield strengths wjth
increased confining pressure (Figure 2.3). Most experiments have also indicated a non-
zero cohesive imercept when shear strength data is plolted against a normal stress. Some
researchers argue that the Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion may not be appropriate for
modelling icc rubble because the internal friction angle and apparent cohesion are a
funclion of normal slress (Enema and Urroz, 1989). Many researchen would agree Ihat
stress hislory innuences Ihe rubble slTength and thai failure crilerion are considerably
influenced by many other environmental condilions. Never-the-Iess the Mohr-Coulomb
approximation prevails as il is a simple and effective interpretive tool for laboratory
tesling and allows the easy adaptation of (Mohr-Coulomb based) soil failure mechanics
to keel load models.
In situ materials oflen !lave shear Slresses on the octahedral plane since all three principal
stresses are most often nol equal (11,;o!l1z;o!I1J). The intermediate slress. OJ. is commonly
ignored. however, or assumed equal to I1J . The resulling two-dimensional stress state
greatly simplifies computation efforts without 100 much error in most cases (Bowles.
1984).
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Considering the two-dimensional case further the eqU3lions for normal suess, a•. and
shear stress, T. on an arbitrarily inclined plane passing through a rubble body are:
T _ a\ ;<I\in28 (7)
which were first recognised by Mohr (1882) as those represenling a circle of radius (a"
tll )/2 and origin (u,+aJ)n . The Mohr's circle diagram is a graphic means of identifying
the Stresses at a point as shown on the right-hand side of Figure 2.4.
Early researchers nOied that in a triaxial compression test the axial sIress a,. at failure
depends on cell pressure a - aJ • Successive (eSlS at differenl UI stress levels provide
more values for (1/ and are sufficient (0 draw a series of Mohr circles. The failure shear
strength as a function of normal suess could be reasonably well predicted from me line
(or envelope) drawn tangenl to the circles as shown in Figure 2.4. The Mohr-Coulomb
failure criterion in twO dimensions is the equation representing this line. Typically at
leasl three testS are performed for averaging to get a represemative value for slope. o.
and intercept. c.
A tria.'tiaJ cell (as per Wong n at 1987) for comroiled confinement testS is the most
rigorous of all procedures for delermining Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion but is also Ihe
mOSI complicated and expensive. A biaxial cell (plane suess) has been used by Sayed
(1989) whereby conuolled ice rubble confinement pressure in one direction.
perpendicular 10 an increasing normal stress. was achieved (Figure 2.4b). Direcl and
simple shear devices in a variety of shapes. sites and orientations are most commonly
used for testing shear strength (Figure 2.4c and 2.4d). Direct shear involves the
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placement of a sample in a bolt or cylinder which is split so as to allow relative
tangential motion of the two pans. A pressure is applied nOfmai to the slip plane of the
sample through any number of means - pneumatic bladder. hydraulic pistons. weight
placement eec. Direct shear lest results are plotted on a graph to yield the best fit failure
envelope since the shear suess itself is measured "directly' (Keinonen and Nyman 1978.
Prodanovic 1979, Hellmann 1984. and others). Some consider this to be a plane strain
test since only lateral and vertical motions can take place. Simple shear teSts attempt to
produce a stale of pure shear for samples undergoing plane strain (Urroz and Ettema.
1987). The problems with the direct shear device (changing sectional area and assumed
failure surface orientation) are partially overcome in simple shear devices although stroke
length is reduced and equipment is more complicated.
Often the repose angle of an accumulation of a cohesionless granular material is
considered a lower-bound estimate of internal friction angle. For instance. when carefully
poured into a pile, sand is close to a minimum density Slate and usually has a repose
angle around 30" which is around the low density internal friction angle determined from
direct shear tests (Bowles. 1984). For cohesive granular materials this approximation
does not apply.
2.2.4 Im·estigations of ice rubble shea... strength
Summaries of laboratory investigations into the shear behaviour of ice rubble are found
in Wong el ai. (1987), Enema and Urroz (1989). Case ((991), Chao (1993) and others.
Few references citing full-scale rubble experiments or strength tests are available.
Lepparanta and Hakala (1992) and Coon et at. (1995) describe field trials where ridge
keel strength was tested and others have estimated strength from observations in the field.
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Lavender (1973) for inswac:e describes obtaining estimates of friction angle and cohesion
from river icc jams. and Williams n aI. (1993) describe keel resisrance while coring
ridges in lIle Northumberland Sa-aic. Some inferences can be made by observation of
rubble repose angle shown earlier to be around 2" on average for keels. laboratory
experiments dominate the: Iiten.ture record of rubble snear srrength measurementS. A
collection of references with reponed conditions and results are lisfCd in Table 2.3. Some
experiments on solid ice ate also listed on the bottom of me taDIe as a reference for
exucme upper-bound suen&lhs for highly consolKtated rubble (as in multi-year ridge
keels).
Few obvious U"ends emerge as one scans the data columns of Table 2.3. Rubble shear
suength ShOM huge variations from source to source with reponed ranges of internal
friction angle. 4>. from II" (Weiss n ai. 1981) to 65"+ (loser and Sayed. 1993) and
cohesion. c. anywhere from 0 (Urroz and Enema. 1987) w as high as 10 or 20 kPa for
cold and dry ice (Sayed. 1987). High values for both rarely coincide. Reconciling lhese
results with those for other materials proves to be difficult even for frict;on angle which
is ~mingly less dependent upon parent material than cohes;on. For example. gravels
have internal friction angle varying anywhere from 3r to 36- for loose accumulations
and from 35- 10 50" for dense packing. These values are comfortably bounded by the
extremes reponed for ice rubble. Curiously. Urroz and Enema (1987) found the internal
friction angle of polyethylene blocks to be around 35- and that for similarly sized and
shaped ice blocks 10 be 51- when packing densities and tesling procedures were identical.
Remarkably, Lepparanta and Hakala (1992) repon full-scale friClion angles to be less
than 10" though an adequate explanation is not given.
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Clearly. ice rubble shear strength is state-dependeat and DOt unique. There are many
contro) variables. trends are weak. and multicollinearity is highly probable. Regression
analyses on Utis SOrt of data are complicated SiDCC testing and analysis procedures vary
widely. For example. many different shear apparati. rubble typeS and handling
procedures have been used. Compounding the difficulty is an incomplete record of
control parameters for each program. In lhis thesis multiple regression techniques are
used to lest the relevance of control parameters and to develop best-fit empirical relations
to lhe shear strength data available in the literature.
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2.3 First-year ridge forces on structures
2.3.1 O,'erview of ridge forees
The force on a structure exposed to the action of sea ice is the lesser of the limit force
condition due to environmental driving forces and momentum. and. the limir stress
condition due to the strength of ice features. When driving forces are sufficient.
competent sea ice crushes. spalls and buckles against vertical srrucrures while for Sloping
structures it fails 31 mUl;:h lower loads in flexure. Dynamic loads, either quasi*sratic or
resonant. result from cyclic ice failure which is pronounced for crushing-dominated
modes. Sloping structures thus diminish the threat of resonance but tend to increase
vertical forces. underwater exposure and construction complexilies. The literature is
silent about keel dynamic loads probably because keels are assumed to produce transient
loads that are generally not "long" enough or "high~ enough to excite resonam struclUral
frequencies.
Keel tailure mechanisms vary with global support boundary conditions and scale as
described in Subsection 2.2.1. Design ridges in the NSCP were large and keel-dominated
so thaI shear failure was expected (Cammaert er at. 1993). In general. the refrozen core
of a first-year ridge is assumed to be a uniformly thickened homogeneous plate.
imerlocked with the keel. Usually. it is assumed that failure of the core and keel are
independem and peak forces are simultaneous. Both assumptions are analytically
conservative but necessary since proof of less severe interaction mechanics is not openly
available.
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Imerprel.ation of measured ice forces on sltUetures is complicated work. Often strain
measurements are indirect or pressures are measured over represcmative areas. tew cases
of direct global measuremenl of loads where ridges interact have been made (and much
of dlat remains proprlewy). In die open lilel1llure there are some refercoces 00 either
design loads based on field observations or aetuaI measured data. More often Ulan not
ridg~ factors are given which represent the increase in level ice load when defges are
encountered. A significant drawback of mis factor is the unknown state of the rerrol-en
core which may. at marurity, be twice the surrounding level ice thick.ness. None-the·tess
the keel loads can be bounded somewhat by looking at ridge faero!s. In the absence of
any competent core a ridge factor. RI • is representative of rubble clearing forces alone
(as a ratio of level ice resistance). When a refrozen core is similar in thickness and
strength to the surrounding ice then Rf - 1 indicates the rubble clearing force ratio
(including confinement effects of the refrozen core). Level ice forces on vertical
struClUres are fairly well understood and are often approximated using the generalized
crushing force equation
(S)
where I is indentation coeff)Cient.f~ is the contaCt factor. m~ is shape factor. ~~ is the
strain dependent crushing strength. D is sUUCIure width or diameter and h is the ice
thickness. Values for coeffICients are broadly quoted in a number of publicalions and
textS (Cammaert and Muggeridge 1988. Sanderson 1988).
In Ihe following subsections laboralOcy investigations and field monitoring programs
associated with ridge loading are reviewed. The information from the laboratory
programs will be revisited later in Chaplers 3. 4 and 6 of this thesis.
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2.3.1 Laboratory lavtsl1aatioDS of rubble indentadoa
Laboratory investigations which simulate either ridge interactions or generic rubble
indentation are reviewed in Table 2.4. Cheng and Tatinclaux (1917) and Kcinonan and
Nyman (1978) investigated the 'two-dimensional compressive resistance" of a floating
i~ rubble layer. In a lank containing floating ice rubble. a full-width venical plate was
translated horizontally giving rise to bulk compressive resistanCe ror~. Load traces
indicated peak: and residual strengths, while rubble depth and interaction speed influenced
results.
Prodanovic (1979) describes the interaction process for a vertical cylinder translating
through a continuous noatini rubble field.
- As the model $truclUres penetrated into me rubble field. the rubble was
compres~. the compression zone extending up (0 I m in front of the structure
(of diameter 0.304 m. and rubble depth 0.28 m). The ice pieces were mostly
moving relative to each other and hence the resistanCe force was mainly
frictional. The ice pieces separated in langenlial direclions and gradually slid
around the structure. The rubble field failure was predominandy planar. with little
upward and downlo\'Vd ice activity. Large ice pieces were slighdy crushed and
occasionally split. Thicker rubble fields created small pile-ups and plugs in fronl
of the slfUclure. 8
The development of surcharge and other lransient load mechanisms appears. from this
description. to be down-played.
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Hellmann (1984) punched a circular plale horizontally through the centre of a noaling
rubble mass. Though the imeraction process at the structure could not be directly
observed it is implied that rubble did flow around all edges of the advancing plate (not
just a compression test). A ten-fold increase in resistance resulted from decreasing
indentation speed from 250 10 1 mm/s.
Rogachko et af. (1994) studied ridges both in the laboralOry and in the field. From the
paper. reviewed in the next section, it is difficult to determine the exact source of the
information given. Timeo and Cornett (1995) indented simulated first-year ridges in a
study investigating ridge loading on the Northumberland Strait bridge piers. The force
contribution of the unconsolidated rubble in the keel ponion of the model ridges were
roughly estimaled from global force measurements.
2.3.2 Full'"5Cale ridge load research
This seclion describes some field programs in which first-year ridge loading was studied.
A review of the programs is provided in Table 2.5. These data and other full-scale load
issues will be discussed and analyzed in Chapter 7.
Cook Inlet
In a study lasting several years Blenkarn (1970) investigated ice loading on offshore
jacket structures in Cook rnlet. Alaska. Pressure ridges which occur naturally around the
periphery of many noes in that region were associated with the lJCak loading events on
the structures. The ratios between peak forces and steady forces for uniform floes were
in the range between tWO and three. Similar values for the ·pressure ridge factor" were
also determined for a test pile in Cook Inlet. Ridge line loads of 878 to 1042 kN/m were
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approximated. Blenkarn was able to discriminate brt"'ccn dynamic and static componenlS
of the peak force. conc1udine that the equiV<l.lent static peak force rluio with uniform floe
force was less lhan two.
Gulf of Bothn.iIz
This body of work centreS on an instrumented liBtu pier "Kemi-l" in the Nonhero Gulf
of Bothnia near the coast of Finland. There. typical annual ice diicknesscs are 0.8 m and
ridge keels deeper than 12 m arc common. The structure is 10 m wide at average water
level and has a slope angle of 55", Krankkala and MUllanen (1984) repon Maattanen's
use of a ridge factor of 1.5 based on Baltic experience 10 that date.
Two principal ice failure mechanisms were observed during ice interaction during the
lirst seasons of Kerni-I operation (1984/85 and 1985/86): one corresponding to low
speeds and the other 10 high speeds (Maauanen 1986). The former involved lhe ductile
bending of the sheet ice with some single ice layer ride-up. the latler process involved
bending. crushing and sheating modes leading to a stationary rubble pile at the leading
edge of lhe pier. Rubble during on lhe cone was ·efflcienl" as pittes climbed and
flo .....ed around lhe cone without the formation of a stalionary bow. Maximum 'ce forces
were always associated with pressure ridges. me largest of which resulted from an
adfrozen grounded ridge stalionary for a week in cold wealher and then broken up in a
storm. Quantitative force measurements remain proprietary so litlle data have become
available. however. loads were lower than expected at the lime of publication (1986)
leaving Maauanen to conclude that· ... earlier prediclions of ice failure models againsl
a conical struClUre have 10 be modified".
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Hoikka.nen (1985) noted the formation of an ice ·staelc· when pressure ridg~ rode up
on the Kemi-I cone base. A5 penetration increased there was a strong flow of ice bloclcs
and brash upwards from the inner pans of the ridge. He flOIec1 the presence of large ice
blcx:ks longer than 3 m and 1.5 m thick which appeared [Q be the result of [wo or three
level ice layers frozen together. The level ice following the ridge tended to penetrate the
rubble pile or rode up on it. Hoiltkanen agreed that the loose pans of a pressure ridge
can be ueated as a granular material and may be analyzed using the principles of 50il
mechanics. He funher observed that if the structure were narrow and venical it could
funher be assumed that the consolidated pan fails by crushing. although the Kemi-I cone
showed no clear failure pattern emerging; •... 50metimes thick rafted ice was bent but
some ridges seemed to be crushed completely~. He also nmed the inability of model tests
to reproduce the crushing failure of the level ice and ridge core observed at Kemi·l.
Recently. Maananen (l994a) discussed the design of a smaller conical light structure for
the Gulf of Bothnia. The SUllCture was 2.6 m at the waterline and had a 60 degree cone
angle (from horizontal). The results of the load analysis indicate that a 3.0 MN load can
be expecled from a design ridge keel. this being greater than the load from a 0.8 m thick
level ice interaction but less than the 5.8 MN load predicted for a 1.2 m thick rafted ice
layer.
Frederking and Sayed (1994) rcpon that Palosuo (1970) estimated the maximum first-
year pressure force on a cylindrical caisson to be in the order of 700 kN/m in the Gulf
of Bothnia. The blcx:1r. ice thickness was 0.3 to 0.5 m (personal notes of L. W .Gold) but
he did not give a ridge size for this estimate. Palosuo did say mat the biggest ridges.
comprised of blocks with thickness 0.4 to 0.5 m. were 20 m deep therefore the load
estimate is probably for 15 to 20 m deep keels.
Sea of Okhotsk tUUI otlter RIIssUur lelJllHTtlle seas
Dolgopolov a al. (1915) present melhods for calculating ice loads on isolated piers of
marine StruClUre$ whkh include rafted and ridged ice. Their work is based on field.
experimental and ana.lytica.l data. They stale lhat a uniform solid ice sheet iJ rarely s«n
in open seas but that icc fields with ridges of different sizes. shapes and directions are
much more common. They refer to the use (prior to 1915) of a ridge factor of 2.2 in
Canada and the USA as reponed by Dinkla and Sluymer (1910) whereas in the USSR
a faclor of 1.3 to 1.5 has been taken for temperate seas. In lheir opinion they felt that
data then available permiued the refinement of those numbers. New faclOrs were obtained
in an ice basin where vertical and cone shaped piers indented ridge formations. The
results obtained were as follows: "the magnifICation factor for the venical pier made up
1.54 with loose icc blocks in the underwater pan of the ridge whereas it amounted to
2.5':!.7 with the ice blocks frozen rogether. The magnifICation factor foc a cone.shaped
pier was 1,45 if ice blocks in the k1wer part were IIOl bonded together"_
In a paper by Rogachko ~t al. (1994) an "ice-hummock." or pressure ridge coefficient was
studied in large scale controlled experimenlS for a cominuous rubble field. They b~
their experimental parameters on field observations from the Sea of Okhotsk. It is
reponed that the thickness of the middle consolidated ponion of the ridge varies within
1 - 1.5 times the level ice thickness surrounding the ridge and the keel is 4·5 times
greater in depth than sail height.
In their experiments an extensive rubble field was built in front of an extensive level ice
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sheet and the two were systematically indented with vertical rigid cylinders. ResultS were
obtained for two consolidation levels - the case where the refrozen core thickness in the
rubble field was equal 10 the level ice thickness. and the other when it was 1.5 times the
level thickness. The experimenlal resullS for the two cases were plotted on a graph of
ridge coefficient. Rj versus sail height-level ice ratio (H/h) from which the following
empirical relations were developed:
", - f, - 123>065 [!i1-0054 [ !iI'
ior refrozen core thickness equal to level lhiclmess. and
(0)
(10)
for the thickness ratio of 1.5. For example. a given ridge with a refrozen core 1.5 limes
the level ice thickness and sail height 4 limes level ice thickness. [he keel would be
statistically 16 to 20 times deeper than the level ice thickness (10.6 to 13.3 limes the
consolidated layer thickness) and the total ridge force would be four times the level ice
force. This value corresponds 10 the asymptO!ic limit of the ridge faclOr for the thickness
ratio of 1.5 in Rogachko et af. (1994). If a ridge has a consolidated core thickness equal
to the level ice. and keeping Ihe same sail height ratio. the ridge factor becomes 3. also
the limit for that thickness ratio. A factor of 3 implies that the rubble resistance is twice
the level ice resistance if similar core and level ice thicknesses equate to similar
resistances (when confinement and failure modes are considered).
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Beauforr Sea
Field monitoring of firsl·year ridge interactions with die Molikpaq caisson have reccmly
been revisited in Croasdale et at. (1995). Above-water observations indicated mat many
modes of failure were common but mat larger ridges generally failed in shear. Ridge load
faclors were found 10 be in the range of I (0 3 and line forces of 0.5 MN/m for keels
interacting with the 100 m structure were suggested.
Frederking (1994) Slates that the line load (load per unit meter) of a cold strong multi-
year floe 7-10 m thick was around 2.5 to 5 MN/m from experience with the Molikpaq
in the Beaufort sea. He believes that even a 20 m deep fim.year ridge in the
Northumberland Strait would not be capable of generating line loads anylhing near half
of that for the multi-year floe.
Grounded rubble
Grounded rubble fields which form around some arctic structures have been slUdied by
researchers Iypically interested in load transmission to the S!ructure (Sayed f!t at. 1986.
Marshall f!t at. 1991. Poplin and Weaver 1992 and others). Croasdale f!t at. (1994)
review tleld measurements. physical model tests. laboratory tests and theoretical models
for grounded rubble and point out thaI there are no known cases where ice rubble has
reduced s!ructural stability and created a problem. On the contrary. ice rubble has often
significantly reduced the transmission of ice loads 10 s!rUClures and can significantly
mitigate the potential for dynamic excitation of the s!ructure. A study of the sliding
resistance of grounded rubble may provide some upper bound limits on unconsolidated
rubble shear slrength for ridges though this line of work has not been pursued in this
thesis.
Tabte 2.4 Laboratory rubble indemalion leslS.
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2.4 First-year ridge keel load models
2.4.1 First-year ridp modeUinI
When a ridge interacts with an offshore structure loads are created by the breaking of the
core and the clearing of the keel and sail when sufficient driving forces prevail.
Engineering analyses of loads often include the sail with either keel or core load models
and treat the remaining component processes separately (Prodanovic 1981, Eranti ~t of.
1992. Cammaert ~ at. 1993. CroasdaJe et af. 1995). Though it is underslood that the
core provides an imponam boundary condition which influences keel failure. the
simultaneity of failure and the interaction dynamics are not well understood. Thus the
peak loads resuhing from both keel and core models are typically added (0 obtain a
resultant peak.
Croasdale et at. (1995) assert that design ridges are keel..(lominated in size and strength.
The failure of the core is said to change keel boundary conditions reducing confining
stresses near the structure and slightly increasing them further away. The change is small
however, and the error introduced to the keel model over the entire ridge is negligible.
Since the discussion in Croasdale et at. (1995) appears limited to a class of structutes
with upward breaking cones at the waterline these statements muSt be interpreted
cautiously. Nevertheless, if one assumes that the keel is plastic behaving as a frictional
granular material and that the core is a rigid plastic brittle solid then the former may
retain most of its strength after yielding whereas the latter may not. Thus it is assumed
in this study that the intluence of core failure on keel processes is not significant enough
for most structural configurations to aJter the independent approach to keel modell ing.
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Several modelling practices for firsl*year ridge keels are investigated in Krankkala and
Maattanen (1984), Kitazawa and Etlema (1985). Bruneau (1994) and Croasdale ttt at.
(1995). The following scx:tion reviews the historical development and demonstrates the
variety of approaches 10 keel modelling.
Dolgopo(ol/ el al. (/975)
One of the earliest and most influential modelling approaches proposed for ridge keels
is provided by Dolgopolov et at. (1975). The authors describe that the model was
developed from experimental studies in which the physical patterns of interactions were
observed. There is liule novelty 10 the approach, however. as it is. in form, the passive
earth pressure equation for retaining structures, writlen as;
where
(II)
H S H<!f SH"~ (12)
and where F in this and other equations presented here is the maximum longitudinal
horizontal force on the structure of width D, H is keel depth. 'Y is the ice rubble weight.
c is rubble cohesion and q, ;s rubble internal friction angle (Figure 2.5a). The suggested
adjustments to keel depth foc surcharge and to structural width for the spatial behaviour
of the ice medium appear reasonable, though little guidance is given in assigning a value
to H<ff. This is a significant stumbling block for Ihe application of the model since. by
example. if the SU"ucture is twice as wide as the keel depth then loads may vary by 100%
for arbitrary assignments of surcharge. The shape faclor. q. in Dolgopolov's approach
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is explained by Munanen (1994) as originating from the contribution of side wmges. "a
common assumption for the shape of a failure surface in soil mechanics~ (Figure 2.5b).
The ice rubble buoyancy applicable in this formula is usually assumed to be
.., - (P ..-p,)(I-e)g (13)
where P. and p; are the wau~r and ice densities. e is the bulk porosity of the icc: rubble
and g is the gravitational acceleration 9.81 m/sl •
Kcinotun (1979)
Keinonen (1979) developed a model for ship resistance in first-year ice rubble and brash.
Since this situation is analogous in some ways to ridge interactions with stationary
structures it is considered here. The assumption of linear Mohr-Coulomb icc: rubble
behaviour allowed the formulation of a passive pressure model similar to that of
Dolgopolov et ai. (197.5) but with attention 10 a varlety of suuctural geometries. Through
equilibrium of forces il was shown lhat:
where
(s in~ .. lano,cos~Ksin8 "lanck0s8)sin(" +8)
Klf· «1-lanO,lan<t»sin(y, ..8)"(lanQ, .. tano)Cos(!J. ..9)1sin~in8
K _ sin!J. ..tanolcos~
I.- « l-lantP,lan"p)sin(!J."S) "(lantP l .. tantP)cos(!J. ..9)lsintJ
(14)
(15)
(16)
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in which'" is bow flare angle. 9 is the slip plane angle. tPl is the icc-structure Friction
angle and <b is the internal angle of friction of the ice rubble (Figure 2.6). The value of
the slip plane angle. 8, was determined using differentiation 10 minimize the resistance
formula above. While dealing with the complications of bow entrance, stem and flare
angles it is not clear how Keinonen deals with the slope of the surcharge or the effective
depth over which the bow is said to act. The resisEance formula was shown (in Kitazawa
and Enema. 1985) to be ailered to account for the slippage of ice rubble under a vessel
in the "developed condition" so that the 1I2Hl term became Hd where d is the depth of
the vessel. However. this adjustment does not conform to the passive pressure state as
sketched in Figure 2.6 (where the rubble deplh is H+d at the point of failure). Keinonen
maintained that in the "developed condition" the tOlal force on a ship was actually the
summation of five components:
(17)
where the first three represent resislance from upper. lower and end bow slip-planes and
the last twO are for middle body ship resistance on the t>ouom and side. It was also
suggested that the confining pressure along the vertical end slip planes at the bow was
in the neutral state so thai
(18)
where q~ is the horizom.al pressure al depth z. and, vp is Poisson's ratio. Since
adjustments for depth and surcharge are in accordance wilh ship-like clearing processes.
and may be rule of thumb. the applicability of Keinonen's formulation to firsl-year ridge
interactions wilh offshore Structures may be limited,
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jUri/or (1980)
Mellor (1980) developed a passive shear failure model for ship resisWlce in
uncol1£Olidated level brash ice. The form of the model was similar to Keinonen's above
when a vertical frictionless plate is considered. The differences are Mellor's treatment
of rubble depth. buoyancy and effective bow form. The formulation is given by.
(19)
where Ht" the full brash depth (keel plus sail), and the value in square brackets is the
assumed rubble buoyancy (Figure 2.7). The friction angle and cohesion of submerged
brash in water is assumed to be the same as that in air. The factor (I +taO"o1,8·)
represents the effective width of the ship bow in accordance with the formation of a false
bow with half apex angle of fr (Figure 2.7). The angle po appears to be a function of
bow form. bow roughness and assumed failure criteria for the brash. For plain strain
indentation in a Von Mises material a flat faced rough indentor produces a false bow with
{3" =45". For Mohr-Coulomb P" =(45-'b12). For an arbitrary friction angle of35" the bow
factor (I +fan4>Cot{3") becomes 2.34. By comparison the shape faclOr in the formula by
Dolgopolov et ai. (1975) is 2.34 when H = 2D. The similarity suggests the Dolgopolov
formulation may be based on a similar approximation.
CroasdQ/e (1980 - 1994)
Croasdale (1980) modelled first-year ridge loads assuming that the ridge keel IS
comprised of ice blocks held IOgether by buoyancy. gravity and frictional forces alone.
Thus the ice keel was said to act as a granular material with an assumed friction angle
and no cohesion. A plug"type failure was suggested Whereby two parallel shear planes
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form 31 either side of a structure during the initial stages of an interaction (Figure 2.8a),
The force required to shear through the rubble keel was determined by vertically
integrating shear stress and area through an assumed triangular keel cross-section. Since
il was also assumed that no consolidation had taken place a horizonlal shear plane was
not considered. The formula reduced 10
'WI{'F-~pgtan<j) (20)
where F is the peak horizontal force on me structure. W is the keel width. H is keel
depth. p is me buoyant density of the ice. g is gravitational acceleration and Q is the
internal friclion angie of the keel rubble. Horizonlal confining Stresses wete assumed to
be equiValent to vertical hydrostatic pressure. an assumption which suggests a stress Slale
slightly higher than me neOlral but short of passive conditions.
If cohesive bonds are sufficient to disablc friclionaJ sliding, Croasdalc suggcstcd that the
force required to shear complctely through a triangular ridge keel (as described above)
would be
F w cWH (2l)
Based on a downwards breaking wedge of widlh D with failure plane pitch angle of 45°,
an approach for wider keels or rubble fields for purely cohesive rubble was proposcd by
Croasdalc (l993) as shown in Figure 2.8b and written as:
F - c(2HD .. lP) (22)
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The force to clear rubble from the path of the suucture was also determined as
If' ['HIF.i'_W --'2 1-2",
where I'p is poisson' 5 ratio. l' is the buoyant weight of me submerged rubble and Wand
H are the ridge width and depth. However. this was not to be added 10 the cohesive
rupture failure as the {wo were not assumed to act together. Croasdale (1993) also
considered a footing failure for rubble fields (Figure 2.Se). Formulated in accordance
with Figure 2.Se it was shown that
(24)
where D is the structure width and also the radius of the failure slip surface. The firs!
term reflects shear along the vertical circumferential slip surface, the second is for
shearing on the interface between the ridge consolidated core and the rubble.
CroasdaJe (1994) updated the friction plug model (from 1980) to include the effects of
friction on the underside of a refrozen core. (fa horizontal shear plane, of width D. fails
simultaneously with the tWO sides of the plug, the friction plug model becomes
F - (WDHl2 .. WH!/)I(,o~.-p,)g(1-e)tan(tb)
Prodanovic (/981)
(25)
Prodanovic (198 [) developed a plasticity upper bound model for ridge forces on vertical
(cylindrical and flat-sided) structures. The model. which accommodates both crushing
and shearing, assumes the ice rubble behaves as an elastic-perfectly plastic material.
described by d\e corresponding yield functions. and that the associated flow rule relalt$
current plastic strain r.ues to current srresses. The model conservatively estimates
maximum loads by construCting admissible velocity fields and applying the upper bound
theorem of plasticity theory (note that Prodanovic assumes the simultaneous failure of the
consolidated level ice zone and the keel rubble in the determination of the maximum ice
loads).
Two failure mechanisms commonly observed in first-year ridge model tests are described
by Prodanovic as ·plug-type" shearing and "gate-type" crushing modes (Figure 2.9).
Shearing is the more common failure mode in model tests when the structure diameter
is large in comparison to the ridge thickness (ie DIH :> O.S). The crushing failure mode
follows a classical Prandd velocity field with ice blocks flowing and clearing on both
sides of the indentor in a log-spiral fashion. This mechanism is postulated to occur more
often when the structure diameter is small and plain strain conditions are approached.
Prodanovic (1981) assumed that rubble behaves as a Mohr-<:OUlomb materia.!
(homogeneous and isotrOPic - strength increasing linearly with confinement). A three-
dimensional eJl:trapolation of the yield function was applied to consrruct a rubble foret
upper bound solution. The formulas reduced to
F ~ lAc (26)
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for rubble shearing. where A is the keel cross-sectional area and c is the cohesion. and.
F - 2cDHtan(45°+,p/2) [I +a/~ [ 1+b';) ]
where
(27)
b
'
- O.3I{l+2.01(.p-8°)J (28)
(cit. CroasdaJe el af. 1995) for rubble crushing.
Prodanovic's (1981) work illustrated the dominance of rubble shearing at high aspect
ratios (structural diameter to level ice thickness) and the mechanism of crushing
providing cut-offs at lower aspect ratios.
Eranti et at. (1992)
In Eranti er al. (1992) the authors report thai the keel force component of first-year ridge
interaction models can be estimated by classic soil mechanics as Prodanovic (1979) did
assuming rubble plastic flow shear reaches the Mohr-Coulomb yield criterion. They
suggested the use of Dolgopolov's model (anributcd to Eranli and Lee in Krankkala and
MaaHanen. 1984) as a "fair first-estimate~ of the ridge keel load if the structure is
narrow when compared to the keel. It is pointed ou[ that a more sophisticated analysis
taking into account the cohesion profile among other things is required for final design.
When the structural width is large compared to the size of the keel Eranti el aL. (992)
believe the penetration angle (oblique angle between direction of advance and keel long
axis) and keel geometry become important. Eranti et aL. suggest the use of a crO$$,o~'er
load estimating technique in which the maximum keel load is determined as the
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intersection of passive and plug failure mode models· computed as a function of
penetration into the ridge (Figure 2.10).
According to Allyn (1994). Eranti now uses a Brinch·Hansen ·pile· model (Brinch-
Hansen. 1961) which represents the ultimate resistance of rigid piles in eanh against
transverse movement. He has used this model which considers the slope angle of the
keel. in the calculation of ice loads for the design of the bridge to span between Denmark
and Sweden. Eranti is credited as having calibrated his model based on much Baltic sea
ice data. Eranti presently believes. according [0 Allyn (1994), thai there is only one
model required which calculates the failure planes as a function of indentation into the
ridge. and which he bases on the extensive model testing that he has directed.
Maananen (1983, 1994b)
Maananen (1983), as reported in Krankkala and Maananen (1984), did not use soil
mechanics arguments (0 formulate a ridge load model. He assumed the pressure
distribution caused by a first-year ridge against a vertical structure to be comprised of
a triangular sail and keel contribution and a uniform sheet ice contribulion, apparently
all acting simultaneously (Figure 1.11) . The sail height is assumed to be twO times level
ice thickness. h. and the keel deplh is IOh. The (otal load due [Q a ridge (sheet ice and
rubble) is obtained by
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where F< is the sheet ice crustling load. F~ is the sail load contribution and Ftm is the
keel load contribution. Thus the ridge load is dependent only upon the level ice sheet
crushing load. This also implied the dependence upon the ice/structure aspect ratio.
Maattanen points out thai rafted ice (layered ice) contribUics only to the level ice portion
and that adfreezing (understood here to mean cohesion between blocks) may serve to
influence the sail strength independent of the other two factors. Therefore it is concluded
in Krankkala and Maananen (1984) that the above formula may be used but if belter
estimates of individual components are known then mey should be used instead.
Maauanen (l994b) believes that a downward wedge failure model. ie. Dolgopoloy et aJ.
(1975). is applicable in the case where die ratio of keel depth to structural diameter is
small (2 or less). This type of failure model has also been developed by Droms (1964)
tor the lateral resistance of piles in cohesive soils. Maauanen believes that when the ratio
is large one would expect a Prandtl type failure. Actual failure surfaces for first-year
ridge keels would have a Prandtl mode at the centre and wedge modes both at the tOP
and bottom (at tOP if consolidated layer does TIOt restrict it). He goes on 10 state that the
shape faclOr as used in Dolgopolov's approach will be more complicated in the mixed
mode case and it will depend upon HID. Also a lurnover into a shear plug mode is more
likely so that ridge ice loads will be lower than the pure Prandtl mode suggests. For the
case of a conical StruClUre as in the Kemi-l lighthouse in the Baltic Sea. Maauanen has
concluded that omitting the shape factor from Dolgopolov's model results in more
realistic ridge loads but that it is a "good detail" fO observe the increased ked depth due
to displaced rubble during the initial penetration into the keel.
Maauanen (l994b) reiterates that, in plastic limit analysis. failure surfaces are similar
5.
born in cohesive and frictional materials. He says wWnesses in many keel load
strategies include the separ.uion of cohesive eff«l$ from frictional effects. (he over-
simplification of keel and structural geometry (constant depth keel and vcrt)caJ instead
of sloped surface for example) and the use of planar failure surfaces. Maauanen says mat
one might expect non-parallel failure surfaces and thar due 10 high roughness. the
consolidated core bottom will 00( aunet shear plane farmalian but would cause failure
surfaces to curve downwards. This has been independently verified by Allyn (1994) who
states thai the plug failure plane 15 not at the underside of the consolidated layer as
determined in model tests. According 10 Allyn, Eranli aJso believes this 10 be the case
and suggests that it reduces loads by 20% over typical horizontal failure surface
calculations.
Hoikkanen
As cited in Krankkala and MUllanen (1984). Hoikkanen (no date given) suggests the
formation of a ·pseudo bow· in from of the SUUClure which inleracts with the oncomin&
firsl-year ridge or rubble field (Figure l.ll). He formulates !wo horizonlal load
expressions: the first for the sail. and second for the keel, based on soil mechanics. For
lhesail
(30)
and for the keel
(311
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where cb is the angle of internal friction. (J' is half the leading angle of the pseudo bow
(though ri" is shown in the paper as the full apclt angle. il is likely meant to be half of
this), and.
PJ :; 2ctfK,.ll'l + K,l I, H, n
PJ = 2c.(KrJJ'1 + Kp' 'Yi H, n - min{("I_-r,njH1 ' 'Y,nHJ
r = DI2 = radius of structure at waterline.
H, is the sail height,
H. is the keel depth,
ex is the inclination angle of a conical or an inclined structure from vertical.
Kp = tao:(45 + rb/2) is the passive pressure coefficient for sail (5) and keel (t),
C, , is the cohesion of ice mass: subscript s for sail and k for keel.
n is the void ratio of the ridge. and
"I, and "r". are the specific weigh[S of ice and water.
There is liule reference 10 the basis of this extensive formulation by Hoikkanen as
described in Krankkala and Maattanen (1984). A numerical comparison belWeen different
methods done by the latter party suggest that loads computed by Hoikkanen's approach
are similar to those of Prodanovic. The study is somewhat confusing. however. with
uncertainty ahout the conditions and parametric values prevailing for each of the models.
Joensuu (/98/)
Reference to ice load modelling of first-year ridge interactions with conical structures is
made in Krankkala and Maattanen (1984). A. formulation attributed to Joensuu (1981)
who in turn based the work on ridge piling by Parmerter and Coon (1973) is given as:
H'
F • IOp.,gH/D + 45pg tan(CI)
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(32)
where P.... is the density of wa~r. g is gravitalional acctleralion. H, is the sail height. D
is the suuerural width and (I is the cone angle. Tht: first term calculates the force
required 10 incruse the poI:cntial energy of the ridge. and the second term caJculale5 the
force required 10 overcome ~ friction between me blocks in the ridge. The authors
a"'oid explaining what the stfUCwrc width. D. represents since for a cone this varies with
height. Also it is nO!: clear whether or not this model includes level ice failure loads.
Sayed and FrederkinB (1988)
Sayed and Frederking (1988) propose a calculation model of ice rubble pile-up for three
dimensional ridge keel geometries. The formulation can be applied 10 the case of ridge
failure and lakes the form of an expression for lhe wall force in the passive stress state.
The only difference is in the (material) constant relating line force 10 keel depth. The line
force model sugges~d by Sayed and Frederking (1988) is:
F ... O.7&rH~ (33)
where "y is the buoyancy of the keel H is keel depth and the constant 0.76 replaces K,12
(a factor decrease of about 4 for Ib of 35").
Frederking and Sayed (1994) review the works of Broms (1964) on the lateral resistance
of piles in cohesive soils since the formulas Broms developed have been considered for
ice rubble/structure imeraction. Concern over the use of these formulations arises from
the semi-empirical nature of the derivations thai assume deflections. pile stiffness.
compressibility and interaction geometries that pertain 10 soils and not ice rubble. The
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greatest reservation they have in the use of Broms models is the assumption that piles are
imbedded in a semi-infinite "half space" and as a result are highly confined. whereas
ridge keels are much less so - leading 10 different failure modes and lower pressures.
They advocate the use of a three dimensional non-linear finite element analysis or a
discrete element analysis for a more rigorous solution to the problem.
Cammaf!rt et al. (/993)
The Northumberland Strait Bridge Project provided the research incentive and direction
fOT this thesis. Computing the design loads for the main span piers was a challenge
undertaken by C-CORE and then CODA led by A.B. Cammaen. The approach used to
model to ridge loads on the piers evolved as the structural design progressed from
preliminary 10 advanced sLages. A continuous stream ofmodeJ updates was produced due
to the exceptional scrutiny by a review engineering team. new resultS from laboratory
experimentS. new environmental data and ongoing rigorous model analysis. In the end
the client was satisfied that the approach and resultS presented by CODA were sound.
The strategy incorporated the Dolgopolov et at. (1975) passive failure approach and the
updated Croasdale (I994b) frictional plug model in a cross-o~·er technique as described
in Eranti et at. (1992). The algorithm was buried in a lengthy simulation routine which
used Monte Carlo sampling and assumed parametric distributions to compute extremal
distributions from which return period loads were assessed.
In the CODA model both passive and plug models were rewritten as a function of
penetration into the keel. Additionally, accommodation was made for the flaring of
vertical shear planes across the width of the keel as were observed and reported in
Bruneau (1994b) (Figure 2.13). Incorporating these changes into CroasdaJe's model
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resulted in
F • {(W-X)D+(W-.r)wUi>k'YH12)tan(tb)
.. [W'H-2WHlWk1'Hm[ l-s~ntblOOS/l
• 1"$lno
(34)
where l' is the built weighl of the submerged ice rubble. x is the peneu,uion of the
SlrUCturc into the ridge in the approach direction, and primed ~rms are distances aJong
the flared failure planes at angle t3 lO the direclion of travel. The pressure on the
divergent side failure planes was assumed 10 be in the active Slate.
The passive failure model (from Dolgopolov et oJ. 1975) was rearranged to represent the
load as a function ofpencrr31ion into a symmetrical triangular keel of depth H as follows:
(35)
Peak toad was said to occur at the point where passive loads exceeded plug resistance
whereupon it was assumed a plu&: failure would lXcur and Slte5$e$ would be relieved.
This peak was said to act simullaneOuSly and independently of core failure since it could
nO( be proven mat they did 1'lOl:. Thus the loud ridge resistance was said to be the sum
of the instantaneous maximum failure loads of both the core and keel.
Through algebraic manipulation it "''as shown that a quadralic equalion. for which mere
is a cl~-form solution. could be used to solve for the point of intersection belween the
twO models. This adaptation was attempted since it simplified and shortened the
probabilistic simulalion routine. Complicalions arose. however, whcn considcrations of
alternate keel geometrics were necessary so the original iterative technique prevailed.
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The assumplion of a rriangular and or trapezoidal keel form while simplifying many
aspecl5 of the model, complicated matters when penetration occasionally went beyond the
slope discontinuity before plug failure was attained. Special consideration was required
in such cases.
Brown and Bruc~ (1995)
Brown and Bruce (1995) attempted continuum finite element rnooelling of first-year ridge
keel interactions with venicaJ structures (both wide. two-dimensional and cylindrical
types). They found that loads and failure modes resulting from keel interactions were less
dependent on the ice rubble cohesion than the friction angle. The model indicated the
dominance of rubble clearing mechanisms. including surcharge accumulations. during
interactions and the tendency for shear failure in the keel 10 Stay below the core-keel
interface. Results also indicated that tlle loads were proportional 10 tlle square of tlle keel
depth. Unfortunately model uncertainty was estimated 10 range as high as 40% and
profound numerical difficulties were encountered at high slrains. Non-linear material
models additionally complicated the iteration process for solution equilibrium and as a
result the use of continuum finite element procedures was discouraged.
Sayed (1995)
In Sayed (995) a discrete element model is introduced which simulates ridge keel
interactions with cylindrical Slructures. The principal advantages of the discrete or
particle element model over continuum finite element methods are the ability to deal with
large deformations and discontinuities which usually arise during failure and the realistic
simulation of the imeraction conditions between ice blocks. Sayed deals heavily with
existing techniques for ridge keel load mooeHing suggesting Ihat failure mechanisms have
os
so far been chosen completely arbitrarily and that lhey involve gross inaccuracies. His
preference is for °a ITlOfC accurate approach· which involves solving a ~[of governing
momemum balance and constitutive equations.
Numeral resultS indicated a linear force dependency on keel depth and an incr~ in
load as one exchanged a triangular keel with a larger trapezoidal one. 'Plug formation'
was questioned as a distinct failure ffitthanism since a continuum of velocities without
distinct boundaries was observed in the simulations. It was reponed. however. thai plugs
formed perpendicular (0 the length of a ridge regardless of the direction of ridge mOlicn.
Loads were shown to decrease by a faclor of [wo when keel depth was halved. unlike the
result from Brown and Bruce (1995).
The developmems in particle element modelling reponed in Sayed (l995) hold some
promise. As described in Croasdale rt al. (1995) ho\lo'ever. the approach may beSt be
used at this early stage of development as a calibration tool. Some issues which must be
addressed include the unverified yet significant velocity dependency reported. inenia
eff~ts which do not consider die fluid in which lhe particles ace sU1pended. and failure
modes which do not a&ree wilh lhe model calibration test (in which Sayed compared
results with a sand experiment by Bruneau. 1994b). The discrete element model would
be improved if simulated interactions which began with lhe: model stationed half way
lhrough the keel were to SWI at lhe leading edge of the keel. Almost all peak simulation
loads are reponed by Sayed to have occurred within one meter advance from lhe ridge
centerline which may be a sign that this position is past Ihe poinl of peak: load for some
interactions with the full keel cross-section (as demonstrated by most c,oss·o~·u
simulations).
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Weaver (1995)
CroasdaJe et al. (199S) describe the development of a general passive failure model for
ridge keels which incorporales structure slope angle. structure rubble friction angle and
keel inertia. Dr. J. Weaver was the principal researcher behind the formulation. From
first principles. a force equilibrium was established between adjacent rubble zones which
comprise the mobilized rubble leading the penerrating suueture. The complex formulation
involves the pre-selection of rubble zone shape. narc:. pitch and confining pressure. as
well as the extent of rubble accumulation and the added mass faclor of the bulk ice
rubble mass. Ice rubble failure criteria were selected on a friction only or cohesion only
basis. The model is written as
where
(36)
C••cos8[I ..tan9tan(9-<b»): (37)
and Zh is the horizontal inertia force associated with decelerating the failed rubble mass
from Ihe initial ridge speed to zero. written as
(38)
where 1\ is a factor that accounts for hydrodynamic added mass and tiM is the additional
mass of rubble and pore water incorporated into the failure wedge due to incremental
penetration..:1.t'. It is not clear if this factor discounts the fluid dynamic inertia affects
(drag) already present when currents free of ice flow past the structure. In [he
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formulation above, V is the velocity of the ridge and is assumed constant for die emire
interaction. F, and FJ are the horizontal forces acting normal [0 mobilized rubble adjacent
to <region I), and distant from (region 2). the structure. and c,. '1 and ell are the
cohesive shear strengths of the vertical shear planes for regions I and 2 and inclined at
angle 8 respectively. The weight of the multi-faceted failure wedge. w, is computed
separately for each step of the advancing strucrurc.
In Croasdale et al. (1995) the model is shown 10 compare favourably with laboratory
results by Bruneau (l994b) and its ability 10 deal with progressive changes in the failure
wedge form. structure slope. wall friction and keel inertia are emphasized. The model
p<lssesses a high degree of flexibility and it is nO( clear how sensilive the model is to
some of the input assumptions about which littie is known. Though this is presently a
stumbling block the model does provide a promising framework for enhanced modelling
inlhefulure.
2.4.2 Comparison of models
Several of the models described above have been programmed into a spreadsheet as
shown in Figure 2.15. The intention is 10 investigate the relative performance of various
models and to demonstrate the variability between approaches and. sensitivity [0 keel
input parameters. Reference to other model comparisons can be found. in Krankkala and
Maaltanen ((984). Croasdale et ai. (1995) and others. Some models reviewed in the
previous section were not suitable for spreadsheet application and as a result were either
nOI included in the study or pre-computed results of specific case scenarios were quoted
directly.
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There are five scenarios considered in the upper table in Figure 2.15. The firsl
corresponds 10 an arbitrary default case which is somewhat based on design conditions
for ridges in the Northumberland Strait. The shaded blocks in the table indicate the
parameters varied for each lest while all other terms remain consrant. Scenarios 2 to 5
consider a shallower ridge keel. greater cohesion, greater friction angle and broader
structure respectively. In the lower table computed force values for each model and
scenario are listed. The computed forces are also plotted. The results shows that. for
predicted loads. the coefficient of variation across the board for the models shown was
in excess of50% on average. The range ofrcsults was greater than twice the average for
some scenarios. Constant values for different scenarios (within a row in the lower table)
attest to the insensitivity of some models to parametric change.
Despite the significanl model uncertainty underscored by the jagged appearance of the
horizontal chart. some interesting trends emerge. The average force for all models
increases 43% over the default value when structure diameter is doubled. A decrease of
78% occurs when Keel depth is decreased by a factor of IWO. Only an II % increase is
experienced when cohesion is doubted. The sensitivity m friction angle appears to be
higher than cohesion though a linear comparison cannol be made.
The apparent lack of consensus amongst models comes as liltle surprise when one
considers the data with which they have been calibrated. Laboralory experiments offer
liuie guidance with hugely varying approximalions of rubble shear slTength. Field force
measurements are scarce and. subject 10 interpretalion. may have a higher degree of
variabilily than the models. Even the simple paramelric inputs such as ridge geometry
show significanl degrees of natural variability: for instance, the standard deviation of the
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ridge keel slopes measured in the field was one-half the mean.
Improvement on the state of the an in ridge keel mcxlelling will require an approach that
deals with parametric and model uncenainty simultaneOusly. The combined approach will
enable the oplimization of a force model. sensilive [0 parameters proven signifICant and
adapted 10 a relevant range of ridge boundary condilions.
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Figure 2.5 Passive failure model after Dolgopolov nat. (I915). (a) Interaction sketch
(b) effective width mooel.
Figure 2.6 ShIp resIstance In first-year Ice rubble atter Kemonen (1979).
~..,-ror"-yielll T_5.. t<I<S-'-
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Figure 2.8 First-year ridge keel failure scenarios after Croasdale (1980. 1994). (a) Shear
plug (b) wedge and (c) ~footing type" failures.
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~
Figure 2.9 ·Plug-type" (a) and "galt-type" (b) ridge failures after Prodanovic (1981).
Figure 2.10 Ridge imeraction schematic from Erami tt ai. (1992).
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Figu", 2.11
Maattanen's ridge pressure (cit.
Krankkala and Maananen. 1984).
Figure 2.12
Hoik.lcanen's ridge pressure (cit.
Kranllala and Munanen, 1984).
Figure 2.13 Ridge failure schematic from Cammaert tl al.• (1993).
Figure 2.14 Ridge failure schematic from Weaver (cit. Croasdale tt at, 1995).
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Figure 2.15 Sensilivity slUdy and comparison of rldge keel models.
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Chapter 3
EXPLORATORY EXPERIMENTS
In the previous chapter the nature of ice rubble shear strength was explored. It was found
that rubble tJehaviour is statc-dependem and non-unique with very little full·scale data
from lIle field for guidance. It was then shown that few laboratory programs have been
undertaken specifically to model structures interacting with unconsolidated ridge keels.
Keel load models in the literature were reviewed and a sensilivity study demonstrated that
significant variation exists in model flexibility and output. Thus it has been shown that
considerable parametric and model uncertainties exist, that the two are correlated and that
this problem. at least in pan, arises from a scarcity of field and laboralOry data.
In this chapter a succession of exploratory experimental programs are described in which
the purpose was [0 establish a database for ridge keel model development and calibration.
The tirst. a broad study using simple techniques. looked at many ice rubble properlies
and keel-structure interaction scenarios. This program was followed by larger·scale
sophisticated interaclion experiments. sponsored by government and industry. and carried
out at IMD by a research team. As in the first experimental program the failure
mechanisms of unconsolidated ridges were observed and associated interaction forces
were recorded. The last laboratory program described in this Chapter is one in which an
in situ direct shear technique was developed for measuring ridge keel shear strength.
Data from these programs are analyzed collectively later in this thesis to provide
direction faT further experimenmtion and the development of an analytical force model.
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3.1 Pilot experiments for first-year ridge modelling'
In this section small·scaJe laboratory experiments modelling fim-year ridge interactions
with structures are described. Tests were aimed at determining the mode of failure of ice
rubble accumulatioM under varying loading conditions and me stress levels required for
failure. The packing density and shear behaviour of the laboratory ice rubble were also
examined under varying conditions since these properties influence the slIenglh of ridge
keels and are necessary for model calibration. The first auempt 10 substitute: sand for ice
rubble as a modelling tool for studying keel rubble failure: mechanics is also described.
3.1.1 Scope ofexperiments
Experiments were underUlken in the summer and fall of 1994 with the intention of
replicating first-year ridge keel encounters widl fixed offshore and coastal Structures. For
logistical reasons the experiments involved Iranslating a rigid indenlor (or model pier)
into stationary ice rubble. This preserves the relalive motions of the pier. rubble and
waler yet simplifies testing. The tests are designed 10 demonstrate the Irends in failure
mode and loads as control parameters are varied.
All experiments were conducted at C-CORE in a cold room at {f C. Commercially
available freshwater ice cubes were used for the tests. Flooting accumulations of ice
rubble were systemalically indented by a mechanically driven. instrumenled cylinder in
the first test series. Similar procedures were used to test the ice rubble in a dry state.
stacked on a false tloor inside the tank. First-year ridges may reach depths of over 20
I A version of this section was prepared for K.R.Croasdale and Associales. sponsored
by National Energy Board and titled Bruneau. S.E (/994a) fu load moods/or first-}"ear
ridges and rubble fidos - physical laboratory rests.
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m so thai hydrostatic pressure due to buoyancy can be high. up lO 15 Ic.Pa as one
approaches the waterline from the keel bottom. For a cohesive granular material (obeying
linear Mohr-Coulomb failure criteria) the frictional shear resistanCe would be relatively
high. theoretically three times cohesion if c = 5 kPa and Ib _ 45°. It may be expected.
however. that for accumulations of rubble at the labor.llory sca1e. cohesion would
dominate rubble shear strength since buoyant stresses are low. The -dry- teslS. which
dfectlvely increase inter-block stresses by as much as an order of magnitude for similar
sized accumulations. altempted 10 examine lhis effect. Pore fluid and boundary conditions
also change the behaviour of ice rubble so that normal stress effects were nol: perfectly
isolated in these experiments. considered exploratory in nature.
Overall dimensions of ridge keels and ratios were geometrically scaled at approximately
1 (0 100 (for the case of the Northumberland SU"ait Crossing Project) but particle scaling
and dynamic modelling (forces mainly) were not intended or achieved in the lab. The
comrol parameters considered for the ice rubble indentation tests were the ice
temperature upon placement. the rubble contaCt duration before indentation and the width
and depth of die rubble accumulation.
Model "sand keels· were indented to ckmonstrate the potential for this approach to aid
in ridge keel model development. The propenies of silica sand are well-defined and some
load formulas used in ridge keel modelling are geoteChnical in origin. Thus it was
poslUlaled thai sand teSts, which are easier and faster to perform. would provide a
meaningful analogue for ice rubble experiments_ Funhermore. parametric control and
observation capabilities are gready enhanced.
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A shear box apparatus was developed and used to determine the cohesive and frictional
properties of the ice rubble studied. and. rubble porosi£)' and repose angle were
determined.
3.1.2 ApparatllS
A steel tank one meter square at the top and 0.76 m deep was used in the study (Figure
3.1). Its heavy steel frame and rugged support legs provided a stable platform for the
drive mechanism used in the indentation and shear tests. Two plexiglass windows (0.6
m square) were installed in the side and rear of the lank for underwater lighting and
viewing. The drive mechanism was an assembly of aluminum and steel structural pam.
a traversing block which rigidly supported the model indenlOrs. a threaded lead screw
and a stepper motor. The mOlor was controlled through a power supply unit by a Zenith
386 laptop PC supporting stepper mOlor software.
Data acquisition was handled through a 286 PC with a 10 V data acquisition card on
board using Snapshot software. Two. t.1 kN. waterproofed, cantilever load cells. on
loan from the Institute for Marine Dynamics (lMD-NRC, St.John·s), were used for load
measurement. Using the tWO single axis load cells as model supports permitted the
resolution of the resultant load. A ~yoyo" displacement potentiometer was attached to the
tOP of the drive mechanism to measure the absolute displacement of the traversing block
relative to the tank frame. All experiments were recorded using a Super VHS recorder
mounted on a high tripod beside the tank.
Ice and sand properties
Ice used in the studies was purchased from a commercial supplier of ice cubes. Unused.
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the individual pieces were roughly cylindrical. concave at the ends and had a diameter
of 25 mm and a length of 30 mm. The pieces changed shape after some use by losing
sharp edges and concavity and some grading occurred through agglomeration and
splitting. The ice temperature during testing ranged from ·24" to 0.0" C.
Subangular silica sand type '0' with a dry weight of at 13880 N/m1 was used for all sand
tests. The internal friction angle at this specifIC weight is around 32 degrees and the
effective grain size is 0.325 mm (Paulin. 1992).
.3.1.3 Structure interaction experimentl'i with ice rubble and sand
Roaring ice rubble indenrotWn expen'".ents
Air. water and ice temperatures were recorded before each indenlation test. The
placement time and tesl time were also taken so that static contact duration of the bulk
ice rubble samples was known. lee stored in a deepfreeze was removed and mechanically
separated by striking and applying pressure to the containment bags. This ensured that
all freeze-bonds between ice pieces were broken prior 10 placemenl in the lank support
frame. After a few moments the central gate section of the support frame was removed
to provide a clear path for the model structure (Figure 3.2). The remainder of the frame
acted as a rigid (moment-bearing) connection for the ice formation adjacent to the
exposed area. The indemor was computer-controlled to advance at a rate of 6 mm/s with
a 2 mm/s~ acceleration and deceleration at the beginning and end of each test. The motor
drive was stOpped at a prescribed distance into the rubble. The deformed rubble
accumulation was observed after each test and a recording of the unloading process was
made. The support frame was panially removed from the tank to allow acc~s to the ice
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rubble for removal. drainage. bagging and storage.
With the exception of calibration files all experiments were recorded digitally at 50 Hz
for a 110 second interval and later lowpass fillered digitally at 3 Hz. The calibration
coefficients determined in a prctcst calibration experiment were applied to each of the
raw voltage data time series. A time channel was established and me results from the [wo
load cells were added 10 establish a S channel data file of the calibrated data time series.
After plotting the complete series for each test the exact starting point (Of" the indentation
was found and the fint 60 seconds of each lest was isolaled.
Nine Iloating ice rubble indentation experiments were recorded as listed in the table in
Figure 3.3. The settings for the fim [wo experiments represented the default values of
the control variables. Tests were performed 10 determine the sensitivity of load and
failure mode 10 ice temperalure and comact duration, rubble depth, rubble width, and
suppOrt boundary conditions. Since Ihe temperature of the ice after placemem in the
waler was not measured the residency of the ice in me tank (at (J> C) is given.
The table also lists me maximum force on the pier model during the first 60 seconds of
each lest and the failure modes observed, The bar chart in Figure 3.3 indicates me
relative influence of the conuol parameters. From milO figure some trends in measured
forces emerge;
load is highly sensitive to rubble depm.
warmer ice rubble results in reduced strength.
the width of the rubble accumulation influences indentation resistance.
continuous "rubble fields" have greater resistance than discrete "ridges·. and
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rubble shear resistance increases with contact duration.
Additional analysis indicated that over die first 60 seconds maximum loads were, on
average. double the mean loads for both discrete: rubble and cominuous rubble
accumulations while the standard deviation was between 1/4 and 1/2 the mean.
The load traces for tes[S RFOl2 and RF08 are shown in Figures 3.4 and 3.5. These
{races are representative: of the indentation of discrete (ridge-like) and continuous (rubble
field-like) accumulations. Failure modes observed on video records were synchronized
with force records and are summarized on each figure.
The plug failure observed in the floating icc: rubble tCSlS is generally preceded by some
local failure. A few tests saw plugs form simultaneously with first ice contact. Most
often. however. the indentor was embedded in the rubble formation when the plug forms.
On average plug movement started when the indentor peneU"ated 12% of the rubble
width. The geomeU"y of the plug varied considerably. Often failure planes flared
tangentially from the pier model outwards towards the support points at the rear of the
rubble mass. Occasionally though straight shear planes formed between fore and aft
support points leaving much of the ice around the indentor undisturbed. Usually, the plug
tended to advance in stages as it remained partially interlocked with the rest of the ice.
The local (non-plug) failure mechanism was characterized by an upward shifting of ice
pieces which formed a raised elliptical crescent around the indentor. Some large scale
Shifting of rubble in the outer reaches of formation were observed. The raised ice
formation extended out in front of the indentor approximately the depth of the ice but
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tapered around the sides and fell off to below level ice grade and ultimately 10 water
level behind the indemor. The depth of the pile-up at the highest point was apprOXimately
:!-4 cube widths above level ice grade.
At [east mree dynamic load mechanisms (or load release mechanisms) were recognised
in all load traces. The highest frequency appears 10 correspond to the repositioning of
individual ice pieces within the coherent formation. Clumps of ice rubble periodically
shift in the vicinity of the indentor leading [0 lower frequency events. The lowest
frequency corresponds to the global repositioning of bulk rubble blocks during plug-like
failure.
Dry ice rubble indentation experiments
A series of eleven "dry· ice rubble indentation tests were conducted in the tank in the
C-CORE cold room. A false floor made of high density polyethylene and a new. shorter
pier model were placed in the tank. after water was removed. The pier was positioned so
that it swept over the smooth plastic floor with a spacing of 6 mm throughout. Ice rubble
was placed on the floor in a fashion similar to the tests performed in water using the
same holding pen and positioning system. Ice lemperature, rubble depth and Ihe slope
of the leading and trailing edge of the accumulations were varied. Indentation rate was
6 mm/s.
The table in Figure 3.6 lists the conditions under which the tests were performed. Load
traces for test DR03, for a "ridge-like" formation and DR05, for a "rubble field-like"
formation are shown in Figures 3.7 and 3.8. The tWO (faces reveal distinctly different
force patterns which also correspond 10 dissimilar failure modes observed during lesling.
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Trends in peak loads observed in Figure 3.6 are essentially the same as lhose for flooting
rubble when similar control parameters are varied. Some of the 8dry" rubble test results
are as follows:
load is sensitive (0 rubble depth and se<:tional area.
warmer ice rubble results in reduced strength.
continuous "rubble fields" have greater resistance than discrete "ridges", and
rubble shear resistance increases with ice contaCt duration.
The maximum loads for both discrete ridge and continuous rubble tests were roughly
double the mean and the $[3ndard deviation was very near 1/2 the mean. Uniform cyclic
loading was observed in tests DROI, OR02. DRIO and DRll. This corresponded to a
ralchet-like advance of the indenlor, originally believed 10 be lock4in resonance at the
structure fundamental mode. However, funher inspection of the lime hiSlOries revealed
that cycles were around 1.7 Hz· one-tenth of the fundamental frequency of the structure.
Thus it is more likely thai the dynamic loading is a complicaled interaction between the
ice and the structure, controlled by advance rate. structural stiffness. and ice elUrllsion
processes associated with creep. compressibility and crushing strength.
Plug failure geometry and movement was difficult to observe in the ·dry· tests. The ice
shifted in quick steps making it difficult to discriminale where failure planes had formed.
It appeared that rubble movement occurred across a tlaring wedge shaped rubble block
which leads the indentor. The first plug movements were noticed 30 seconds into the
indentation at 180 mm or 40% of the rubble width on average. The local (non-plug)
failure mechanism may be characterized as a cyclical rearrangement. lifting and
translation of clumps of ice pieces. The raised formation was elliptic and tapered. The
deplh of the pile-up "'as approximately 2-4 ice cube diaJ1'ltu~:rs.
Maximum forces in the "dry- teStS were anywhere from 2.5 to 10 times greater than
those in similar floating rubble teStS where lhe ratio of dry weight to buoyanl weight was
approJl:imately II. Assuming loads from inenia. fluid dynamics and floor friction 10 be
relalively low. one would expect linle difference between indentation forces for wet and
dry testS if lhe rubble were purely cohesive. Also. if me rubble were purely frictional
Ihen the indentation forces should be proportional 10 normal forces. i.e. weighl. Since
results are somewhere in between one may infer lhat both propenies act. lhoUih the
probable dependency of ice rubble cohesion on confining suesses complicales lhis
interpretation.
Sand indentation expen·",ell's
ExperimentS on damp sub-angular silica sand were performed utilizing the apparatus as
configured for the dry ice teslS (Figure 3.9). Figure 3.10 listS and illustrates lhe resullS
ior Ihe four 'sand keel' lellS performed. Loads appear to be directly proportional 10 me
sectional area of the "sand keels". Plug failure occurred approximately 30% of lhe way
through the pile widths though the ratio is probably a function of sand depth. width and
structure diameter. The continuous sand layer yielded the highest resisW'lCe - a 30S
increase over the others. Figure 3.11 indicates dial me load levels and panerns at
peneualions up to 30% of keel width were lite same for all teslS. which supportS lite
basis of Ihe cross·ow!r modelling approach as described in Section 2.4 and illustrated in
Figure 2.10 (where peak loads occur at local and plug failure uansilion). The three plug
failure force traces are remarkably similar to the force uace OROJ for a similarly shaped
'dry" ice rubble aecumulalion. The pattern is again seen in lite firsl 20 seconds of
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RF012. a noating ice rubble experiment. This is evidence mat gross failure modes for
sand are somewhat representative of lbose for ice rubble.
Failure panerns easily distinguished in the damp sand are SkClCbed in figure 3.12 for lest
5'\02. The local plastic deformation of the sand was characterized by an uplifled area of
sand that increased in height. broke and was divided as the indentor approached and
passed. In the slightly damp sand there was a tendency for the sand 10 terrace as repeated
passive failures occuncd.
The origins oflhe plug failure shear planes were not distinctive bUI appeared to be within
the compressed passive failure zone adjacenl to the indenlor. The planes propagated
outward lowards the far side of the sand formation breaking at an increased angle near
the free edge. They did not: appear to be vertical planes nor did the sand within me plug
translate unifmmly. The leading edge of the plug fanned OUt. cracking and falling in
height. The entire plug appeared to slide on the plastic floor so that sand did I'IOl remain
in the rear path of the structure.
J. t.4 Shear box experiments
The shear strength of the icc rubble used in the indentOl" tC5ts was investigated. Both
normal stress and icc temperature at placement were contrOlled so that Mohr-Coulomb
yield criteria could be established for different temperature regimes. A shear box was
fabricated from heavy polyethylene and PVC as shown in Figure 3.13. The experiments
involved placing ice rubble into the shear box which was positioned in the water so as
to allow neutral buoyancy of the ice when the box was full. The top shear ring of the box
was pulled horizonmlly by a load cell on the traversing block at I mm/s relative to the
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stafionary boltom ring.
Eighteen tests were ~rformcd in which ice u~mperarure. contact duration and normal
Stress were controlled. Five teslli were performed without any ice (0 monitor ilnd
calibra~ the friction of shear box mechanism, before and afler tests. All test results have
been corrected for no-load box friction.
The maximum shear stress in the first 60 seconds for each test is listed in the table in
Figure 3.14. Sample force time-histories are shown in Figures 3.1S and 3.16 for SB08
and SBI4.
Load traces for the shear box exhibited 2 scales of load and release. The tim at high
irequency and low load amplitude (l-30 N and l·S second periods). the second al low
frequency and high load amplirude (hundreds of Newtons at 2.S second periods). The
small force fluctuations probably resuhed from incremental shifts in ice pieces as the
rubble mass was compressed. The large fluctuations resulted from the global shearing of
the bulk: rubble sample. With interest it is llOled that the dominanl low frequency high
load cycle occurs at a displacement approximately equal to one ice cube diameter (25
mm). The predominant shape of this load lr.K::e is saw-toothed with the load drop
occurring earl)cr in tests wi!h lower nocmal pressure (surcharge).
Shear sueng!h was calculated from the first peak before a major drop in load. In a few
tests secondary cycles achieved higher loads but may have involved jamming 50 these
results were not considered. The normal stress was determined by adding !he buoyant
weight cf ice beneath the shear plane to the sleel weights and plastic plalen used for
surcharge. and then dividing the sum by the original cross sectional area of the shear
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bOle.
Figure 3.14 shows the plots of maximum shear sU'css versus normal suess for both cold
and warm ice rubble in the lab. The Mohr·Coulomb approximation is shown for each.
Values fall in me range of those reponed in the literature as described earlier. The
friclion angle was similar for tests with warm and cold ice (540 and 59"). Cohesion. on
the other hand. appeared to be significamly affected by the temperature of the rubble
with an apparent threefold increase for colder ice (720 to 2460 kPa).
3.(.5 Ice rubble repose angle experiments
Repose angle experimems were aimed at detailing the influences of ice rubble
temperature and block. shape on repose angle (Figure 3.17). Ice was piled lightly with
a scoop imo a mound centred around a vertiCally positioned measuring rod. fce used in
these tests fell into three categories; dry unused ice cube rubble from the deepfreeze ( ...
-21 C). previously used (in the wet lank) rubble also taken from the deepfreeze. and
warm ice (0 C) which was used in wei tank eltperiments. After five U'ials with each
sample Ihe cold. new ice (the most angular of all) exhibited the steepest repose angle at
36°. The warm ice averaged an angle of 34° and the cold used ice was measured at 33°
on average. Repose angle is often considered a lower bound estimate of the internal angle
of friction for cohesionless soils (Bowles. 1985).
3.1.6 Ice rubble porosity experiments
The bulk porosity (volume of voids to total volume ratio). e. of the ice used in the
experiments was determined in both dry and submerged states. To determine the ratio
of the volume of ice 10 the bulk. volume of a sample (l-t). a large container of known
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volume was loosely filled with experimental ice and weighed. The volume of ice was
determined from the measured weight assuming an ice density of 919 kg/mJ • The ratio
of open volume 10 the total volume of me container was then determined. Results are
shown in Figure 3.18. Ice that had been previously used in Wet tests had 36% porosity
while new. unused (more angular) ice was around 44%. Ice taken directly from the tank
in a wet Slate had a porosity of around 39%.
In an effor! to determine the porosity of floating ice rubble in situ. a large plastic
comaioer of known volume was placed in the lest tank so that it was approximately 80%
submerged. The bottom and sides of the container had been perforated with 5 mm holes
so as to allow lhe free flow of water. Ice was added to the container until it was
completely filled - apparent when ice obscured the visibility through the lower holes in
the container wall. With the ice flush across the top. the container was slowly removed
allowing complete drainage of the sample. The porosity was then determined (through
weighing and volume calculations) to De 29%.
The drop in porosily for the ·submerged· ice rubble was unexpecled since it was
anticipated that ice deposiled in water would be subject 10 lower normal stresses leading
to a decreased packing densilY. This may, however. have been more lhan offset by bOlh
the mode of deposition (always added (rom the top and pushed down). the melting of
asperilies and the fact that the ice used in this test had been utilized in other experiments
and may have been somewhat graded. The bonding of some blocks and breaking up of
others in prior experiments would lead w a tighler packing arrangement than new, sorted
ice rubble.
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3.1.7 Sununary of C..cORE pilot test series
The resistance to indentation of floating laboratOf)' icc rubble accumulations increased
non-linearly with rubble depth. decreased wim rubble width and decreased wim higher
ice temperature (at time of placement). Continuous rubble indentation resulted in higher
loads than discrete "ridge-Iike- indentation. Plug failure occurred 12 % of the way into
the rubble formation on average. The plug geomerry varied considerably as shear planes
formed in parallel, flared and curved panerns for different tests. Maximum loads were
on average double the mean and standard deviations were between 1/4 and 1/2 lhe mean
for the first 60 seconds of the tests.
"Dry' ice rubble indentation test loads decreased with rubble sectional area. increased
with decreased ice temperature at placement and increased when plug failure was not
permitted (continuous rubble layer over discrete ridge tests). Loads were 2.5 w to times
greater that similar tests on floating rubble (the ratio of effective weights being II). Plug
failure occurred 40% of the way into the rubble formation on average. Mean loads were
approximately 1/2 the maximum and standard deviations were 112 the mean.
Indentation tests on "sand keels· yielded smooth load traces and highly reproducible
results. The two failure mechanisms, local passive and global plug-like. were easily
distinguished in the force-time hiStories and video records. Plugs were "bell" shaped and
occurred 30% of the way into the formation. Similarities between "sand keel" force trace
pauerns and those for ice rubble supported the hypothesis that sand may be used as a
modelling tool for looking at failure modes of ice rubble.
Shear box experiments on floating ice rubble demonstrated the sensitivity of rubble shear
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strength to ice temperature at the time of submergence. Mohr-Coulomb criterion
established from the shU!" box: rests produced friction angle values of 59" and 54°. and
cohesion values of 720 Pa and 2460 Pa for warm and cold ice respectively. Tests also
revealed twO scales of load cycling in the force traces. The first was a high frequency
[ow load event. the second was a low frequency and high load event occurring at a
displacemcm around one ice block diameter.
The repose angle of the lab ice varied from 36" when cold and angular, to 33° when cold
and used. Ice rubble porosity varied from Wet to dry Slates and with the degree of prior
use. Values ranged from 44% porOSity for highly angular. cold, dry icc 10 29% for
submerged. used ice.
The physical laboratory teSts described have demonstrated that the shear resistance and
structural mengdi of ice rubble al laboralory scale are highly influenced by the
lemperature of ice upon placement (whedier II is submerged or not), normal stresses.
residence time (in a static position). and to a certain degree the geometry of the lab ice
pieces and boundary conditions. The geometries of plug and local passive failure surfaces
are complex and somewhat random. Sand prOVided a useful 1001 for demonstrating force
[rends and failure modes and may provide the simplest approach for parametric
investigations of other ridge keel failure propenles.
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rlJUre 3.1 Oblique view of apparalUS.
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Figure 3.2 Setup for floaring "wet" icc rubble experiments.
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Structure Interaction Experiment RF012
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Figure 3.4 Force trace for "ridge-like" interaction (floating rubble).
Structure Interaction Experiment RF08
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Figure 3.5 Force trace for "rubble field-like" interaction (floaling rubble).
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Figure 3.7 Force Irace for "ridge-like· interaction (dry rubble).
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Figure 3.8 Force trace for "rubble field-like" imerac:lion (dry rubble).
Figure 3.9 Serup for inverted "sand keel~ experiments.
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Sand Tesls - SA01. SA02. SA03 and SA04
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Ficurt 3.1l ·Sand keel" force traces superimposed.
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Figu", 3.12 Failure pal1erns in an indented "sand keel" (SA02).
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ficure 3.13 Poly~lhylene shear box for ice rubble.
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Figure 3.15 Force (race for 'cold" ice rubble shear test - with surcharge.
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Figure 3.16 Force trace for ·warm" ice rubble shear test - without surcharge.
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figure 3.11 Ice rubble repose angle test conditions and results.
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M... M... M... Volume Po'OSily
Test buckot full bucket ' we.... we.... (%gas)
Li uid water 1.78 21.09 19.31 19.31 0
Used ice d 1.78 12.94 11.16 12.40 3.
Newtce d 1.78 11.47 9.69 10.71 44
Wet ice 1.78 12.56 10.78 11.98 38
Drained wet ice 1.78 12.27 10.49 11.66 40
_Submer ed
"
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Ice rubble porosity study
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1
0U,ed 'oe, d'Y I
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Drained wet ice
Submerged
figure 3.18 Ice rubble porosity leSI conditions and results.
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3.2 Ridge failure at oblique approach angles'
3.2.1 Introduction
The physicallaboralory tests with sand described in me previous section (and in Bruneau.
1994a) were extended so thaI some ridge failure patterns could be examined in more
demil. They were motivated by the successful application of Seceion 3. ( results to the
cal ibration of load prediction models for the Nonhumberland Strait Crossing Project. For
example. the distinct local and plug-like failure modes observed justified the use of the
cross-o~'er modelling approach. and the consistent Ilaring of plug rupture planes was
newly incorporated.
The experimental program described here was undertaken to determine model keel failure
modes and load levels for certain loading conditions wilh a view towards resolving some
outstanding issues in ice load modelling for the NSCP. In panicular. the effects of ridge
obliqUity were not known. In principle, when a ridge is oriented at an angle other than
90" to the direction of travel the cross·section through which a structure must pass is
extended. Seabed anchor pull--out experiments (reported by Vesic L971. and others)
indicated that rupture would strike out towards the nearest free surface and not follow
the direction of travel. Otherwise. little guidance was found in the literature on the
potential influence of oblique inleractions on loads and rupture patterns. Experiments
were undenaken to determine these obliquity effects and to investigate the influence of
floor roughness and structure·to-keel size ratio on these effects.
I This slUdy was sponsored by Public Works Canada at the request of K.R. Croasdale
and Associates and reported as Bruneau S.£. (l994b) The indentation of sand
formations.
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3.2.2 Scope of tests
The laboratory appar.uus and teSting procedures were similar to those in Subsection
3.1.3. Obliquity was expected 10 produce lateraJ loading on the structure so both
longilUdinai and latcralloads were measured. This was achieved by changing the support
position of the uniaxial cantilever load cells. Experiments were repeated with opposite
approach directions so thai any DW in lhe axial measurement of "non-axial" loads would
~ome evident.
Roughening the false floor was achieved by adhering sandpaper sheets (wilh grit size
equivalent (0 sand particle size) to the entire floor area. The rough surface was imended
to model the interlock expected between an ice ridge keel and the overlying refrozen
core. Oblique ·sand keels' were aligned according to paimed angle markings on the
floor.
3.1.4 Oblique ridge experimental f1!:Sults
Eight teSI series are reported in Table 3.1. The first four ( ·00·. "10'. "70'. -SO") refer
to tests carried OUt on a smooth polyethylene floor inside me lank:. The next [Wo test
series ClIO". "120") were repeats of earlier ones. only rney were performed on a
roughened floor. The last (W() C 130" and "140") were performed on a rough f100c and
with a larger keel (depth If) and smaller SlfUcture (diameler D). These tests were aimed
at determining the influence HID on the obliquity force trends.
Figures 3.19 and 3.20 show ploued results and include schematics of the test series. Test
series "10" and "70" are repeats of the default conditions with opposite approach
directions. Similar results (for "00" and "SO" also) confirmed thaI the data were
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independent of the direction of loading on the cantilever load cells. Foc all the ItslS, the
angle of obliquity was shown 10 increase longitudinal loads by a maximum of 2O~
though almost no effect was measured at angles below SO". In fact. loads were sometimes
reduced by as much as IO~ at low oblique anack angles. Both longitudinal test series
with the rough floor (~110· and °130") showed even less sensitivity to obliquity although
il can been seen from Table 3.1 thai roughening the floor increased structural loads by
10 co :!5%. AI a higher HID ratio me influence of obliquity on longitudinal forces
appeared to be diminished slightly 31 high obliquity angles but otherwise was similar to
other leSI series.
Lateral loads ranged from almost zero fOf perpendicular entry to approximately half of
the longitudinal force. Maximum lateral loads typically occurred at an oblique anKle of
60". The -exit forcc- (lateral force when structure leaves the "sand keel") oflen exceeded
lhe "entry force" and was opposite in direclion.
The modest influence of obliquily angle seen in these lests persuaded engineers w
exclude it the design load strategy for !he NSCP. The sensitivity of loads w the floor
roughness was inlerpreled to suggest thaI. when modelling keel failure analytically, the
internal frK:tion angle of the rubble should be used as a thction coefficient on the
horizontal shear plane.
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Table 3.1 "Sand keel· obliquity experimenlS.
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Figure 3.20 "Sand keel- lateral forces.
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3.3 Pilot experiments with a cylindrical structure in
unconsolidated ice ridges'
3.3.1 Introduction
To assess me feasibility of large scale first-year ridge indentation experiments in the icc
tank at the Institute for Marine Dynamics a pilOt experimental program was carried out.
The details of die experimenlS are reponed in McKenna et al. (l99:5a). The experiments
were sponsored by the National Energy Boardl Panel on Energy Research and
DeveJopmem Project 6A5014. and were conducted in February. 1995. In the experiments
unconsolidated ridges were considered and the focus was on the relation between the
forces and the observed failure mechanisms. The influence of interaction speed was also
given attention and the coincidence of peak load with shearing events and penetration
discances was noted.
The geometric scale of the tests was roughly 1:31.5 and some inferences aooUi scaled
loads were made though scaling was not the primary goal of the tests. Some new
experimental techniques were introduced: an acoustic system, developed at C-CORE,
attached to a moving underwater carriage was used to profile the underside of ridge
keels. Ridges were formed using a "dumprruck" technique which involved the service
carriage being used 10 dump level ice collected elsewhere into a pre-cut slot the size of
the desired ridge. This allowed the development of a relatively uniform ridge cross
I A version of this study McKenna. R.F., Bruneau, S.£. and Gua;well 1.(1997)
Modelling unconsolidated rubbtelorets on a cylindrical structure has been prepared for
PQACIOMAE 1997. Yokohama, Japan.
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section across the 12 m wide tank. A digital video image processing technique to
determine block size distribution and under and above water [ime.encoded video systems
were used to document the tests.
3.3.2 Scope of experiments
The structure was a 0.32 m diameter aluminum cylinder. Two parallel ridges with a
space of 3 m Detween were built from a 3 em thick ice sheet. Ridges were not
consolidated as tests commenced shortly after ridges were built at a room temperature
of 2~ C. The ice around the teSl area remained intact for the test period to provide
support boundary conditions for the ridges during indentation. The first ridge. 2 m wide.
was indented twice and the second. 3 m wide. was indenred four times. Interaction speed
was systematically varied over one order of magnitude. Video records of the interactions
were obtained from twO positions above and two beneath the water surface.
3.3.3 Experimental results
Results are summarized in Figure 3.2 t. Of the six tests all but the firsl failed in pauerns
characterized by local failure giving way to plug formation. Ridge failure in from of the
structure for the firSI 20 to 40% of the width was characterized by a local repositioning
of blocks with some above water surcharge developed but none below. Beyond this
position a large wedge of intact rubble was mobilized up to die speed of the advancing
structure. Before the suucture exited Ihe ridge the wedge was forced off to one side of
the structure's path (wilhout direClional preference) and under the level ice layer. The
first experiment, al the lowest speed, resulted in a global shift of the ridge as it failed in
tlexure and slid under the supponing ice layer to the rear.
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As shown in Figure 3.21 longitudinal forces were insensitive 10 interaction speed over
the range of lest conditions. A non-linear increase in load with ridge sectional area was
observed. Of particular interest was the close correspondence of incipient plug failure
with maximum longitudinal loads. Lateral loads were. on average. 30% of longitudinal
and lagged behind also so that resultant loads were only marginally greater than
longilUdinai. Remarkably. almost exactly the same loads were measured for the first (wo
tests in which observed failure modes differed considerably. If further substantiated. this
result could play an imponant role in furure modelling effortS.
These experiments were of value for a number of reasons. The observed failure modes
and associated load levels supported the accepted analytical modelling strategy for design
loads on the Northumberland Strait Bridge. The acoustic profiler was successful in
mapping the bonom profile of the ridge. and. the "dumptruck- ridge construclion
technique yielded a block size distribution that was strikingly similar to that which was
measured in the field in Veitch et at. (l991a).
The robust procedure developed in this lest series provided the groundwork for larger
scale first-year ridge experiments to be undertaken at IMD.
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3.4 Large-scale ridge interaction experiments'
3.4.1 Introduction
Two sets of e:\:periments. independently planned and sponsored but similarly executed.
are described in this thesis section. Bolh programs utilized teSt procedures developed in
McKenna et at. (l99Sa) and described in Section 3.3. The two programs represent the
largesl scale first-year ridge indentation laboratory experiments in the literature (though
proprietary). The first program was conducted 10 address the inleraction between a model
pier from [he Norlhumberland 5rrajl Crossing Project and first-year ridges (McKenna et
af. 1995b). Experiments were conducted at the InstitUie for Marine Dynamics in June
1995. The tests were requested by the Ice Interaction Subcommi[(ee for the
Northumberland Strait Crossing Project and were sponsored by Public Works and
Government Services Canada (PWC). The commitlee was seeking to establish whether
design ice loads for the NSCP had been computed properly. The intent was to determine
the degree of success in matching eltperimemal forces with analytically predicted loads
using the modelling approach used for the NSCP.
The second eltperimental program was conducted in September 1995 and was sponsored
by a joim industry project headed by K.R.Croasdale and Associates for which the
laboratory program is reponed in McKenna (1996). The primary focus was again to
establish a data base for developing and calibrating keel load models. As the author was
a member of the research learn conducting these eltperimems the data is available for use
'A ponion oflhis study. McK~n"(I R.F. and Brull~au S.B. (/997) Ic~ rubbl~ build-
up on conical srructures durillgridg~ inUTQCRQIIS. has been prepared for PQACfQMAE.
1997. Yokahama. Japan.
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in this thesis (though it remains proprietary).
3.4.2 Scope of experiments
The model pier used in both experimental programs was comprised ora conical ice shield
at the waterline and a cylindrical shaft below (see the figure in Table 3.2). The shaft
diameter was 0.8 m and the cone was 1.825 m at the base and had an angle of 45G• The
cone and the cylinder were instrumemed separately. In IOtal. twenty-nine experiments
were performed on fifteen ridges most of which were constructed from an entire ice sheet
using the ~dumptruck· technique. The focus of the lest program was on the forces
exerted on the structure by the rubble in the ridge keels. Most ridges were refrozen to
form a thin consolidated core at the walerline which provided a realistic boundary
condition for the keel. The cone lifted the core and sheet ice so thai ice crushing was
avoided. preserving the structural configuration and function of the NSCP bridge piers.
The lest parameters were water Icvcl. speed. rubblc strcngth. ridge shape. ridge
oricntation and structurc diamctcr. In the second test program a fcw cltperiments were
conducted with the lower cylinder replaced by a large one (1.8 m diameter) and with no
consolidated core present.
In an attcmpt to ascerlain the shear strength of ice rubble in Ihe ridge kecls at IMD a
"punch" shear technique was developed. The lests were similar 10 subsea plate anchor
pull-out e."(periments eltcept thaI Ihey were inverted (push down) and the refrozen core
needcd to be presawn. Details of Ihe experiments. the analysis technique and results are
found in McKenna R.. Bruneau S. and Williams. M. (1996). In Table 3.2 the shear
strength of the ice rubble is shown to remain conslant for all lests. It is quile possible
that the rubble shear strength varied from test to lest. however. thcre was considerable
1('
scatter in the punch shear data set. Without a consensus amongst the research. team on
how to interpret the data, only the approximate mean value for unconsolidale<l keel
rubble strenglh has been quoted.
3.4.3 Experimental rt'Sults
Details of the test conditions and results are found in McKenna et at. (l995b) and
McKenna (1996) (referred to as the PWC and HP tests respecllvely). Table 3.2 lists most
key leSt conditions and resullS. With so many test variables. some of which may he
correlated. it is difficult to conclusively isolate singular effects. Nevenheles5. some
general trends are exposed in the figures which accompany the table. They show that keel
forces on the cylinder are suongly influenced by keel depth and structural diameter. are
intluenced much less by apparent block flexural srrength and are quite insensitive to ridge
width and approach speed. Also from the table one can deduce that ridge keel shape and
structure roughness are not key control parameters. Peak cylinder and cone forces were
not simultaneous and the peak resultant was on average 5.8% less than the sum of the
two. However. it cannot be readily concluded that the core and keel will not fail
simultaneously in the field since lab ridges were not heavily consolidated and tended to
be double-keeled with the sail arched between (probably an artifact of the -dumptruck"
building technique).
Forces on the cone were not the focus of these experiments. However. the data set
provides a unique opportunity for development and testing of models for rubble forces
on conical structures. The topic is discussed later in this thesis.
II.
Table 3.1 Large-scale lest conditions and results.
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3.5 In situ direct shear of ridge keels'
3.5.1 Introduction
In this section a technique for direct in situ field measurement of rubble shear strength
which has been developed and tested in the laboratory is described. The study was
prompted by the requirement for accurate full-scale ice rubble propenies for predicting
ridge loads on slrUcrures. The technique involves lowering a ram and associated
apparatus into a precut slOl in a pressure ridge. This facilitates direct horizontal shear
measuremems of undisrurbed keel ice rubble.
The experimentS were conducted in the ice tank at the Institute for Marine Dynamics and
were sponsored by die National Energy Board and administered by K.R. CroasdaJe and
Associates. Model ice was used to build partially refrozen ridges. which were then
sheared along a horizontal plane just below the consolidated layer using three different
direct shear techniques. The apparatus. a scaled model of that proposed for field use, was
designed after a rigorous evaluation of the suitability of various types of both direct and
indexed shear tests (Croasdale et ai.. 1996). The robustness of direct shear methods and
the unambiguous analysis required to obtain estimates of cohesion and internaJ friction
were important factors in choosing a direct shear technique. The quality of the force-time
data. the apparatus configuration and conventions for analysis of Mohr-Coulomb failure
criteria were also investigated.
'A version of this section, Bruneau, S.£., McKenna, R.F., Croasdaie, K.R.,
Crocker, G.B. and King, A.D. (/996) III silu direct shear of;u rubble in Fvst-year
n'dge keels. has been presented at the 49th Geotechnical Conference of The Canadian
Geotechnical Society, Sept. 1996, St.John's. Nt
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3.5.2 Test coaditiolll5
Expuimentlll setup lI"d modd in ridges
Th~ teslS wer~ conducl~d on two ice ridges with parcm ice sheet thicknesS6 of 30 mm
and 50 mm. Si~ the constiruenl block thickness of ridges in temperate regions is of
th~ order of 0.2 m 100.5 m. sca.les ranging from 1:4101:17 were modelled.
EGfADfS model ice was used 10 build the ridges. Density and flexural strength were
measured at the time of ridge formation and al test time. Fine bubbles w~r~ introduced
during the freezing process to achieve a realistic density which was 89S kglmJ for keel
blocks and 750 kg/mJ for the sail blocks. The flexural strength measured in the level icc:
varied from 32 kPa to 62 kPa during ridge construction. At test lime. keel samples
yielded flexural strengths of the order of 30 kPa while sail ice samples ranged from 134
10266 kPa. The full-scale flexural strength of sea ice ran&e5 from below 300 kPa 10 700
kPa.
The ridges \l."Cre COnstruCled for the present tesl program using the "dumptruck"
technique as briefly described in Section 3.3. In this study a channel 4 m wide. spanning
the entire 12 m width of the tank was CUI in the level ice and fifty-five metres of level
ice from elsewhere in the tank were lifted using the service carriage and dumped into the
channel. Th~ ice broke inlo pieas during placement since repeated drops were made .1.1
the cenlte of the channel. The ridges were supported on the front edge by the adjacent
level ice sheet and on the back by a floating dock spanning the width of the tank as
shown in Figure 3.22. A cooling cycle following the ridge consltUction created a
refrozen layer within each ridge at the waterline.
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ShtaT boz Gpptu'tItIls
The rectangular shear box was constructed of welded aluminum plate with nominal
dimensions of O.75m loog x O.5m wide x OAm deep. The box consisted of upper and
lower halves of equal depth connected by a sloned runnt:r bearing posilioned on
overlapping flanges. The shearing action was achieved by relative motion of the twO
halves. The length of the bonom half of the box was O.85m to allow the insenioo of a
spreader device. The assembly is showD in Figure 3.23.
The spreader was a self·contained assembly consisling of a hydraulic ram mouoled
rigidly to an aluminum plate_ Four parallel guide rods were fixed 10 another plate which
slid through holes in me firsl plale. A button load cell was placed 00 the end of the
piston and a displacement potentiomeler (·yoyo· type) was positioned between the
spreader plates. The whole unil was easily detaChable from the shear box so it could be
incorporated into all direct shear oplions withoul dislurbance of the data acquisition and
drive systems.
For a typical sandy soil, laborarory shear devices split the sample across thousands of
grains leading to uoiform shearing which is representative of continuum behaviour. Ice
rubble is. by COntrasl, a granular material with particles that are orders of magnirude
larger. The size of the shear plane which would allow for similar panicle kinematics and
shear surface uniformity would prohibit direct scaling of soils shear devices. Thus. a
consideration of the particle orientation. size and dynamics in a shear box is necessary
to adequately model continuum behaviour. These consideralions were reviewed as a part
of this thesis and it was found that the average ratio of shear plane width 10 ice block
length for 19 ice rubble shear tests in the lilerature was 6.4. The experiments with the
I2S
smallest shear box size·to-block ratios were conducted by Prodanovic (1979) who
d~mOl1$traled that shear strength was unchanged when the block size was reduced from
one half to one quarter of the width of the box. Furthermore. the results were repeatable
and !lave been shown to be representative of results reported more recently. A box width
of 0.5 m was chosen giving a box-to-bloc:k size ratio of 5.S for 30 mm icc and 3.3 for
SO mm icc.
The elevation of the horizontal shear plane was selected such that shearing would be
initiated below the refrozen core and beyond the reach of bloclc.s frozen into it. As well,
the elevation was maintained close to the undersurface of the refrozen layer to minimize
the box depth and trenching requirements. Although the shear box could be lowered 10
any depth within the ridge. it was designed so that it could be conveniently and
repetitively placed in the ridges with the shear plane positioned 10 em below the lower
surface of the refrozen layer.
Shear box OptiofiS I. 2 tuUJ J
Thr~ direct shear options were considered in the laboratory. In all three cases the
apparatus was placed in a pre-cut trench io me ridge. Option I involved the use of the
entire shear box assembly. Optioo 2 involved the removal of the lower half of lhe box
and the placement of a reaction plate on the spreader assembly. The objective of this
option was to provide a frame thai would contain the in sit" rubble sample and to guide
the shear plane along the bonom edge of the box. In this case the shear plane reaclion
force was carried by the refrozen layer adjacent to the spreader. The absence of me
lower half of the shear box. reduced the depth of the rubble 10 be trenched and decreased
the size and weight of the apparalus.
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Option 3 eliminated the box altogether and relied upon the refrozen core 10 keep the in
situ sample intact. Using only the spreader device. option 3 was implemcmed in three
different configurations. In the first arrangement. 500 mm x 350 nun plates were
anached to both spreader plates to allow for a larger bearing surface on the ice. In the
second. the extra plate bearing against the in situ. sample was removed and the spreader
was moved down to bear directly against the refrozen layer. In the third, the guide rods
were removed eliminating all possible sources of apparatuS friction. Figure 3.24 is a
schematic representation of the experiments showing the site before. and after, the
placement of the apparatuS for options I and 3.
Test plan and p,."ctdun
Two ice sheetS were used in the test program. The first ridge was built from level ice
30 mm thick and the consolidated layer depth was approximately 40 mm. The second
ridge was built from a SO mm thick sheet and had the same consolidated layer depth.
Both ridges were lempered so that the air temperature during testing was near the
freezing point.
Before trenching, the ridge sail was levelled 10 a surface approximately 10 cm above the
water level. To aid with the trenching, a template matching the shape of the interior of
the shear box was placed over the ridge sail. The pattern was then venically sawn
through the sail core and keel to a predetermined depth below the core around 200 mm.
At one end of the trench rectangular sections of the sail core and keel were removed by
hand for placement of the spreader unit. At the opposite end of the trench, blocks were
removed to allow free translation of the sheared sample.
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The shear bo}!; was lowered over the undisturbed rubble by hand and keel depth. sail
height and box position were measured. To increase venical Stt"eSSeS in the undisturbed
sample. fixed weights were distributed evenly on a plywood board placed on the levelled
surface of the sail. Surcharges of approximately SOO Pa and 1000 Pa were achieved by
using fixed weights of 20 kg and 40 kg. AlileSts were conducted at a shear rate of 2.1
em/s.
Following me complete set of shear experimentS on lhe first ridge (30 mm ice) il was
decided that option 2 would be dropped from the second set of tests. As well. options 1
and 3 would be implemented without the spreader guide rods in place (hereafter referred
to options la and 3a). It was apparent from the tests with the first ridge that the rods
were the cause of enhanced friction and binding and did Iinle to ariem the spreader
plales. Dry runs conducted prior to the second set of tests indicated a significant
reduction in no-load box friction for option I without the guide rods. By removing the
rods, peak friction was reduced by more than half the original 'with·rods' option. For
option 3. removal of the guide rods meant that there was no frictional component to the
load trace due co the apparatus.
3.5.3 Laboratory results
Ridge geom~tTy
A ridge profile was measured by pushing a graduated aluminum rod through the keel.
A length scale was used to measure the height of the sail relative to the service carriage
placform. The measured profile for ridge 2 is shown in Figure 3.22.
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Block. dimensions resulting from the "durnpuuck" ridge construction technique were
estimated from video images of the floating rubble in a previous study where the same
technique was used (McKenna n ai.. 1995a). [n that study. the block. length and widdl
dimensions in the plane of the water surface were determined for 160 blocks in a
digitized video frame. The means of the length and widlh were 3. t and 2.0 times the ice
thickness. The smallest block widths were approximately equal 10 the level ice thickness.
The largest block length was between 8 and 9 times the ice thickness. On average. the
ratio of the length 10 lhe widlh was 1.6. These statistics are believed 10 be representative
of those for this study since parent ice sheet propenies were similar.
Figure 3.25 shows force and displacement time serics ltaCeS. two for option 1a and twO
for option 3a. Several "dry' runs were condUCted to dell~rmine the no-load static and
dynamic friction characteristics of the shear bolt. Averaged load traces of the frictional
force for each shear option have been subtracted from the force traces and for all
subsequent analyses.
Virtually all load traces elthibited a significant oscillatory component. Some fluctuations
were more random than others but most were uniform and saw·toothed. During the tests.
it was oflen possible to observe the ·skipping· or hopping of the rubble sample
corresponding to these load cycles. The frequency was observed to drop with decreasing
normal Stress. though the relation was not very strong. Option 3 produced both the
highest (for original 'with guide rods· option) and lowest (without rods) frequencies -
apparently an anifac[ of the spreader mechanics. Oscillation amplitudes were observed
to be poorly correlated to normal stress. although a slight trend towards increased
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amplirude with appar.uus ·weight" was noled.
The potential causes of the force oscillations included ice-structure ralCbeaing. shear bo~
stick-slip action. and ice rubble cyclic dilation. The author believes that the most likely
cause was rateheaing in which. periodically. quasi-stalic forces on an ice·saucrure
interface increase with increased deflect.ion until ice resistance is exceeded. causing ice
failure and a relief of loads on the structure. In this case. the appropria!e measured force
values to use in the interpretation are the peak values since this mechanism is not
resonant and will not result in any dynamic ampliftca!ion of the peak. forces.
For oplions 1 and 2. the peaks of load cycles frequently srew with increased shear box
translation. At appreciable box translations there was an increased normal Stress due 10
the decrease in shear area.. and the sample lilted inlO the trench. This may ha"e led 10
enhanced compression and gouging al !he leading and trailing box edges. complicaling
the analysis for options 1 and 2. Only option 3 (no shear box al all) exhibited a clear
tendency for peak loads 10 repeatedly occur in the first few seconds.
Rubbl~ shear stnss
Analysis of the experimental data revealed that subjective decisions were required in
order to determine shear strength. even for the least ambiguous of test procedures. Shear
stress is often computed by dividing the force required 10 shear the sample by the
instantaneous shear plane area. of the box. Difficulty is encountered when forces are
cyclic and peaks increase with displacement. The choice must then be made of when. or
at what displacement. peak ·shear resistance" was encoumered. Loads which follow may
be greater but may also be anifacts of the shear box mechanics. Furthermore. one may
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wish to consider either peak or residual (mobilized) friction aniles and, of these, either
absolute maxima or mean cyclic values may be selected.
In this study two conventions were adopted. The first was 10 determine me peak shearing
force from the first two seconds or 4.2 em displacement. The second looked al the first
15 seconds or 30 em of the force-time histories for a peak. The latter was selected 10
correspond to some observed [fends ie the force ttaees whereas the first was based on
the assumption thaI for typical dilatant soils. shearing peak loads occur at displacements
close to but less than one panicle thickness. Shear areas were adjuSted for box
displacement.
Mohr-Coulomb approxifJUllion
Normal (venical) shear plane stresses were determined from the weight of the ice above
the surface. the buoyant weight of ice between the surface and the shear plane below and
the weights added for surcharge. A plot of the results for the 2-secolld peak shear for all
options is given in Figure 3.26 and for the 15·second peak shear in Figure 3.27. It is
evident by comparing Figures 3.26 and 3.27 that using the 2 s instead of the 15 s
adjusted shear strength values is probably justified. Increased scatter in the latter
underscores the uncertainty about apparatus performance and shear interpretation beyond
the first few seconds of each lest. The uniform spread of the results for all apparatus
options. and the close agreement between optiOns indicates that the 2 s peak is
analytically superior. An interesting result is obtained when both the combined 2 sand
combined 15 s results are compared. Figure 3.28 shows that the internal friction angle
for both was a near perfect match while apparent cohesion was 2/3 higber for the latter
lJI
Case (991) reportS Iabontory results from the ice tank at IMD when a fUled venical
direct shear box was used to shear rubble samples. The ice rubble (similar to that in this
study) was formed by a chopping action of the carriage and samples were corralled into
the box. The shear rate was twenty times slower than that in the present tests and the
timing of tests relative to ice formation was somewhat different. In spite of these
differences, the laboratory results are similar. The results for the Case (l99l) sNdy for
all tests combined were q, >:: 38" and c "" 661 Pa whereas the combined results in the
present study are '" = 41- and c = 873 Pa. This is a strong indication that the direct
shear approach is robust and that the influence of block size and lcst conditions on rubble
shear srrcngth in the IMD laboratory are minimal.
3.5.4 Summary aod rKOllUDendatioos
The present study has demonstrated the application of various direct shear methods for
the measurement of laboralOry ice rubble shear strength ;n sirll. The averaged resultS of
<t> = 41 Q and c = 873 Pa are similar to results reponed in the literature. Based on the
results of the present experiments, a direct, horizontal shear technique is suitable for
determining the in situ shear properties of rubble in first year ridge keels. Also, as long
as a competent consolidated layer is present, this can be used as a platform for loading
the shear plane thus simplifying the testing apparatus. Since trenching around the sides
of the ice sample will be a time-consuming operation in the field, the test procedure
might be significantly stream-lined by cutting the sides of the ice sample with a slight
flare angle. This would eliminate binding of the sample in lhe bole and enable a single
chain saw cut to be used instead of a trench.
f1Iure J.n Ridie geometty.
Figure J.13 Schematic of shear box assembly.
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3.6 Summary of exploratory experiments
The experimental programs reviewed in this chapter have significantly expanded the data
base for slUdying first-year ridge keel interactions. Pilot experiments at C-CORE (Section
3.1) demonstrated a transition of failure mooes in ridge-suucrure interactions while
looking at both floating and dry rubble in continuous and discrete formations. Rubble
properties were determined as it was anticipated that they affect shear sU"englh and die
dependency of shear strength on block contact duration and initial temperature was
investigated. The pilot program also pioneered the use of sand as an analogue for ice
rubble. The sand afforded a level of control not possible with ice and observations and
measurements were highly informative about failure modes and force trends. These
qualities rnOliv31ed a second sand test series. underraken 10 isolate the effects of ridge
obliquity on loads (Section 3.2). Results showed that longitudinal forces were relatively
insensitive to ridge obliquity.
A series of ice ridge interaclion tests conducted at the Institute for Marine Dynamics are
described in Subsections 3.3 and 3.4. The IMD pilot lests in Section 3.3 initiated Ihe
testing of unconsolidated ridges at that inSlitution and provided high-quality
measurements of test conditions and forces for ridge keel model development. Section
3.-1 reviews two large·scale detailed ridge interaction experimental programs which
utilized procedures pioneered by the IMD pilot test series. These tests provide the most
complete data sets known with extensive video coverage. force and test condition
measurements and detailed ridge profiles.
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The last experimental program described is one in which a technique for measuring fiot-
year ridge keel shear suengtb in situ was developed. A small·scale model of a proposed
apparaws was constnK:led and tested at IMD providing direction for full-scale tests and
adding another set of laboratory ice rubble sheat strength dala ID~ literature.
These prognuns were all directed at diminishing both parametric and force model
uncenainties for first-year ridge keel load modelling. In addition 00 the individual merit
of each program. the new data when combined with that from the liferature (reviewed
in Chapter 2) provides a unique opponunity for the systemafic developmem of an
analytical force model. The remainder of this thesis is dedicated 10 exploiting Utis
opPOriunity. The first major Step described in the next chapter is a regression study. The
well-documented and far-reaching data set now assembled permits a broad and
meaningful multi-variable regression.
Chapter 4
MODEL DEVELOPMENT I
Regression analyses
The previous chapter describes a series of experimental programs, each providing some
data and relationships which should be useful in modelling the forces involved in
penetrating a ridge keel. In this chapler results from the experiments in Chapter 3 have
been combined with data from the literature for regression anaJyses. The grouped data
sets include those for ridge keel shape. ice rubble shear sltength and sltucrure interaction
forces. Any individual test program lends 10 involve a choice of a limited set of
parameters which are varied, and often a limited range over which variation occurs.
When diverse programs are studied collectively, general resultS are obtained. removing
or reducing biases which result from the limitations of anyone test procedure. While
collective studies run the risk of oversimplifying some issues they can broaden the
applicability of resullS and. as the following shows. can be a beuer guide for future
work.
4.1 First-year ridge keel shape
Though there have not been any new field da[,1 presented in this thesis, this section
describes the results of a new regression study of ridge keel shape. The data used are
described in the thesis background as reponed in Burden and Timco (1995). Burden and
Timco (1995) catalogued the dimensions of over 112 fim-year and 64 multi-year ridges.
The first-year ridges were divided into twO groups: those associated with temperate
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climates and those from the arctic. The keel dala for temperate first-year ridges were
considered in this study.
Detailed surveys of ridge cross-sections have shown that keel shapes have varying slopes
with both convex and concave curvature. The keel bottom may be pointed and off-centre.
rounded or flat. Naturally, there are no simple geometric forms that perfectly define all
ridges. For analytical modelling. ridges are typically categorized as triangular or
trapezoidal in cross-section because those shapes are easily defined by measured field
data: usually width. depth and sometimes slope angle. Though commonly applied. these
shapes present some analytical difficulties since they possess slope discontinuities.
Discontinuities preclude one from defining the whole keel with a simple. single algebraic
formula. a convenience for computing depth across the entire ridge. For thiS study the
replacemeru of the facetted geometriC approximations with thai of a half-cycJe "sine
wave" form has been considered (Figure 4.1). To invesligale the quaJlty-of-tit of Ihe
~sine· approximation the data sets presented by Burden and Timco have been reanalysed.
Keel width to depth ratio
A lmal of 44 ridges had both keel widlh and depth measurements sludied. A regression
analysis was performed to determine the besl linear and non-linear relationship between
these measured parameters. The resulting formulas are
w - 2.5H .. 9.4 and W • 9.2ffJ-j~ (1)
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where Wand H ace the keel widlh and depth in meters. For the linear relation the r
value. adjusted for degrees of freedom, was 44.8% and the standard deviation of the
somewhat normally distributed residuals was 8.1 m. The power-law fit established
through a namral log tranSform had a standard deviation of the normally distributed log
residuals of 0.3471 with an adjusted r value of 38. 7%. A linear relationship between the
width and depth. fined with a zero imercept as in Burden and Timeo (1995), resulted in
the relation. W = 3.99H with an r of24%. Figure 4.2 is a scatter plOl afthe ridge data
with bOlh fitted linear relations and the power law fit.
Keel angle
Both fore and aft keel angles are listed in Burden and Timeo (1995). These terms are
understood 10 be used arbitrarily assigned to differentiate between the [wo slopes of a
given ridge and are in no way a convention for classifying any panicular ridge
orientation. The method of measurement is not recorded. For 16 first-year temperate
region ridges the averages of the angles which were measured are 28.80 and 26.3 0
respectively. resulting in an overall average of 27.5°. Of the 16. only 8 ridges had width
and depth stated. If these 8 ridges were assumed 10 be either triangular or "sine" shaped.
the~ slope angle for both is found to be 23.5°. a slight underestimate of the
measured average (the average angle for both shapes is computed from the arctan of
ridge depth over half the ridge width). The relation between measured and computed
slope is investigated further in Figure 4.3. Although both shapes have the same average
slope over a half length. the slope of the ·sine" shape varied between 0.0 and 33.5° from
tip to toe. This range encompasses the measured values above.
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Ked area
Through digitization, Burden and Timco determined the cross-sectional area of 18
temperate first-year ridges. Only six of these corresponded to ridges for which both
width and depth data were also provided. Width and depth dimensions were estimated
from digitized plots so that atIOlher II of the 18 ridges could be coll5idered in this study.
The area under a "sine" shaped approximation (2HWI1f) over.estimau~s the measured
areas by 11'Jo. The area under an isosceles triangh~ of equal proponions underestimates
areas by me same margin (Figure 4.4). When only the six fully-defined ridges are used.
the error for the "sine" approximation diminishes to 7% and mat for triangular keels
increases to 14%.
The "sine" keel shape is a more accurate keel cross-sectional area shape approximation
than the isosceles triangle one. When one considers that overstating size results in
overestimated loads. which is safer than underestimating, the new ·sine" shape may be
a bener choice for design regardless of the improvement. funher. the continuous and
simple form of the "sine" curve may indeed provide easier load modelling by eliminating
slope discontinuities'.
I Brown and Bruce (1995) conducted a finite element investigation of the stress
distribution within a ridge keel during indentation. In that study the stress
patterns/contours below the surface of a triangular keel were shown to be parabolic or
sine-like in shape. This indicated that discontinuities in surface form did not translate to
internal stress discontinuities.
Figure 4.1 Keel geomeuy approximations.
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4.2 Ice rubble shear strength
In this section experiments investigating the shear strength of submerged ice rubble are
swdied. Properties and conditions suspected of influencing shear behaviour are grouped
using dimensional analysis. The derived dimensionless ratios. and die original quantities
are used in a multiple regression snWy of rubble shear strength. The inter-dependencies
between explanatory variables (independent or conuol variables) is investigated and the
besl-tit formulas defining shear strength are quantified.
4.2.1 Dimensional analysis
Regression analyses produce dimensionally homogeneous equations. When the
dimensions of control variables on both sides of an equalion are not similar. the
regression coefficients assume a dimensional form. When developing and classifying
generalized equations for scaling it is desireable thar the coefficients remain
dimensionless. To meet mis criteria a dimensional analysis is used to group variables into
dimensionless ratios which eliminate all dimensions from the regression analysis. These
terms (ratios) may also be used as a means of systematically collecting and converting
data from various experimental programs while reducing the number of variables w be
investigated.
In a previous chapter. it was explained that ice rubble is broadly assumed (in the
literature, to be an irotropic. rigid plastic material which obeys the Mohr-Coulomb yield
criterion. Consequently. the shear strength is said to arise from independent frictional and
cohesive components. Friction in a granular material arises from interlock. block strength
,....
and surface friction. The conditions which influence friction behaviour include packing
density. block shape, size. and gradation. surface roughness. lhe presence of surface
water. panicle composition and particle strength. Cohesion in it bulk ice rubble sample
was shown [0 be a function of the f~ze-bonding propensity of the ice and would.
therefore. be dependem upon heal transfer, block scale, conlaCt pressure. ice impurities.
shearing rate. imerstitial fluid and OIher factors.
AS pointed OUI in seclion 3.3 it appears that me fundamem.a.l Mohr-Coulomb plasticity
assumption stated above oversimplifies the true nalUre of ice rubble (Ertema and Urraz-
Aguirre. 1991). Due to the apparent stress dependency of .p and c terms. and for
completeness in the dimensional analysis. both are grouped here with all other
explanatory variables fOf the broadest possible analysis.
The hypothesis tested in the dimensional analysis is
(I.e ~ fiL,> L,. r. S. ~. V. ..,. rT~. rT...)
wilh terms defined as follows:
(...)
block size. median of maximum dimension L•. and minimum dimension L,.
duration. r. of contael belwecn blocks within the bulk. sample.
imerslilial waler impurity comem (salinity mostly). S.
porosily of bulk sample. ~.
shear speed. V.
rubble buoyant weight, ..,.
ice block tlexural strength. 11j1.
and maximum confinemenl stress. 11-.._
,.,
The prereding lisl was developed after consideration of the various reponing methods
and cltperimentaJ procedures in me literature. NO( all of the facwrs expected to assen
some influence can be included in this lisling. For instance. temperature and panicle
grading are omitted due to the absence of reported informalion. However. while contaCt
duration. r. was poorly reported il does appear in the analysis 10 ensure that one other
significan{ variable. in addition to velocity. which involves time is included. h$ value is
SCt 10 uni~ for all data sets as a default value.
Flexural strength was selected (inslead of anolher icc strengm index) primarily because
it was the most commonly reported ice strength parameter in the literature for rubble
shear strength. [t may be argued mat for platy blocks. failure in flexure will occur at
(ower stresses than pure crushing or tension in an interlocked matrix of blocks being
sheared. Under these circumslatlCcs flexural srrength may be the bener choice since it
would be closely tied to any threshold for non-linear shear behaviour. Regardless.
flexural srrength would be significandy related to the Other srrength indices - thus a
regression equation with eimer srrength index would probably have the same paramerric
significance(s) but possess different coefficients of proportionality.
Figure 4.5 shows the workings of the mtJIn:r r«hniqu~ for dimensional analysis. This
technique (described in Sharp ~r al.. 1992) enables me systematic evaluation of many n
paramelers objectively and completely even when large numbers of variables are
involved. The dimensionless groups ullimately chosen using this process are as follows:
(41)
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These are selected becaUSt: of meir physical significance and prior use in the literalUre.
Sensitivity runs confirm the validity of this selection, in panicular. the use of f1e~ural
strength as a repealing variable for normalization. Both t1_ and -yL. were substituted for
flexural strength resulting in dimensionless parameters which ultimately yielded poorer
correlations than mose listed above.
4.2.2 Analysis data set
The values of explanatory variables from all the sources used in the study are listed in
Table 4.1. Friction angle and cohesion are usually Slated in each literature reference.
only a few values are computed here from plotted data. Ordinarily. block. size is given.
though dimensions are oflen approximate. The -maximum- block size described by most
researchers is typically the average or median of the longest dimension of blocks and not
the largest block in the bulk sample. Block thickness (median of minimum block
dimension, LJ and median of the maximum block dimension. L.•, are used independently
in this study since it is uncertain which is more imponant, and the ratio of the two gives
an indication of particle shape. The rate of shearing is reported quantitatively in all but
one reference. Keinonen and Nyman (1978) use the relative term. ~slowly by hand"
which is estimated here to be around 25 mm/sec. Some references do not cite a flexural
strength for the ice used in tests. Where this is the case values are estimated based on
the description of the ice. For instance. freshwater ice near 0" C is assigned a flexural
strength of I MPa after work by Gow (1977).
The salinity of the tluid in which the rubble is immersed is known to significantly affect
ice rubble freeze-bonding (Schaefer and Enema, 1986). Outside of a laooratory one
would expect salinity and flexural strength to be too closely correlated to be considered
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independent for multiple regression purposes. However. in the lab nexural strength is
controlled to a large extent by the a.ir coment of die ice. Bubble layering and spraying
are twO techniques used 10 enhance the void ralto of icc allowing nexural srrength
scaling. Some laboratories use chemical dopants such as urea and EG/AD/S as a
substitute for salts. A COOlfO] experiment has 00( been done to investigate the effects of
these dopants on the freeze-bonding of ice blocks. It is assumed here that the innuences
of all dopants (salts included) is proportional to the percent weight of the impurity in the
water. Experiments in rreshwau~r are assigned an arbiuary impurity of 0.001 % since a
value of zero prohibits some lJ'2nsformations of variables (logs, square rOCKS. inverses
etc.) and is unlikely in any event.
All but two researchers report values arbulk sample porosity. Since porosity is diffICult
to measure. especially when ice bhx:ks have a lower density out of water when pores
drain. the qUOIed values are usually apprOXimate. Neither Hellmann (1984) or Case
(1991) give estimates of bulk porosity so bulk porosity values for those references have
been estimated. Since there docs not appear to be an obvious relation between porosity
and block size. Hellmann's rubble samples are considered here to possess average
porosity (35'Ko) as no unusual packing procedures are mentioned. Case (1991) used ice
rubble similar to that reponed in Section 3.5 (from Bruneau ~t al.. 1996) and so the
same value is adopted (JO'Ko). The buoyant weight of the rubble sample is computed from
bulk porosity. and. ice and water density. Though seemingly correlated, porosity and
weight parameters are carried through the dimensional analysis separately and into the
regression slUdy, where spurious correlations can be dealt with systematically.
Most rubble shear experiments in the lab involve direct shear devices which produce a
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horizontal or '''cnical failure surface in an ice rubble sample. Where externaJ forces arc
applied to provide a variation in the normal pressure. stresses from rubble weight or
buoyancy are relatively small. Eltema and Urraz-Aquirre (1991) argue thaI some
researchers with venical direct shear appar.iti have neglected this buoyant suess which
gives rise 10 a cohesive intercept Ulat should noc be: mere. They suggest dial the
horizontal confining pressure on a vertica..l shear plane is
(4Z)
where the u._ is the rubble (buoyant) hydrostatic pressure. 11~ is the horizonw component
of this pressure during shearing and K" is the Rankine passive pressure coefficient. This
assertion implies that during shearing the vertical pressure increases by a faclor of K,.
In direct shear tests with soil me vertical pressure is not considered 10 do mis as K;I and
K~ He not coefficienlS for pressures on failure planes. For the experiments by Prodanovic
(1979). Weiss ~l at. (1981). and Hellmann (1984) as cited in Enema and VrtOZ (1989)
the normal Stress was either regulated at a constant value or measured throughout so as
10 provide instantaneous coincidenl shear and oonnal stress values. Other than the platen
used to apply the normal stress only friction on the walls of the shear boxes can provide
reaction forces adding to normal Stresses on the failure plane. Based on shear box
dimensions and construction it is unlikely that any signiflCaJlt Stress on the failure plane
was nOI measured as a normal Stress. Both Prodanovic and Weiss f!l at. report shear
experiments at a confining stress of zero. This is also unlikely. suggesting that either the
original static pressure may have been zeroed OUI of the readings or confinement may
have been very low so that it was rounded off to zero. Potentially, the ice rubble may
have become self-supporting due to freeze-bonding (cohesion) after being placed in the
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shear box so that any relief in the box would relieve measured confinemenl pressure.
F~ those shear box te:S1S .....here the failure planes are veniCil1 the reponed normal
SlTesses are used here for all but the zero Stress data poinlS. A normal Stress value
equivalent 10 one-half the average venical (O.S oJ is used since the rubble would have
10 have been confined al least thai much in the placemenl process. Where failure planes
are horizontal. normal streSS values are elevated here by an amount equivalent to the
hydrostatic pressure if il does not appear 10 have been included. The (1_ values in Table
4.1 represent the highesl normal stress used in each reference in which <j) and c are
compuled.
4.2.3 Regression analysis
Muhiple regression techniques have been used to synthesize formulas represenling the
relationship between lb. c and the other explanawry variables listed in Table 4.1. Details
of the techniques used are described in Lye (1995). The qualily of the fined formulae
....-as determined by analyzing the residuals for patterns and ou!liers. Variables were
[fansformed when residual plotS appeared skewed - indicalin& thai not all data [fends
have been identified. Most often the naturallogarilhms of data .....ere used when residuals
were heleroscedaslic ([he spead ofresiduals increases with the independenl variable). Few
Irends odler than convergence and divergence of residuals were encounlered. The most
pervasive problem with all data sets was mullicollinearity or the undesirable condilion
where at least one explanatory variable is closely related to one or more orner
explanatory variables. When ex:planatory variables are significantly correlated, parameter
importance and regression formulas are usually distorted and erroneous.
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The Minicab software employed in this regrcssion study is capable of flagging highly
correlated explanatory variables so some multicollinearilY problems were avoided this
way. Variable inflation factors which indicate the muhi-variablc: correlation of each
explanatory variable against all others were computeda[so. Threshold acceptability values
(from Lye, 1995) were used to accept or reject some variables for various tests. Matrix
plots of seancr diagrams and lables of simple regression results were also employed to
screen explanatory variable correlations. Also. "forwards· and "backwards· stepwise
regression techniques which indicate: a type of "regression repealability· were employed
to guard against muhicollinearily and 10 register the best r value:. adju5led for the
number of explanatory variables (degrees of freedom) in use.
The adjusted r value indicates the percentage of Ihe variation in the dependent variable
described by the given formula. The partial F test. or t test, was used to determine the
benefit of anyone variable to the overall equation. Registering It I > 2.0 (or p < 0.05)
indicates a significantly non-zero influence at the 95% confidence level. (p representing
the actual probability of nOI meeting Ihis criterion). Thus III = 2 was the threshold for
accepting or rejecting a given variable. Since I values are often highly sensitive to the
subtraction or addition of any variable. many combinations of variables were tested to
delermine those which avoided multi-cOllinearity and were significant.
General relationships
The linear correlation coefficients for all pairs of variables are listed in Table 4.2 for
dimensional and Table 4.3 for non-dimensional terms. At a glance one can see that
significant correlations of variables exist (shaded regions) for the data set in general.
Even speed. a seemingly independent parameter. is correlated to other conuol parameters
lSI
in the laboratory. M~y correlalions can be explained by the habitS of experimentaJisl$.
For instance. larger Labs produce larger ridges with larger blocks at higher confinement.
There mayor may !XX be similar trends in the field. This type of correlation should be
avoided in the laboralory and must be avoided in mulliple regression analysis.
Correlations between non-dimensional terms in Table 4.3 are even more difftCuh to
undemand and so art best avoided completely.
CtJhrsion
The retalion between apparent cohesion and several explanatory variables was
investigaled. Both dimensional and non-dimensional forms of cohesion were studied. The
analysis was carried QUI with, and without. tb in the list of explanalory variables. All
formulas yielding a spreading trend in the residuals were transformed using nalura! logs
and a variety of exponentS, where applicable.
The formulas yielding the best-fit. with normalized residuals and with me Iov.-est
likelihood of multicollinearity (Of" COf"relation error) are listed in Table 4.4. Many other
combinations of variables were explored. frequendy yielding r values much higher !han
those listed. However. where explanatory variables are strongly related to each other (as
the shaded areas of Table 4.2 and Table 4.3 indicate). only one may be considered.
Figure 4.6 is a plot of the best-fit formulation for the relationship between cohesion and
maximum normal stress, both normalized by flexural strength. With an r value of 78.3%
this dimensionless equation may be suitable for scaling. Cohesion is strongly correlated
to block size in this study. Figure 4.7 indicates the best single variable relationship for
cohesion (in Pascals) as
c • 16240L( - 7
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(43)
where L; is block thickness (in meters). Apparently. block size is also significantly
proportional to the maximum normal stress (see Table 4.1). Thus the relation between
block size and cohesion may be influenced by the dependency of cohesion on normal
stress or I'ice versa. Table 4.4 identifies the linear and non-linear relationships between
cohesion and maximum stress - both yielding r values around 60%.
The regression analysis procedure was repeated with the data selS from Urroz and Enema
(1987), Bruneau ((994a) and McKenna et at. (1996) removed. There was no atlempt to
imp,o~'e results by doing so. These were selected since apparatus and lest procedures
differed from the rectangular. direct shear devices of the others. Comparing these
sensitivity results to the earlier resullS (both in Table 4.4) shows that moderate increases
in r were identified for cohesion, which in the sensitivity study is surprisingly well-
defined by block thickness and shear speed (Figure 4.8). The inverse relationship
between cohesion and speed may be evidence that cohesive bonds may form relatively
fast and that bond strength may be strain-rate dependent.
Internal friction angle
Regression equations resulting from the study of <t> vs dimensional and non-dimensional
parameters are also lisled in Table 4.4. Transformation of variables was nol required in
this case as residuals were normally distributed with linear regression. As Table 4.4
shows the angle of internal friction is influenced by variations in porosity and block size.
Figure 4.9 is a scalier plot of the individual relationships and Figure 4.10 is a quality-of-
fit diagram for the relation:
4J - (1.22 - 168L, .. 1.37~) ~ 0
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(44)
where ¢> is the imernal friclion angle in degrees, I..t is the block thickness in meters and
e is bulk porosity in percent. Both Figures 4.10 and 4.1 t demonstrate the apparent
weakness of the correlation. The multi-collinearity of maximum normal suess. block
size. weight etc. as highlighted in Table 4.2 limited the combinations of parameters
possible in the study. Typically around 50% of the variation of dJ can be explained by
one or two cxplanalory variables. The percentage is higher in the sensitivity run where
the elimination of some data sets yields an r of 67.2% for me relation involving
cohesion and porosity.
Cammenls
Apparently. cohesion scales linearly wim block thickness, the robust relationship
established accounts for around 70% of the variation in c. Taking into account me
sensitivity runs. cohesion can be roughly approximated in kPa by [7L;. where L; is the
block thickness in meters. The dimensionless ratio df1ft is highly correlated to f1-../f1J1 (r
of 78%) and may be a good choice for scaling cohesion estimates.
Approximately 40% of me scatter in th cannot be accounted for through regression
analysis. though porosity appears to be a predominantly significant explanamry variable.
Evidently an inverse relation exists between Q and c (Table 4.4). This is an indication
of a tlauening of me Mohr-Coulomb failure envelope at higher mean pressures possibly
resulting from particle degradation and the loss of granular shear behaviour.
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4.2.4 Shear "S nonnal stress
The data poin[S from which the <iJ and c terms in Table 4.1 were derived have been
collected so that an evaluation of instantaneOus shear and normal stress could be made
independent of the reported Mohr-Coulomb failure criteria. This study was prompted by
the apparent dependency of cohesion and friction angle on normal stress demonstrated
in Table 4.2 and Table 4.4.
Figure 4. I I is a plot of shear stress vs normal stress including all data se[S used in the
previous study. Se"eral other ice rubble shear tests which have been reponed in the
literature have not been included in the figure. The tests by Wong ~r at. (1987). Sayed
(1987). Eranti et ai. (1992). Cornett and Timco (1996) and others either saw a monotonic
increase in shear stress with no specific failure point. involved experiments with dry ice
rubble. or were not fully reported. In Figure 4.12 daLa from Lehmus and Karna (1995)
and Cheng and Tatinclaux (1977) have been added to the data from Figure 4.11. From
both Figures 4.11 and 4.12 it appears that a lower boundary shear strength exists that it
is slightly concave/parabolic. The upper boundary of data appean; to be defined by some
radical outliers from the data sets of Lehmus and Kama (1995) and also Bruneau (1994.1)
who were studying consolidation effects. as well as Cheng and Tatinclaux (1977) where
there was no auempl to control Or measure normal stress (estimated here from rubble
depth). and by Weiss et at. (1981) who used the largest apparatus and ice blocks. From
Figure 4.13 where data is grouped according to ice temperature. speed and contact period
it appears lhat the upper bound may be a feature of cold ice or extended contact.
Since many properties of ice. including strength. vary according 10 the salinity of the
solution in which it is formed it was of interest to discriminate between tests using either
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saline. fresh or doped ice. Figure 4.14 provides no particular insights. however. as data
for all Lhree types of ice are ~ttered somewhat evenly.
A dimensional analysis was performed in which the terms for shear and normal stresses.
T and "., were substituted for 4>, C and (1-.. Figure 4.15 indicates the matri;lt
melhodology used to formulaiC dimensionless ratios. Normal stress was selected as a
repeating variable instead of flexural strength allowing the dimensionless ratio between
shear and normal stress to arise. The derived expression is:
(45)
Again. multiple regression techniques have been used 10 synthesize formulas represeming
the relationship between T and those explanatory variables as they appear in
dimensionless groups above. The base data sel used in Ihis study is limited to those for
which values of <b and c were known in Table 4.1. This means that Lehmus and Karna
(1995), and. Cheng and Talinclaux (1977) were not included. A sensitivity study was
carried Out later in which these tests were included. The table listing all data point values
appears in Appendix A.
Linear regression results for dimensional and non-dimensional terms are tabulated in
Table 4.5 and Table 4.6 respectively. For very large data sets the t test of significance
is not meaningful so only r (adjusted) has Deen used as a guide for simple correlation
and variance inflation factors were once again used [0 avoid multi-collinearity.
Table 4.7 lists the multiple regression results. Linear and non-linear relations Detween
(46)
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T and (T. were determined. The distributions of residuals were typically log·normal
indicating that a power-law relation for the combined data set was more appropriate than
a linear fit. The best power-law fit relationship for shear stress was determined as:
T _ (Cf.t m (e)O-"
(t1J1)O.~1
with an r of 80% where all messes are in Pascals and porosity, e. is in percent.
Including Lehmus and Karna (1995). and. Cheng and Tatinclaw: (1977) considerably
worsened the correlation. Eliminating the "non-standard" direct shear data sets (Urroz
and Enema, 1987. Bruneau, 1994a. and McKenna et aJ.. 1996) did not improve the
relation either. Figure 4.16 is a plot of the base data set with the beSt linear and non-
linear single variable correlations shown. The approximate strenglh of solid ice and loose
sand are also ploned as a reference for relative strength. The range of maximum normal
stress typical for ridges between 5 and 20 m deep is also plotted so that one may quickly
recognise the region of the graph which is of the greatest practical importance for keel
modelling.
The best linear fit for ice rubble shear strength yields a friction angle of 31 0 which is
approximately equivalent to thaI of loose sand. It is conceivable that, in a virtually
cohesionless state and ...... ith favourable grading and panicle size. ice rubble behaves as
any other blocky granular material. Invariably though. bonding takes place, the degree
to which depends on a great many factors. The average appears to be around 590 Pa
(from the linear fit on Table 4.7). however. in the figure one can see cohesion up to 5
kPa was observed in the laboratory and may conceivably reach many times higher
according to the degree of consolidation (potentially approaching that of solid ice). The
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degree of variation is somewhat masked by the logarithmic representation. A band which
covers the main swath of the data points is approximately half an order of magnitude in
thickness. Overall. the plot of shear vs normal sltess in Figure 4.16 illustrates that ice
rubble shear strength is strongly related 10 normal stress but. is also highly variable.
The significant portion of seaner left unexplained by the preceding analysis underscores
the sensitivity of ice rubble shear strength to parameters not reponed. differing
ell:perimencaJ techniques and natural variability. Measurement error is probably
responsible for as much as 10 to 20% of the scancr. As described earlier some of the
data used in the analysis was inferred or estimated. This may also have contributed to
4.2.5 Sensitivity study and comparison to full-scale
The empirical formulas for c. <iJ and T (Equations 43. 44 and 46) described earlier in this
section have been evaluated in a sensitivity study shown in Figure 4.17. Two approaches
to calculating rubble shear strength are considered. The ~phi-c~ approach refers to the
use of Mohr-Coulomb criteria (lb and c from equations 44 and 43). and the "tau"
approach which refers 10 the fundamental shear (T) vs normal Stress relationship (equation
46). The values of explanatory variables selected in the table accompanying the figure
are representative of those of a design ridge in temperate climatic zones. The sensitivity
study focusses on the relative effect of porosity. block thickness and keel depth as well
as comparing the computed shear strength from both approaches. The average shear
strength is assumed here to be that at 2HI3 from the keel bottom. according to a linear
hydrostatic approximation. The horizontal bar graph shows thai the "tau" model generally
produces higher shear strength estimates than the "phi-c" approach. It is also more
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sensitive to keel depth. less sensitive (0 porosity and does not vary with block thickness.
For the "phi-c" approach the extrapolation of laboratory results to the field has
apparently resulted in remarkably low estimates of friction angle.
A comparison of computed and measured full+scaJe rubble shear strengths is reviewed
in Figure 4.18. CompUled values are compared here wiUl those of Lepparanr.a and Hakala
(1992). In thai study the investigators performed a detailed study of ridge keel geometry
and composition. Five ridge keels were ·punch-sheared" vertically with a 2 m square
loading platform to obtain shear resistance. loads were applied using pumped water.
concrete block placement and a hydraulic ram. The first technique failed due to the
cumbersome handling of the volume of water required. The second was found to be
effective for small and medium ridge keels but again became tOO difficult to handle for
larger ridges. The last technique showed the moS[ promise for larger keels !.hough limiled
stroke and hydraulic pressure prevented complete ridge keel failure.
In the successful punch teslS failure planes were vertical and shear resistance measured
from 1.7 to 4+ kPa for keels ranging in dep!.h from 2.3 to 11.7 m. loading period
averaged about 2 hours and displaced the keels less than 0.1 m on average which
translates to less than 1 mm per minute. This very slow rate is not representalive of me
conditions under which the highest failure loads are expected to occur. None-the-less.
Lepparanta and Hakala claim that the field resullS have been backed by both shear box
and square punch leslS performed in Ihe laboratory. The shear strength in the laboratory
was said to vary from 0.9 10 2.6 kPa with a mean friClion angle of 8.4 degrees. These
resuJIS are somewhat pUZZling since a calculation based upon information given shows
that normal stress varied by as much as 0.34 to 1.5 kPa and shear stress varied from 0.9
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to 2.6 kPa. This would suggest a fricrion angle much higher than thai sLaled.
Figure 4.17 indicates that the 'phi," computed shear strength provides a closer estimate
of the full-scale data than the alternate "tau" appraoch. The average errors of the
estimates were 17% and 33% respectively. The near match for experiment No.6 is
problematic for the 'phi-c" approach. however. since the uhimatc shear strength of the
ridge was nOl achieved and may not have been approached in thaI test. In this case the
estimate based on the empirical r formula may be better.
lavender (1973) also proposed a full-scale cohesion for ice rubble from (iver ice jams.
The technique used for his estimate of 0 to 3800 Pa is not published and conditions are
not known. Regardless. the upper bound is certainly of the same order as thaI in Figures
4.17 and 4.18.
Hudson (1983) describes full-scale observations of exuuded first-year ice ridges in the
arctic. Ridge extrusion is described as a phenomenon which occurs when there is a high
speed collision between Ilows or ridges and stationary structures. The formation which
develops resembles a dellected ocean wave 8frozen8 in time. The impression of intense
pressures and considerable shearing within the rubble body is given. The extruded crests
are somewhat circular in shape implying a "virtually cohesionless8 material. according
to Hudson.
Hudson points out that a 2 m thick ice sheet produces the same size ice rubble as a 5 m
thick sheet which suggests that first-year ridge cohesion may reach some asymptolic limit
that could be in the range of 25 to 35 kPa for severe arctic fim-year ridges. These
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estimates are highly consistent with the block size relation for cohesion here.
At present. the limitO(l da'.. from the field appear to support the prediction of ice rubble
shear strength using Mobr-Coulomb failure cri~ria obtained in the laboratory.
Considerable caution should be exercised in doing so. bovievcr. As was memioned in
Chapler 2. first-year ridge keel rubble, over long contaCt periods. may undergo many
changes via erosion. freezing. creep. brine uanspon. melting etc. These processes have
nO! been. and cannot be, adequately modelled in the laboratory so mat die range of
reported shear sucngths may not be fully representative of field conditions. To provide
reliable parametric input for ridge keel models it is imperative that dram be placed in
field studies, through methods such as the in situ direct shear technique suggested in
Section 3.5.
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Table 4,2 Explanatory variable correlation analysis for 4J and c terms.
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f1Cure 4.6 Normalized cobeslon best-fit regression result.
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Figure 4.16 Laboratory ice rubble regression results summarized.
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4.3 Ridge/structure interaction forces
Physical modelling of the interaction between vertical sU"uctures and ice rubble has been
carried out as part of the work included in this thesis (Bruneau. 1994a. McKenna et at.,
1995b. and McKenna. 1996). The purpose has been 10 establish a basis for load model
development. The resulu: of similar work in the literature as reviewed in Section 2.3
have been combined in a regression study in this section. This atiemptS 10 determine the
correlation between control variables and lheir relevance to forces measured in laboratory
ice rubble/structure imeractions. The results provide an empirical basis for theoretical
load model development and aid in me sySicmalic scaling of forces.
4.3.1 Dimensional analysis
A dimensional analysis was performed using the "matrix technique~ (Sharp et af.. 1992)
as described earlier. Parameters were selected based on their appearance in existing load
models (as reviewed in Section 2.4) and the empirical relations seen in the data reported
in Chapter 3. The hypothesis tested in the dimensional analysis was
F - /(D, H, W, Q. c. 'Y. \I) (47)
with terms defined as follows:
structure diameter or width. D.
maximum depth of rubble imeracting with structure. H.
the width of the rubble accumulation, W, (in path of structure)
ice rubble shear mength, '" and c.
rubble buoyant weight, -y, and
interaction speed. V.
The shear strength failure criteria are assumed to capture the effect of parameters such
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as block size and porosity.
The following dimensionless ratios were formed as shown in Figure 4.19 (with rome
rearrangements):
F [ C W H WI
yJr-D - f -=;ii' tP. 75' 0' Ii (48)
The last three terms are not mutually independent so that only (any) (wo of three are of
practical importance in a given study.
An alternate approach (Figure 4.20) aimed at involving speed in {he dimensionless terms
yielded
Jr-~P -[ [p~'~'~'~' :w.~) (49)
where g is the gravitational constam, A is ridge cross-sectional area. and p is rubble bulk
density.
4.3.3 Analysis dala set
Table 4.8 is a summary of laboratory ridge/structure interaction dam sets. The boundary
conditions varied between two-dimensional (wall-la-wall) and three-dimensional (isolated
cylinder) indentation, and, from imeractions with cominuous rubble (modelling a rubble
field) to discrete rubble accumulations (modelling a ridge). Also. experiments varied
from unconfined (no core present) to confined (with core) horizontal surfaces at the
waterline. Cheng and Tatinclaux (1977) did not determine a friction angle for the rubble
they used but Mellor (1980) suggested that it was around 460 with very low cohesion
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(essentially zero) arbitrarily selected here as I Pa. The experimentS by Hellmann (1984)
involved ploughing a circular vertical plate through rubble under the surface. The
boundary condition in this case has been c3legorized as non-confined although it differs
somewhat from those experimentS in which strUctUres extend up and out of the water.
All experimental results which provide the database for the regression studies reponed
here are tabulated in Appendix B.
Six scalier plots in Figure 4.21 illustrate the dependency of peak interaction force on the
key explanatory variables. A measurement of shear suength is obviously not sufficient
for a prediction of interaction forces. There is considerable scatter in the data particularly
in the plot of force vs speed. ridge width. rubble buoyant weight and shear suength.
It may be possible to argue from these data for a dependency of force on structure
diameter. and ridge width but the clearest correlation is a power-law dependency of force
on rubble depth. The upward curvature is dislinct even without normalization of the other
factors. It is important to emphasize that these plots do not isolate the effects of single
variables so that no correlations were ruled out prior to the regression study.
4.3.4 Regression study
Multiple regression lechniques have been used to synthesize formulas representing the
relationship belween measured force and the explanatory variables described above. Two
groups of dimensionless ratios were investigated for best*fil. The quality of the fined
formulae were determined by the same methods used in the study of ice rubble shear in
Section 4.2. Matrix plots and variance inflation factors were used 10 identify and avoid
spurious correlations and multicollinearity problems.
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All data sets were grouped for the inilial analysis. In the second trial tWO data setS
(Timeoand Cornett, 1995. and Bruneau. 1994a "dry tests") were removed. In Timcoand
Cornett ()995), uncertainty surrounds the non-direct measurement of rubble forces and
in Bruneau (l994a) "dry" ice rubble was not submerged. Furthermore neither program
had a specified shear str:ngth for ice rubble (in the state lesled). In the third trial only
those experiments associated with this thesis and reviewed in Chapter 3 were included
(Bruneau. 1994a ~wet', McKenna eta/.. 1995aand b. and McKenna. 1996). These tests
also correspond 10 the only data sets which involved discrele ridges for which ridge width
and sectional area were reponed.
Dummy variables. as suggested by Draper and Smith (1966), were used 10 quantify the
intluence of boundary condilions. The three lJoundary conditions which were identified
for this study are, as described above (Subsection 4.3.3): the longitudinal elUent or width
of the rubble, the lateral e:uent of the structure and the degree of rubble confinement at
the waterline.
Results
A qualitative regression study of the laboralOry ridge/structure interaction boundary
conditions indicated that only the confinement of the rubble at the waterline significantly
affected loads. Neither rubble width nor structure extent were significant factors in
measured loads. This result comes as some surprise since the boundary condition which
receives the leasl anemion in load models (confinement at Ihe waterline) is the only one
of importance in the lab. Results here must be viewed cautiously, however, since the
boundary conditions are closely correlaled to other laboratory conditions which may also
beintluential.
17.
Correlation analyses results for all explanatory variables and for eacb of the three d.a.lll
set groupings arc liSted in Tables 4.9 to 4.1 L Force formulations from the rciression
analysis are summarized in Table 4.12. Included are me besl~fit formulas for both
dimensional and non-di~nsional explaniuory variables. Results which were near best·fit
but involved fewer or alternate variables are also given. Both linear and power law best-
lit formulas are given with and without interceptS for all lhree dara set groupings.
All dala sets
Single variable linear regression results listed in Table 4.9 indicate that force is
predominantly influenced by rubble depth and structllre diameter. These terms are key
elements in "earth pressure" force formulas. O.SyH!D. and 50 this was the form
(including theO.5 coefficient) of the normalizing term exploited for subsequent regression
Table 4.12 lists the most signifICant multi-variable regression results. Although velocity
shows up as a signifICant variable in me firS[ focmulation in Table 4.12 it appears later
[0 have an opposite effect (with a different data set). This conflicting result indicaxes that
[he significant correlations with velocity are probably arbia-ary and coincidental. Foc
mOSt multi-variable regression trials involving dimensional variables those terms
associated with hydrostatic "eanh pressure" force were again dominant. The term.
O.S'YH~D is the most signiflCan[ and often the only significant parameter in the regression
equations for ridge indentation force. The dependency of indentafion force on this term
is demonstrated in Figure 4.22 where all data sets are identified by author. The best-fit
linear and non~linear formulations invloving only this term are shown in Figure 4.23.
According to linear regression results. 93% of the variation in interaction force can be
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explained by the following:
F - II.S "Y';D ... 150 (50)
The power law relation for the same data set resuhed. in a 55.7~ r. 10e residuals for
bom are TI()[ 11I:Kma!ly distributed and so the r vaJues au skewed. The planed results in
Figure 4.23 clarify mis problem by showing the deviations of both curves from the data
points. When the intercept is fixed al zero (for which an r value cannot be interpreted)
the apparent fit is better. panicularly with the larger scale tests. The formula becomes
F_12"YJIlD
2
($1)
A// data sets minus TimeD and Comclr (1995) Gild BTUtfCtlU (l9H4) "dry"
The data set was reduced in size by eliminating the data from Bruneau (19943) ~dry· and
Timeo and Cornen (1995). Table 4.10 indicates that force is signiftcantly correlared to
depth. diameter and internal friction angle. However. dJ is also correlated [0 depth and
diameter and therefore cannot appear with them as a control term in a multi-variable
regression analYJis. Regression results indicated an improved linear fit over the previous
result. With an r "" 96" the following formula was determined:
F • 11.6 Y~D • 103 (52)
The skewness of the residuals for both the transformed power law and linear formulas
was diminished somewhat from the previous trial. Ploued results in Figure 4.24 again
indicate that the best·fit for the larger scale experiments was a zero-intercept formula
with a proportionality coefficient of 12.
lSI
Chapter 3 data only (Bnltleau. 19940, McK",na el al., 19950 and b, atUl
McKenna, /996)
The third regression sNdy was performed on those data sets which involved the
indentation of discrete piles of rubble. not continuous rubble fields. Data sets were
limited [0 those reviewed in Chapter 3. Table 4.11 indicates the single variable
relationships for this data set and is a guide for avoiding mulli-collinearity. Both linear
and power-law fits resulted in r values bener than 95%. The linear relation established
F- 11.8 "fWD +-55
2
(53)
and is shown in Figure 4.25. Again the zero intercept relationship was identical to that
for other data sets with a coefficient of 12. Essentially the data sets in this last grouping
are directly proponionallo hydrostatic earth pressure and form a boundary above which
all the other dala sets. with quite different boundary conditions. were scattered.
Despite expectations that me width and shear strength of ice rubble accumulations were
important factors in determining loads on structures in me lab. regression results indicate
otherwise. The non-significant correlations in the multi-variable analysis for mese
parameters are qualified. however. The close correlation between shear strength and
normal stress (a fUl\Ction of rubble buoyant weight and depm) has made me rubble
strength terms inseparable from the O.5-yHl D term. Also. ridge width has a non-zero
correlation to depth and so is also inseparable. The robust linear relationship between
measured force and 05yHl D with the coefficient of around 12 simply cannot be funher
reduced or broken down to il\Clude other eltplanatory variables because of these and other
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parametric: correlations.
4.3.5 Conclusions
In this section a review of experimental results has elucidated the form of fundamental
equations describing ridge keel failure forces on venical structures. Though known, the
values of the proponionaJiry coefficients remain somewhat unexplained. The correlation
between some of the important cltperimenlai conditions has made explaining them
difficult. This is a problem for generalizing and scaling results since factors such as ridge
width. which may be significant in the laboratory bUi buried in me proponionaJity
coefficient, may Of may nO[ be a significant facror at full-scale.
Motivated by the success of previous ~sand keel" tests the next chaplet describes a set
of canuol experiments which altempt to reconcile the regression formulas described here
with physical modelling results. The rationale: is thai testing wilh a material for which
shear strength is time-independenl and well understood. and wilh techniques that permit
accurate measurementS of key experimental conditions. can provide a definitive dal3. set
for constructing a working keel force model. A model developed from sand testS would
subsl3.n1ially improve existing modelling practices if it could be adapted and calibrated
for ice ridge application and still retain the sensitivites to boundary conditions. keel size
etc. learned with sand.
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Figure 4.22 Ice rubble indentation force vs 1/2'YH1D term - by author.
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Figure 4.15 Ice rubble indentation force V$ If2yWD term - sensitivity study.
Chapter 5
MODEL DEVELOPMENT II
Sand tests
In Chapter 4 me shear strength of ice rubble was analyzed using regression techniques.
The strength was shown 10 be a complex function of oonfi~ment stress which is
inseparable from block sile in the reponed laboratory resultS. Varying experimental
techniques. and the correlalion of many experiment.a.J conditions diSlOrt the relative
importance of control variables and underscore the need for direct field measurement of
parametric inputS in force prediction models.
Structure interaction experimentS were also reviewed in Chapler 4. For most
combinations of data sets. interaction fOf'ce5 were shown to be strongly related 10
hydrostatic earth pressure. for the trials involving me data sets reviewed in Chapter 3
il was shown that the only parameters with signiflcam influence on interaction (ocee were
rubble depth. weight and structure diameter. Again the problem of correlated variables
was prevalem as rubble strength could be defined by rubble depth. ridge width by ridge
depth ~lC.•
In this chapter an auempt is made to decipher the composition of the proportionality
coefficients for the force models in Chapler 4. ExperimenlS have been conducted using
piles of dry sand that model. in invened form. a rubble ice keel. It is conjeclUred in this
study (hal me plastic deformation of "sand keels" in Ihe laboratory may provide a simple
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btl( effective analogue for natural ridge failure processes. Though no scaling of loads is
imended. the "sand keel" approach sheds light on fundamental. failure mechanisms and
force trends for the indentation of keel-like accumulations of a granular material. The
ease and simplicity of systematic testing with sand is in sharp contrast to experimenting
with floating ice rubble in the lab. Sand also has roughly the same Lower bound shear
strength as ice rubble and the literature pointS out that failure modes in soils are nO[
significantly influenced by cohesion. In the present chapter. a load model is developed
for vertical and sloped structures in sand providing a basis for undemanding the results
in Chapter 4.
5.1 Keel replication experiments
5.1.1 Int["oduction
In this section experiments are described in which ice rubble keels created in the IMD
laboratory using the "dumptruck" technique in McKenna et at. (1995b) (reponed in
Section 3.4) are replicated with sand and indented at reduced scale. The purpose is twO-
fold: to compare force patterns so that ice rubble indentation force can be contrasted
against a purely frictional material. and, to justify the use of sand as a substitute for ice
rubble in eJlperimems where elucidating general failure patterns and load trends are the
objectives. Only the submerged portions of the ridges interacting with the cylindrical pan
of the structure in McKenna (I995b) are considered in dlis study.
Figure 5.1 is a plot of laboratory ice rubble shear data from Chapter 4. The theoretical
behaviour ofa loose and dense sand (from Bowles. 1984) and plastic blocks (from Urroz
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and Enema. 1987} is shown for comparison. The figure indicates that the lower bound
strength (or weakest state) of ice rubble undergoing shear is similar to that of loose sand.
As described earlier. the scalier in the upper portion is altribUlable [Q various degrees of
inler~block bonding or rubble coh~jon. The absence of cohesion in sand tests is not
expected to adversely influence die applicability of experimemal results. lumakis (1984)
states. 'Consideration of suess condition in soil shows that cohesion of a cfl-c soil does
not affect the position of the rupwre surface.'. Also. in the study of soil failure in front
of tines il has been observed that rupture distance (leading extent of failure pattern) is
substantially independent of cohesion (Osman, 1964) and moisture coment in sand
(Rajaram and Oida, (992).
5.1.2 Experimenlal program
The keel replicalion experiments were performed at C-CORE. All experiments were
conducted with silica sand Type '0' with imernal friction angle equal to 3r and weight
of 13880 N/m'; when loosely deposited. The I m square tank apparatus constructed for
experiments in Section 3.1 was used. The same mechanical drive arm was employed for
horizontally translating the 60 mm diameter plastic model structure. The structure was
vertically supported by tWO cantilever load cells and, when translated. maintained a
constant clearance of 4 mm with a sandpaper-covered false tloor. All tests were
conducted at 6 mm/s.
'Sand keels' were constructed by placing piles of loose sand across the tank floor in
front of a model structure. Precise shaping was achieved using plywood trowels CUt out
to the shape of the ridge keels profiled in the McKenna etaL. (1995b) ·PWC" study. The
trowels were dragged over the loose piles. creating the desired prismatic keel form. The
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average profile reponed for exh of the six ridges and adjusted (or the position of the
cone was used. Sand was mixed and comisu~:ntly replaced before each experiment lO
maintain a cons:stent density. A [OQ! of eleven ice inu~raction tests were performed in
McKenna n ai. (l995b), lWO for each ridge except for ridge numbe:r five in which only
one i~ interaction experiment was performed. Eight of these are considered in this
study. The ·cone low· experiments are omitted because the cone extends down into the
keel so that the integrity and shape of the keel portion interacting with the cylinder are
morc likely to be disturbed .
.5.1.3 Experimental results
Force traces for all eight testS have been normalized by peak force and ploned in Figures
5.1 to 5.9. Also plotted are the keel profile and force Irace for me corresponding ice
ridge interaction e",periments. The hor"izontal position of the ice ridge force [races
(relative to the keel) was based on the positioning reponed in McKenna (l99Sb). The
horizontal position of the sand uace:s in the figures was eslablished by shifting them until
the start of force increase coincided with thai of the ice ridge. This procedure was
required since the two force curves were I'IOl in phase. perhaps a resuh of the forward
displacement of the ice ridge keels during interaclions. Doing so imprO\'ed the clarity
(and probably the positlona! accuracy) of the superimposed curves. Although force lraces
may not be in proper phase position with the keel profile. the horizontaJ. scale is correct
and so one can easily make correlalion observalions.
In general. sand and ice force Iface patterns are quite similar. The exceptions are that
sand force traces are typically less Sleep on the decline (!race RHS) and have a broader
peak than ice force Ifaces. Also ice force traces are characleristically bi-modal when the
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keels are this way. Some of these differences can De accounted for by assuming that in
the ice ridge experiments very Iiltle surcharge develops during interactions at medium
and high speeds' . If displaced ice blocks are not settled enough to create a surcharge one
may expect the force rraces to follow the contours of the criginal undisturbed keel form.
Dynamic model scaling is in no way achieved in the sand tests so thaI a very different
fluid dynamic regime exists. Displaced sand which accumulates and flows around the
structure scules immediately and provides an instantaneous surcharge. Thus one would
C;l:pect higher relative loads particularly after the peak where ploughed sand may obstruct
the structure even after leaving the original ridge site.
It appears that at high speeds an even grealer disparity exists between sand and ice force
traces. The most notable dissimilar trace was mat for the high speed test PWCPEIl-l
where the trace appeared to be "eroded" over me first half of the curve. This may be the
result of the suspension of previously undisturbed submerged ice rubble blocks. Fluid
accelerating around the advancing structure may shear office blocks on the outer surface
of the keel in the steepest flow gradient regions. Flow speeds easily exceed thaI which
is critical for the suspension of ice blocks in the PWCPEI experiments (block terminal
speed is around 0.26 mts). At very high speeds engaging blocks may be analogous to
spooning tea leaves in a stirred-up cup.
Evidemly. the beSt force trace match is that for the slowest interaction speed (PWCPEI3-
1) which lends support to the transient surcharge assumption. For that test the bi-modal
keel is not reflected in the ice force trace as prominently as in others at medium speed.
I This appears 10 be consistent with video records taken during IMD tests. Fluid
dynamic considerations sUPporiing this assumption are also discussed later in Chapter 7.
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including PWCPEI3·1 for the same ridge. The slope matches that of the sand where It
was observed thaI ploughed material ahead of the advancing structure had seuled into me
keel tTough.
Generally. ice force traces are more jagged. than sand craces. Although. seemingly
smooth sand does lend (0 fail in "blocks". the ice ridge trace has a higher frequency
failure mode which may be a feature of a different compressibility and the failure of
cohesive freeze-bonds. These effects do not appear to substantially influence the general
similitude of patterns.
5.1.4 Conclusions
The force traces from "sand keel" indentation experiments appear to be representative
01 those for ice rubble interactions over a limited range of interaction speeds. The
suitability of results from all sand tests must be considered in light of this senSitivity. The
success of modelling ridge keels with sand here. and in Chapler 3. presents an
opportunity for more advanced experimentS described in following sections.
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Figure 5.1 Shear vs normal stress: ice rubble. sand. and plastic blocks.
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5.2 Sand-modeUing of ice rubble forces on
vertical structures'
5.2.1 Introduction
In Chapter 4 the regression study of ice rubble interaction experiments was unable to
elucidate the relative importance of ridge width. rubble strength and other explanatory
variables. In the literature it is apparent that two-dimensional eanh pressure and draught
formulae used in geOiechnicai and agricultural engineering practice are limited in their
capacity to help. The force required to break through a discrete sand pile may be
considerably less than that for retaini!1g structures or steady-state ploughing conditions
for a continuous horizontal layer. Also the indentation of keels is more complicated than
passive pressure on retaining walls because a non-linear. transient surcharge may develop
and clearing processes are activated.
This section describes controlled experiments using sand which are undertaken to
determine the relative influence of keel shape, and. structure shape and aspeCt ratio. Also
systematic testing of "sand keels" of various aspect ralios which enable the point of
incipient plug failure and peak load to be correlated and formulated are carried out. The
measurement of the horizontal load and failure patterns with penetration into continuous
sand layers is also undertaken to provide a basis for the formulation of a force prediction
model for ·sand keels".
I A version of this section Bruneau, 5.£. (/996) Moddling fust-year ice ridge keels
with sand. has been presented at the 49th Gemcchnical Conference of The Canadian
Geotechnical Society. Sept. 1996, St. John·s. Nf.
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5.2.2 Experimental procnun
Experiments were carried out using the same apparatus and similar ICSling procedures as
described in Sections 3.1 and 5.1. Several additional plastic model structures and
plywood "keel- [Towels were constructed. Refer to Appendix C for a full listing of
experimental conditions for all sand tests reponed in this section.
For srructures indenting symmetrical trapezoid keel formations dimensional analysis
yields:
F [ W H P_j
ylr-D - f cr. 0, 01>1' <P. 0' D' 0
(!4)
where F is horizontal force, l' is bulk weight, cr is the slope of the structure, 0 is soil
surface slope. <p/ is the soil-slruclUre friction angle. 01> is the angle of internal friction.
Wand H are the "sand keel" width and depm. 0 is the structure projected width and p...
is structure penetration from the "!WId keel" leading edge. Foc tines indenting soil there
is a critical depth aspect ratio (rubble depth to structure width) above which material is
displaced forwards, sideways and upwards. and below which no upward movement
occurs. Reported values for the crilical depth aspeCt ratio vary widely with a median
value around 7 (Godwin and Spoor. 1977). This study is aimed at applications where
aspect ratio is typically no greater than 3. remaining above the critical depth.
5.2,) Experimental results
Figure 5.10 illustrales the relative influence of "sand keel" shape on peak load and
penetration at peak. All five keels (shown beneath the bar graph) had the same 5eClional
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area and IWO different widths were used. Loads were normalized against the 320 mm-
wide trapezoid "sand keel" because it resulted in the highest load and was also the
preferred default shape in subsequent tests. Generally. the wider shorter keels resulted
in lower loads and significantly greater penetrations at peak. There was little difference
between the loads on keels of similar width.
Figures 5.11 and 5.13 illustrate the influence of structural shape on peak indentation
force for both trapezoidal ·sand keels· and for a continuous sand layer (steadY-Slate
loading achieved). Each model shape (shown in Figure 5.11) had the same projected
frontal width. The load on the circular cylinder was used to normalize loads for the
trapezoidal indentation tests and the square section was similarly used for the continuous
layer tests because each produced the respective maxima. The results which show liule
variation for trapezoidal indentation and moderate differences for continuous layer
indentation are in stark contrast 10 the substantial variation in drag of similar. two-
dimensional bodies in a fluid. Force traces for the three structure shapes are
superimposed on Figure 5.13. That for the square section has the steepest incline whereas
the force trace for the triangular structure is the most gradual.
To establish the quantity of load anributable to "edge effects" flat vertical strucrures of
width D. 20. and 3D were translated through "sand keels". Peak indentation force for
each test was normalized against that for the structure of width 0 (Figure 5.12). By
extrapolating to the normalized force intercept. one obtains a force at an effective width
of zero. In this study Ihe edge effect force was 50% of the total indentation force for the
structure of width D where the keel was 2.80 wide and 2/30 deep. Thus. the eff~Ctiv~
width of the structure, 0<8' was
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(55)
which is necessarily limited by critical depth considerations to around 20. It is
remarkable that if one invertS me aspeCt ratio coefficient in the above formula it becomes
essentially equivalent to Dolgopolov's shape factor reviewed in Section 2.4. Sample force
traces for me three widths are plotted in Figure 5.13.
The relative penetration to peak load has been determined for a range of WID and HID
ratios for vertical cylinders indenting trapezoidal "sand keels" (Figure 5.14). The
penetration at peak force may not be independent of structure roughness and sand
density. however. these parameters were not varied in this study. Multiple regression
techniques were applied to determine the expression
p. [WI'''[HI~·''D ·0.113 D 0
which has a goodness-of-fit adjusted r value of 97%.
(56)
Lastly. continuous sand layers were indented until steady state conditions arose. The
point at which steady stale failure occurred was approximated because it is a cyclic
collapse mechanism (as described by Rajaram and Oida. 1992). Forward rupture
distance. r. side rupture distance. s. surcharge height at the structure. H,,,,. and horizontal
force were measured at 5 cm penetration intervals for a range of HID (Figure 5.15).
Expressions for r. s. and H,., have been formulated using multiple regression techniques
yielding.
H_ [Hj'."[ (P./D)' 1,ft_ ·0.818 _ _ _
D D (P./D)'-VflD)
, , [H]'.-[ (PJD)' ]'"D - _.01 D (PJD)'4t/DI
[ •.," [ (P ID)' I'"~ - 1.3. ~1 (P./~,.IpID)
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(57)
(51)
(59)
with r values (adjUSted for degrees of freedom) of 96.S. 98.2 and 92.4% respectively.
The basic form of these equalions was developed from fiul principles as described in
Appendix D. Palterns of increase a..'ld stabilization are me same for all measured
quamities. Measurements of r and .I" required some judgement since rupture form was
slightly asymmetric at limes and me cyclic Formation of leading rupture edges meant that
these dimensions ralchcned as the structure advanced.
5.2.4 ne',clopnwnt or. load model: cyliDdrica.l $lrvdUres, trapezoidal keels
When a cylindrical suucture penemues a "sand keel". the sand accumulateS in a raised
crescent around the leading edge with the rupture distance extending funher from the
structure as surcharge deepens (Figure 5.15). The failure surface is rounded and cusp-
like until shear planes. flaring from the slrUclUre to the back of the keel, form.
Failure panerns were observed and sketched (Figure S.13) from time-lapsed photographs
taken through a window with a model structure brushing past. For the trapezoidal ·sand
keel" in Figure 5.13. the failure surface extended upwards at a Sleep angle from posilion
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othrough to some time wr position I. At lhat point a uansilion occurred whereby the
sand within the main body of the pile ahead of the structure beame fully mobilized. Thil
U'aI1Sifion in failure mode appears fO mark dIe point where the classical local passive
failure system collapses with the diminished confining stresses at the rear of me pile •
promoting an outward instead of upward displacement of sand. In Figure 5.13 it can be
seen that lbis tranSition MlWet:n Ioca.I and "lug-like failure also marks the lone in which
peak load occurs.
An algorithm for computing peak load requires modelling of only one of the failure
modes described above because the point of incipient plug failure is now known from the
results in Figure 5.14. Thus, the well established passive canh pressure formula
representing the local failure mode has been used and adapted for computing fOI"(::es in
Ihis study as follows:
F _ yH/K,D.,
2
(60)
where "I is the bulk weight of the sand (measured as 13880 N/nt), H, is the lotal height
of sand at the strUCture (H_ + H). 0<:6 is the effective width of the suuclure. and K,
(from Jumakis. 1984) is the effective passive pressure coeffiCient defined as
(61)
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where a is die slope of die strUCture. 0 is soil surface slope. 41 1 is the soil-structure
friction angle (O.6rb for sand and plastic. after Audiben n ai., 1984) and 4J is the angle
of internal friction (:. 32" for loose sand tested after Paulin. 1992). This formulation is
described in more detail in Appendix D.
The average surface slope, 0, was apprmdmated as 3W1(H)2r) by observing in
continuous layer indentation that overburden was approximately level over half of the
rupture distance before sloping [0 the loe of the surcharge pile. From the results of
experiments here and in Chapter 3 it was concluded that the effects of varying ridge
cross-sectional shape. ridge obliquity and structure cross-sectional shape were not great
enough co justify inclusion in this force model.
Indentation force has been computed as a function of penerration using two
approximations for effective width. D., (Figure 5.1S(d». The first. method ·A~. is
D(\+3HI'1D) ~ W from above. Memod 'B~ is an attempt to reconcile the
compu[ational procedure with observed failure shape. During local failure the cusp·like
wedge of mobilized sand appears 10 have a uniform venical cross-section (Figure 5.15).
The whole displaced sand body can mus be approximated geometrically by sweeping a
vertical wedge of unit width circumferentiaJly at eimer side of the cylinder projected
width. Since the failure surface is approximately straight between me bottom of me
structure and the surcharge pile toe, one can integrate the wedge sides and add to the
structure diameter as follows:
D'1l - D + r~ ';COS(6)d8 - fp + rsin(.B») ; (3-aJQn(slr) (62)
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to gel the effective frontal width of the failure surface.
Measured forces are modelled slightly better by method "A" than 'B~ though both
approximations are quite SQuod. Method "A" matched results with an r value of 96.7%
and Method "B" had an r value of 93.2 % . The Method' A· D<f1 is also more appealing
than the odler owing to ilS simplicity. not requiring rupture distance values. The peak
indentation load for any trapezoidal "sand keer is obtained from Figure 5.15(d) by
determining the peneualion at peak for HID and WID from Figure 5.14. Alternatively,
the dimensionless formulas for surcharge height. peak force penetration and effective
structure width may be used to obtain the same result.
5.2.5 Conclusions
A model of the interaction forces foc prismatic SlruClUres indenting "sand keels" has been
successfully developed and tested. The pnx:edure. based on passive earth pressure.
provides a framework for underslaltding the role of several key explanatory variables.
Ridge width. for example. influences the depth of the sand at which peak load occurs.
It was not possible to establish this relationsh.ip with the ice rubble data selS. The
procedures outlined are limited in application to full-scale by an inability to model global
inertia, compressibility. fluid dynamic and boundary compliancy effects. The degree to
which th.ese effects intluence force modelling is invesligated. in pan, in the following
chapters where the procedure developed in this seelion is applied to ice rubble for load
prediction.
With additional sand testing semi-empirical relations for r. s. and H_ may be found for
sloping structures including some cones. This is of imerest since cones have been used
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as ice shields in the Northumberland Strait Bridge Project. Though models for the
flexural failure. of an ice sheet are well-csablished. me effects of S!I1JCrure slope on
rubble clearing are not well-defined. Analytical solutions similar to those described in
this section for venical structures are possible for cones since conical suuctures approach
cylindrical form with increased slope angle. An alternate modelling procedure may be
necessary for cones with a gradual Slope.
Sand keel shape \IS peak force and penetration I
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5.3 Sand-modelling of ice rubble forces on
conical structures
5.3.1 Introduction
As described in Section 2.4 competeOl sea ice crushes. spalls and buckles against venical
structures while for sloping structures it fails at much lower loads in flexure. Sloping
structures. such as cones. also diminish the threat of structural resonance but tend to
increase vcrticalloads. underwater exposure and construction complexities. Probabillslic
design calculations for me Northumberland Strait Crossing Project (Cammaen et at..
1993) indicated that when efficient upward breaking conical structures are placed in a
dynamic om-year sea ice environment design ice loads may be governed by ridges which
are keel-dominalcd. The relative importance of loads from the refrozen core. ordinarily
a formidable obsracle for vertical structures. is diminished by the cone. The tailure
mcxles and load levels associated with submerged and above water ice rubble interacting
with upward breaking cones is not welJ-underswod. This study describes an investigation
with a conical structure similar to the investigation in the previous section for verlical
Slructures. There sand was substituled for ice rubble in scaled experiments from which
fundamental failure mechanisms were determined and a load prediction model was
developed.
Two additional complexities of modelling ice rubble loads on cones vs venical prismatic
structures below water level are that the slope of the structure is an extra control
variable. and. in nature. there is a rubble weight discontinuity at the waterline above the
base of the cone. In this study only one cone slope was leSled (55.1') and there was no
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waler present. The failure mode examined in these experimenlS is thus analogous to ice
rubble failure only when upward sloping structures lift rubble and when downward
sloping strucrures depress it. For instance. in cases where upward and downward rubble
failure occurs on a single continuous sloping structure (such as a steep cone extending
well below !;Ca level) mese experimenlS may not be applicable unless the two failure
modes can be treated separately. In me cases where the waterline passes through me
rubble bearing on the conical structure and a discontinuity in the confining stress gradiem
exislS, an approximation of effective stress may be required.
5.3.2 Experimental program
TeslS were conducted to determine the sensitivity of indentation force and penetration \0
keel shape. Also. the relative penetration at peak force for keels of various aspect ratios
and the evolution of load and failure pauerns with penetration imo continuous sand layers
were tested. ExperimenlS were performed with similar procedures and equipment to those
in Section 5.2. For a full listing of test conditions refer to Appendix C.
For conical structures indenting symmetrical trapezoid keel formations dimensional
analysis yields:
F [ W H P_j~-f or. [).4J 1• <1>, 0'0'0yn-D...., ............. (63)
where F is horizontal force. y is bulk weight. or is the slope of the structure, [) is soil
surface slope. <1>, is the soil-structure friction angle. 4J is the angle of internal friction,
Wand H are the ~sand keel~ width and depth, 0 .... is the average cone diameter over H,
and P", is StruCture penetration from the ~sand keel" leading edge.
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5.3.3 Experimental results
Figure 5.16 iIJusuales the relative influence of ·sand keel" shape on peak load and
penetration at peak as in Section 5.2. All five keels (shown beneath the bar graph) had
the same sectional area and two different widths were used. Loads were normalized
against the 320 mm wide "sine" shaped ·sand keel· because it resulted in the highest
load. The wide shon trapezoidal keel showed the least resistance to indentation. There
was little difference between the loads on keels of similar width.
The relative penetration of the leading edge of the cone to the position of peak load has
been determined for a range of WID",. and HID.. ralios (Figure 5.17). Muhiple regression
techniques were applied to determine the relation (r = 78%):
p-- [wl"'"[Hl~~"_ 0.57 _ _
D"" D"" D",.
(64'
which enables one to interpolate the approximate point of peak load for interaction with
keels of various aspect ratios.
Continuous sand layers were indented as far as the apparatus permitted which approached
steady-state conditions. Rupture distances and maximum surcharge heights were
measured for lateral, forward and oblique (45°) positions around the cone as shown in
Figures 5.18 to 5.20. Measurements were made at 5 cm penetration intervals so as 10
track the development of these parameters and three different sand depths were used.
Rupture distances were measured relative to the cone ne<:k and surcharges were measured
from the cone base to the top of the sand on the cone. The leading sand pile often crested
higher a small distance from the cone surface so the height at that point was recorded.
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Multiple regression techniques were used to define longitudinal rupture disrance. r•• and
the maximum sand height on the cone. Hd} in dimensionless forms as follows:
r ]'"'~ - 1.59"'l..!!...~. 0""
rp.l'
~ -0.535· 206[~]1JtJ
r!'".l'~[;:]'. [~I
(65)
lliO)
with adjusted r values of 94.1 % and 98.4% respectively. Patterns of increase and
stabilization were the same for other measured rupture distances and surcharge heights.
The development of these equations is reviewed in Appendix D.
5.3.4 Development of a cone load model: trapezoidal keels
When a conical structure penetrates a "sand keel". the sand accumulates in a raised
crescent around the leading edge with the rupture distance extending further from the
structure as surcharge deepens. The failure surface is more rounded and cusp-like than
that for cylinders. Plug failure is evident when shear planes. l1aring from the structure
to the back of the keel. form. It was shown in Section 5.2 that the point of plug-like
failure corresponds to the point of peak load for vertical structures and the same is
assumed here. Thus an algorithm for compUling peak load need only model the local
failure mechanism at the point of incipient plug failure.
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The passive earth pressure formula representing the local failure mode was used and
adapted for computing forces in this study as follows:
(67)
where l' is the bulk weight of sand (measured as 13880 N/m'), Hf(} is the greatest deplh
of sand on the cone. DtJ1 is the effective width of the cone structure, and K,
(OS)
is the effective passive pressure coefficient wl\ere .p is the inlernal friclion angle (. 32°
(or loose sand used), Q' is the slope of the structure (. 34.3" from venical). .p, is the
soil-stfucture friClion angle (0.60 for sand and plastic). and, 05 is the soil surface slope.
Ridge keel shape and orientation have been eltcJuded from the formulalion because
previous eltperimems here, and in Chapler 3. indicated thai these conditions had a minor
inl1uence on forces. Refer to Appendix E for the development of the force equation and
to the top Figure 5.18 fOf conventions and parameter definilions.
The average surface Slope, 05. was estimaled since the surcharge accumulaled in a curved
form similar 10 a cosine funclion between 0 and T/2. The sectional area of the sand
accumulation was approltimalely 2/r(mHf(})' A triangular accumulation with the same
heighl and area provides an estimate of 05 as
• - alan [!!=]m4/T (<59)
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where m is the cone frontal rupture distance defined on the top of Figure 5.18 and H,W'
is the surcharge height (HtO - 8),
The effective width DIff of the conical structure was estimated in twO ways. The first.
method" A", involves adapting the aspect ratio (effective width) formula developed in
Section 5.2 for prismatic strucrures as follows:
(70)
where 0"" is the average diameter of the StnJ(:ture below the original sand depth H.
During local failure the raised crescent of mobilized sand appears 10 have a uniform
vertical cross-section (see top of Figure 5.18 "Isometric"). The whole body can thus be
approximated geometrically by sweeping a vertical wedge of unit width circumferentially
from one side of the cone to the other. Since the rupture surface exteoos approximately
linearly outward from the cone base up to the sand surface, the effective structural width
may be approximated as follows: (Method "B")
(71)
where B dfJ is the average horizontal projected width of a soil wedge, tJ is the
approximate angle over which the unit wedge is swept either side of the axis of
symmetry. Integrating one obtains
DIff - 28sin(,8)
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CompUied forces using both effective width medlods predict measured forces quite ....·ell
as shown in Figure 5.21. This figure includes twO masured force traces for each depth.
Method ~A" slightly under-predicts loads with an average (for both measured traCeS)
adjusted r vaJue of 99.2$ while Method "0" both over- and under..predic:ts with an
a....erage r value of 98.8".
Predicling a peak load for any given uapezoidaJ "sand leeel- SWIS with predicting !he
penetralion for peak force using Equation (64) with approximate aspect ratios HID and
WID. Using Equalion (66) the maximum height of sand acling on the cone can then be
determined at thai penetralion. The surcharge slope and effeclive struclUre widlh are then
compuled from Equations (69) and (70). Forces are then calculated utilizing Equations
(67) and (68).
5.3.5 Conclusions
In this seclion an analytical procedure thai predicts forces on conicaJ SlruClUres indenlin&
homogeneous "sand keels" is oUllined. The study shows an excellent agreement between
measured and computed forces. The applicability of the "sand leeel" force model 10 ice
force modelling is limiled to conical SU'UClUres wi!h a slope near that which was tested.
Also !he introduclion describes how other failure modes and rubble stress distribUlions
may affect the applicability of results.
In the next chapter the validity of the sand force prediction models for both venical and
sloping structures is tested for ice rubble forces using data from Chapters 3.
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Chapter 6
MODEL DEVELOPMENT III
Application to ice rubble
In Chapter 5 detailed measurements were used [0 develop force models for structure
interactions wirn "sand keels' analogous 10 first-year ridge keels. The validity ofapplying
these force models to ice rubble-structure interaction experiments is teSlee! in lhis chapler.
Force data reviewed in Chapter 4 are used in this study which first considers vertkal
structures and later examines forces on cones.
6.1 Vertical structure interaction model
Section 5..:! describes the procurement of ~nd tests aimed at elucidating keel failure
mechanics. A force prediction model developed for sand performed well and 50 il is
tested in this section against laboratory fesults for ice rubblc-strueture interactions.
Computed forces are compared to measured forces usine rceression techniques and
recommendations for better modelling are given.
6.1.1 :\fodel appUcation prottdUft
The sand force model described in Seclion 5.1 can be extended 10 include the effects of
cohesion (afler Jumikis. 1984) and thus has been adapted for this Study as follows:
(73)
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where l' is the buoyant weighl of submerged rubble. H, is rubble depth at me point of
peak load. D<# is effective struCtUre width, K, is the passive pressure coefficient and c
is cohesion. Rubble buoyant weight is compu!ed here as
(74)
where P_ and Pi are water and ice densities. ~ is bulk. porosily and g is the &ravitational
In Section 5.1 argumenlS which support the omission of surcharge effeclS underwater foc
ice rubble laboratory experimenlS are presented. Video observations from IMD teslS
show that displaced rubble sometimes accumulates in front of the structure but often
appears "suspended". In the present study the hypothesis tested is that displaced rubble
does not create a surcharge. Thus for data from those studies where continuous ice rubble
layers were indented. H,. is auumed to be the far field depth. Where discontinuous
ridges were indented, depth is computed as a function of penetration into a "sine-shaped"
keel (as described in Section 4.1) as follows:
[. 'Po]H, - H Sln-W (75)
where H and W are the keel depth and width and p... is the penetralion at peak force
determined using the relationship derived in the sand tests (sectKln 5.2) as
p. [W)'"[H]<'''D - 0.113 75 D (76)
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The effective diameter of the laboralory struCtures is approximaled by the formula
(17)
derived in Seclion 5.2.
The internal friction angle and cohesion used in this study are those reponed in each
reference source. For comparison. values of <I> and c estimaled from the regression
equations derived in Section 4.2 are also used;
(78)
""here L, is block lhickness.
The passive pressure coefficienl K, defined in Equation (61) is used here. For diis study
Slructure slope was 00 for all data sets. The dynamic ice-structure friction angle. 0,. was
determined from friclion coefficienlS. tanto,). where qUOled in the reference source.
Coefficients were estimate<! for IMD studies (McKenna ~t oJ.. lma and 1995b. and
McKenna. 1996) to be 0.03, Keinonenand Nyman (1918) estimated a value orO.IS8 and
a value of 0.13 (equivalent 10 the IMD cone) has been assigned where no specific
information was given. The surface slope, 6. of the rubble in the padi of die indenting
structure was estimated by the same model used in section 5.2 for the sand teslS;
6· atan[~) (79)
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where it has been assumed that the rupture surface extends from the SU'\lcture (0 the rear
of {he ridge keel at peak force. Where a continuous layer of rubble was indented a slope
ofO"was assumed.
6.1.2 Measured "5 computed (orces
All imeraction data sets from Seclion 4.2 for which a 41 and c were stated (excludes
Timeo and Cornett, 1995 and Bruneau, 1994a "dry") have been used in this comparative
study. Forces measured in these teSTS are ploued in Figure 6.1 against forces predicted
using the above procedure. The "perfect match" (1; 1) line has also been drawn. Only the
data sets from Chapter 3 are planed in Figure 6.2. CompUled forces are generally
conservative (higher than measured) with most data points lying to the left of the 1:1
line. The poorest matching data appear 10 come from Cheng and Tatinclaux (1977) and
Bruneau (l994a) ·wet". In Figure 6.3 and 6.4 computed values of ~ and c (from Section
4.2) were substituted for reported values. Both Cheng and Bruneau data sets appear
closer to the rest in Figure 6.3 than in Figure 6.1. suggesting that the reporte<! failure
criteria may be inappropriate. This. however. is not an emirely satisfactory explanation
since other data sets move away from the best-fit line when computed values of 0 and
c are used. Most importantly me McKenna et at. (l995b) and McKenna (1996) data
which feature prominently in this thesis are negatively affected (Figure 6.4 compared to
Figure 6.2).
To test the performance of the modelling technique quantitatively. ordinary least squares
fitting has been applied to me data from Figures 6.1 and 6.3. Both linear and power law
fits are shown in Figures 6.5 and 6.6. Due to the significant range of force eltperiments
the larger scale tests are weighted heavier in the linear comparison. II is readily observed
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in Figur~ 6.5 that the linear r~lation for the ·computed ~<' forces is inferior to that for
the 'referenced !b<' force estimates (77% to 91 "l. Pow~r law fi[S fa\--our me ·computed
0<· results by a ratio of 83" to 66'%. On average. the predicted forces were 18"
higher than the measured for the ·refer~nced 6<' force estimates. and 33% higher f~
the -computed 0<. force estimates. The resul[S for the Chapter 3 data ploued in Figures
6.2 and 6.4 feature linear r values of 89'.{, (for the refer~nced.p-< force estimates) and
65% (for the 'computed ~< force estimates) respectively (Figure 6.6.
Isolating the tWO large-scale experiment data se[S. McKenna nat.. (1995b) and McKenna
(1996). it is possible to investigate model performance further as shown in Figure 6.7.
Only predicted forces using the 'referenced </><" values are considered. The pial shows
that forces from the fint experiment are over-predicted by a wider margin than those of
the second. which practically straddle the I: I fit line. The goodness-of.fit linear r value
is 81 % as shown in the figure. With zero imercept the best fit line has slope of 0.967.
suggesting almost no conservatism in the estimates overall.
Figure 6.8 shows that interaction speeds have linle effttt on predictions. Slow and fast
experiments alike fall near the match line. Note that the higher of the twO medium speeds
were all from the data set McKenna ~t at. (l995b). Figure 6.9 separates the experimentS
based on the venical position of the conical ice shield relative to the waterline. The cone
base marks the top of the cylinder considered h~re. It may be argued that the cone
positioned low in the water would tend to interfere more with the keel below it. This
ass~rtion is supported by all but one data poim so cone position relative to keel d~pth
may be a valid consideration for ice load modelling.
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Figure 6.10 shows that block suength has little or no effect on interaction forces. Weak
and strong rubble blocks alike constitUied ridges which were botI1 over and under-
predicted. Two additional data points have been singled out on Figure 6.10. These
represent the interaction force for the experiment with no refrozen core. and, an oblique
(45") ridge lest. As can be seen in the figure neither are anomalous in the prediction of
forces. In summary. die separation of McKenna I!l ai. (I 995b) and McKenna (1996) data
sets revealed in Figure 6.7 is not explained in this study.
6,1.3 Conclusions
The force prediction technique developed for sand in Chapter 5, does offer a viable
prediction model for ice ridge keel forces. The technique performs well when die
surcharge observed in the sand tests is left out. The model involves utilizing an effective
SlrUClUre width and approximated keel shape developed earlier in die thesis. These
adaptations now provide some insight into the composition of the proportionality
coefficients of the regression formulas established in Chapter 4.
Many variables conuibute to error in force prediction. In general, one might expect a
non-bias cumulative error in the variables to result in a uniform scatter of the predicted
data. But trends in the residuals from comparative studies suggest that a factor causing
some bias may be involved. The over-estimation of interaction forces in the broad base
data set may be panially explained by the limitations of the passive earth pressure
formula. This formulation is developed from a force equilibrium on a theoretical failure
wedge shape which differs slightly from that typically observed (Siemens et ai. 1965).
The equilibrium of forces used also assumes that shear resistanCe acts over the entire
failure surface instantaneously. This roughly approximates the physics of the failure
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!.hough actual failure is more likely to be progressive, initiated at lhe high stress zones
first. In geOiechnical engineering it is recognised that in computations of embankment
slability, for instanee. failure over the entire slip surface is non-simultaneOUS (Kosar,
1996). An effective shear strength is used to a~'oid complex numerical melhods which
are required to attempt precise physical modelling,
For ice ridge keels progrcssive failure is likely so that lhe force equilibrium melhod of
determining forces on lhe surfaces of a failure wedge becomes an approx:imation of the
actual physics. MUlIanen (l994b) points out that a proircssive failure index: typical for
sand-steel interactions is 0.8 so that one may expect applied forces to be 20% less than
those computed using classical force equilibrium methods. In this study it is shown that
predicted forces are, on average, 18% higher than measured forces for the entire data
set. Progressive failure may be partially responsible. There is linJe doubt that a similar
progressive failure process influences the results of dircct shear box tests. The action of
shearing a bulk rubble sample by applying pressure at one or both ends of a box or ring
replicates the conditions for non-simultaneous failure. A consW1cration of box: size and
mechanics becomes important if one is to determine the degree [0 which progressive
failure is an intrinsic factor in the computed q, and c values.
The quality-of-fit reported in the multi-variable regression analysis in scctton 4.2.4 was
somewhat beller than lhat reponed for the analysis above. This is t'IOl surprising since it
is unusual to out-perform the best-fit formulas with analytical models developed from the
same data set. The fundamental problem with regression formulas is that lhey provide
very little guidance for extrapolation. Using an analytical model based on sound
principles and validated through experimental studies provides a more sound approach
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for load prediction. This study has justified the use of passive earth force modelling
techniques already in the liccr.uutc. and demonstrates that combined with empiral
formulations for effective struCture width. leeel shape. and the penetration at peak fol'«,
this approach can be a potent load estimating tool for ridge keel/structure interactions.
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6.2 Conical structure interaction model
In the following srudy the CODe interaction model devekJped for the sand tests in Sectioo
5.3 is used to compute forces for the cone tests reponed in Section 3.4 from McKenna
n ai. (l99Sb) and McKenna (1996). The results au compared with the measured forces
and recommeDdalions based 00 performmce are liven.
6.1.l ModoI ........... ...-
The model described in Section 5.3 used to predict kads in sand was adapCcd and
extended to include the effects of cohesion (after Jumikis. 1984) as follows:
In applying the above formula the effective ice rubble weight was estimated by
_ 9.81 ((PI'.+P.(H-H.))
l'fI 2(H,.H.)
(10)
(81)
where Hs is the height of the sail above the waterline. H is the depth of the keel below
the waterline, Hv,l is the height of me waterline above the cone base. and. P, and PA are
the bulJc sail and keel demities (which include porosity). This formula represenlS an
approximate avenae rubble weight based on the hydrostatic sail pres.sme at waterline
(maximum) and the hydrostatic keel pressure at the leading edge of the CODe base. Refer
to Appendix F for details on lhis formulatioo.
Video records (McKenna and Bruneau. 1997) sbow that surcharge develops on upward
breaking ice cones in a fashion similar to that observed in sand te:lits in Section 5.3. Thus
the depth of the rubble HID actina: on the cone can be approximated USln& the formula
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derived in Section 5.3 which considers a DOn-linear build up of surcharge as follows:
(12)
where D_ is the avenae cone diamel:er benr'cen the waterline and the cone base. The s.ai.I
height used. H.". is the be;pr of a '"trapezoid·shaped· sail with a cross-scctior:al area
matching the measured value. This adaptation is necessary to nweb the shape of the
~sand keels· for which the expression for total deplh above was derived. Thus HI' was
determined from the followina expression
(131
where A_ is the sail cross-seaKmaJ area, W is the ridle width. The penetration inco the
ridge at peak: load, p•. is estimated from sand tests (Section 5.3) miDg the formula:
(14)
The effective diameter the cone !tr'UCtUre can be estimaled by the formula
(IS)
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which was derived in Section S.2 for vertical sttuetures in sand.
The applicable form of the pa.uive pressure coeffICient K, is that deftned earlier in
Section 5.3. Equation 68. The infetml friction aoak (and cohesion) used for the
comparison were those reponed in McKenm n aI. (1996) where ;/I - 36" and c .., 438
Pa. The CODe siq)e was .,- and the ict:--StN:tUre frictioll coeffICient tanC.,) was 0.14
from McKcnm (l99Sb). The slope of the surcharee was estimated by the same model
used in Section 5.3 for the sand tests and adapted as follow:
(116)
This recognises that the overburden is bu.mped in the shape ·of a cosine curve, (or whicb
this equation gives aD averqe slope over the rupture distance. r•• approximated from
sand teSts as:
6.2.% Comparadn study results
The preceding force computation procedure has been tested against measured force data.
In Figure 6.11 predicted forces are ploned against measured forces for all cone
longitudinal horizontal forces reponed i.D Section 3.4 (after McKenna n at. 1995b and
McKenna 1996). Forces are predicted reasonably well (r - 67") though some scatter
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exists which is pronounced for higher force data points. From Figure 6.12 and 6.13 one
can see mat me instances wbere the model signifICantly uDder·prediets are limited to tests
where the cone was positioned low in the water aDd where flexural strength was high.
To possibly explain these trends recall that with the cone positioned low in the water
measured loads were lower than computed forces on the cylinder. The higher measured
forces seen here may be compensating for this. 'The influcoce of the prOtrUding cone base
on rubble below it may explain these inconsistencies. An -effective depth R for the cone
may be a consideration for future modelJinB. High flexural strength may influence the
sbear slreogth of rubble in the laboratory at IMD lbough this effect has not been
recognised in the I/J and c terms used in this f<me sNdy_
Figure 6.14 shows that interaction speed does not influeoce the prediction of cone forces.
Ir is important to note that inenia forces are DOt scaled linearly in the Laboratory so that
much higher speeds are required to examine this effect in practice. Nevenbeless, speed
effects which may have resulted from shear strength or surcharie formation dependencies
are not evidem in this study. The data points for- both high and low speed tests are
clustered around the I: 1 line.
The refrozen core flexural force component has not been removed from the measured
forces in this study. This would tend to sbift the points to the left in Figures 6.11 to
6.14. The force traces in McKenna (l99Sb) for the cone ·X· force (lhe component
considered here) appear. from video observation. to have a frequency component
corresponding to flexural failure. Typk:ally lhis component has an amplitude between 10
and 20% oflhe lOW transient ridge force. fflhe flexural resistance momenwily vanishes
immediately after lhe collapse of a load cycle when the newly broken core ice becomes
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indistinguishable from the accumulated rubble, then the flexural component is probably
10 to 20% afthe forces shown. Fiiure 6.12 indicaleS the effect of rubble strength on the
model performance and also shows the single data point which represents a test in which
there is no refrozen core. The position of this point does not suppon the "core
component~ argument above. however. it is only one point and it also corresponds to the
lowest cone position lCSted.
6.2.3 CoDcl.usioas
This study has successfully demonstrated the applicability of the sand cone model 10 ice
rubble experiments. Sensitivities to cone position relative co the keel are noted. Speed
had little influence on forces but bigher block Strength resulted in higher forces. The
cone model presented bas some intrinsic weaknesses which ate difficult to overcome. For
instance. the ice cone is DOt as steep as the sand cone and the formulas for surcbarge
height, rupture distance and penetration at peak are based on the sand cone. The effective
diameter formula used for the cone was derived from venical suucture experiments in
sand. AJso the ice cone was not as high as the sand cone so that more rubble imeracted
with the cylindrical neck above the cone in ice than was the case in sand. Despite these
limitations the procedure works well, is closed form, and does not require very much
input data.
In the next chapter the application of the laboratory analytical models to full-scale is
G'iscussed. Considerations of speed effects resulting from fluid dynamics and global
inertia are considered. A sensitivity trial calculation of full-scale forces on venical
structures is presented and a comparison of those results with full-scale dara is attempted.
I Measured vs computed cone force I(Horizontal longitudinal peak force)
• Mckenna et aI. (1995b)
.: McKenna (1996)
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Chapter 7
MODEL DEVELOPMENT IV
Application to full-scale
Considered in this chapter is the final phase of model developmcm - the application of
the new keel load model for vertical structures 10 full-scale. The influence of imeraction
speed which has fluid dynamic and global inertia consequences is discussed theoretically
and suggestions for modelling are given. A trial sensitivity study of the new model at
full-~a[e is then described. Performance is compared to other models in the literature.
Until now. only laboratory dala have been used for model development and calibration.
primarily because of the scarcity of field data. In this chapter the full-scale ridge faclor
and line load data from Section 2.3 are revisited and the results of the thesis model
sensitivity study are reviewed in light of this information.
7.1 Fluid dynamic considerations
In Section 5.1 it was suggesled that the acceleralion of fluid around a slructure in steady
state tlow may affeci ice block stability. Also, blocks and ice debris uplifted in the early
stages of an interaction may no! settle soon enough to create a surcharge. This argument
IS fur!her developed in lhis section.
Suspension of Q block
The suspension of an ice block from the surface of a ridge keel may be caused by fluid
rushing out of a compressed lone, or fluid rushing past the surface. The total force
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required to acecler.ite a body through a fluid is the sum of the fluid resisrance forces
(drag and inertia) plus the inertia force of the body (mass times acceleration). In the case
of a rubble block roughly circular in shape. square-edged and oriented perpendicular !O
the direction of acceleration. it can be shown (Sarpkaya and Garrison. 1982. Brunei.u.
1992) that the force required to accelerate such a body is
1M)
where r. is the radius of the block. M. is the mass of !he block. V(O is instantaneous
speed and C4 and C~ represent the drag and inertia coefficients for uniformly accelerated
110w.
A stationary body perpendicular to flow may be suspended in a surrounding fluid if the
flow rate exceeds a critical velocity. The critical velocity in the case ofa rubble block
may be equated w the terminal velocity which is determined by ignoring the inertia term
above (in Equation 88) and equating the drag term w body weight. Thus for a block of
icc I m in diameter and 0.2 m thick. suspension occurs when axial flow velocity reaches
0.58 m/s (when C~ "" LIS. Pi"" 910 kglm l • Pw :IZ 1010 Icg/mJ ). In air. the terminal
\"elocity for the same block would be 50 mls (p_ = 1.25 Icglm l ) which uDderscores the
near weightlessness of ice under water.
For a block lying flat. suction forces may be considered. According to Bernoulli's
equation. the term [PV"/2 + PI is constant where P is the ambient pressure. If it is
assumed that the fluid flow is zero on one side of the block and equal to Von the other.
then the uplift pressure is equal to the pV.!/2 (dynamic pressure) term. For the submerged
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submerged block (I m diameter. 0.2 m thick), the speed required for uplift is
approximately 0.55 mls. This number is close to the suspension or terminal vclceil)'
computed above, so it unlikely that a block lifted under these circumstances would settle
very soon.
Vdocily field fU'Ourul qliJuJer
The velocil)' field around a circular cylinder may be determined for incompressible
pOlcmial now from a closed form solution of Nav;er·Stokes equation. The longitudinal.
u. and lateral, v. velocity components as shown in Figure 7.1 are defined by
(891
where U" is the far field relative velocity. '" is the radius of the cylinder. and R and 8
are the radial and angular disWlCe 10 the poim of interest (Davenport. 1989). The
rna.l{imum velocity is 2U. and occurs on the sides of the cylinder at 8 :: 9Cr and 270"
where pressure is also a minimum. The maximum lateral velocity is equiValent to the far
field velocity (~'_ - UJ and occurs at e = ± 45" . ± 135". TypK:ally. flow separateS
and boundary layers are present so flow is not potenlial. however. UPSIteam
(approximately the front half of the cylinder) where sqw;Ilion dors noc: occur the
approximalion of polential flow is a good one.
Ked interaction dynamics
It has been shown Ihat a body in a fluid may be suspended through the aclion of drag and
suction. We have also seen that fluid accelerales around a cylinder reaching a peak lateral
speed equal [0 the approach speed and doubling the longirudinal speeds around the
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SU1JClure sides. It is assumed here that blocks at resl on the surface of a ridge k.eel are
engaged wilh one aOOlher as a result of buoyant and cohesive forces (assuming thai
friction is essentially absent at the surface). Two cases are now considered: in tile first
aim diameler circular block. is projected half way out of a frictionless planar k.eel
surface approaching a large cylindrica.l structure. in the second. a similar block lies flat
on the keel surface (figure 7.2).
When an interaction commences ccnsider the fluid at 8 _ 1350 and 2250 (Figure 7.1)
near the structure where the lateral fluid speed is a maximum (Vol. acceleration is zero
and thus the fluid dynamic forces result from drag and suction. If we consider bulk
cohesion to act evenly over all block surfaces it can be shown that cohesion must eltceed
450 Pa to avoid uplift of the prostrate block due to suction if U. is I m/s. For the upright
block if bulk cohesion alone v.ere holding it in place (on one side) then it would have 10
exceed 580 Pa. As the region in which these blocks are located approaches the surface
of the Structure near the sides the -absolute- speed almost doubles. Ignoring inenia
momentarily. this would increase the drag and uplift fonx.s by a factor of four. It is
entirely possible that in a natural first-year ridge keel a block may be inclined so as to
produce some added lin. component as well which would further upset the equilibrium
of forces holding the block in place.
Though approximate and highly idealized. the scenarios in the preceding review
demonstrate the sensitivity of keel ice block stability to interaction speeds and the
importance of cohesion at the keel surface. There are orner fluid dynamic factors which
must also be considered during interactions. Of particular interest are fluid dynamic and
body inertia forces.
2.51
In~rtia t:onsid~raIio"s
If a large mass of rubble. such as a "plug". were displaced from rest in a statiorwy fluid
it can be shown lhat subSlitution of die relative body parameters (effective dimensions,
coefficients. etc.) imo Equation (88) yields die total inenia and drag force on that body.
In soil mechanics an inenia term analogous to that above has been formulated fO( the
horizontal inertia of displaced soil in from of an advancing tine:
(90)
where p is the density of the material displaced. a is the rake angle (to forward
horizontal), Df is effective width over the furrow depdl. HI' V is die speed and ~ is the
inlernal friction angle of the soil (Stafford. 1984).
h would be quite easy to apply a ·plug" inertia facto!" like these to ridge failure forces
but it may not be correct to do so. Though increased imeraction speed is associated with
increased accelerations causing inertial forces it also diminishes block engagement
pressures as described earlier. Figure 7.3 illustrates the competing force processes on a
ridge keel interacting with a structure. Though die position and relative Slrength of
individual curves is somewhat arbilfary it is entirely possible dlat the net speed effect is
near zero as shown. This is supported in the laboratocy by die results reponed in Chapter
J, lhe regression resulu of Chapter 4 and the detailed analysis in Chapter 6. NO{ shown
in the figure are the effects of alternale failure modes or simply the adjustment of the
assumed failure shape that would likely result from significa.nlSpeed changes. This brief
study does not provide closure 10 this tOpic but speed effects will not be considered
further here. This will likely be a fruitful area of research for future analytical work.
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7.2 FuU-scale load sensitivity study: vertical structures
Table 7.1 presenu me results of a sensilivity srudy for full·sca.le loads. It is assumed here
that me design ridges consi~red are keel-dominaled and that the keel failure mechanism
is shear as described Section 2.2. Also it has been assumed here mat the keel and core
failure processes can be modelled separately as described in Section 2.4. Progressive
failure is assumed 10 be incorporated into me effective shear strength parameters as
discussed in Section 6.1. Default values for the ridge geometry and propenies are
somewhat representative of design conditions for the Northumberland Snit. The
analytical technique described and tested in Section 6.1 is described here as the "thesis"
model. Two other load models are tested: the "friction plug" model first proposed by
Croasdale in 1980 and revised in 1994. and the "Dolgopolov~ model from Dolgopolov
et ai. (1975). Both models fealure prominently in the Northumberland Strait Crossini
Project design load calculations (Cammaen et ai. (1993) and are reviewed in detail in
Secdon 2.4. Initially they were considered individually, then together as competing
mechanisms in the so-<:a.Iled cross-over technique. Note that. as in the thesis model. there
is no assumed accumulation of displ~ rubble (surcharge) in the DoIg0p0lov model.
though a range was suggesled by Dolgopolov er ai. (1975).
Fourteen load scenarios are listed on Table 7.1. They feature independenl variations of
Structure diameter. keel depth and width, block thickness, porosily and rubble shear
strength. From the figure il is apparent that the thesis model has sensitivities and
responses which resemble the Dolgopolov model. The lisled values for the coefficient of
variance and range support this assertion. On average the thesis model forecastS loads
15% lower man the Dolgopo[ov model and is somewhat more sensitive 10 structure
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diameter. less sensitive 10 keel depth and is uniquely sensitive to changes in ridge width.
The friction plug model prediclS loads which are on average 36% of the thesis model
values. The form of lhe plug model selected has no cohesion term which eliminates
related responses and significantly affects the coefficient of variation for model output.
To compare the results of this sensitivity analysis !O the model sensitivity study in Section
2.4. Scenario 4 on Table 7.1 is considered. This scenario is chosen because it is the only
one that matches the "default- conditions of all the models reviewed in Figure 2.15.
including the values quoted for the numerical simulations by Brown and Bruce (1995)
and Sayed (1995). Remarkably, the average default value for all these models was 6.5
MN which is equivalent to the load predicted here by the thesis model. This unwining
endorsement by a broad range of experts strengthens the relevancy of the model.
There are a few distinct advantages to the thesis model over the others reviewed in this
study. The thesis model demonstrates a sensitivity (0 ridge width which is not realized
in the Dolgopolov model unless it is analytically -truncated" via plug shear models or
otherwise. The model also utilizes an assumed shape for ridge keels which better
approximates natural ridges than other modelling approaches. Surcharge effects are
implicit in the thesis model whereas a broad range of possible values are suggested for
the other models. Also in the thesis model an empiricaJ effective structure width form<Jla
is used. Most importantly. the thesis model is based on fundamental equilibrium
mechanics. uses regression equations based on a broad range of new and old data. and
has demonstrated a high degree of success predicting forces in the laboratory. To
examine sensitivity resullS further. the next section revisilS full-scale load data from
Chapter 2.
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7.3 Discussion of full-scale loads
AS described in subsection 2.3.1 lhe value of a ridge factor as a design tool is
significantly compromised by lhe unknown State of the refrozen core in a first-year ridge.
Without any knowledge of the core competency the relative contributions of the ridge
elements cannot be accurately determined. Nevenheless ridge factors do provide useful
guidelines for bounding load estimates, and. with some assumptiOns about the core. may
reveal approximate average load values for first-year ridge keels.
The information in Table 2.4 indicated a maximum range of ridge factors of 1 to 4 with
an average of 2.3 for the references ciled. Table 1.4 also shows that the range of line
loads is 500 to 1024 kN/m (where qUOted) with an average of 800 kN/m. Figure 7.4
shows how these values have been inteJl)reted. The ratio of refrozen core resistance to
level ice resistance has been plotted agaill'it the maximum. mean and minimum rubble
line loads for each of the maximum. mean and minimum ridge factors. Though the
contribution of the refrozen core [0 the total line load has been varied between the
maximum limits. this probably exceeds the condition for most first-year ridges over the
period in which it is likely mat force measurements were made. Acknowledging the
varied structural geomeU"ies. ice conditions and limited references. some basic
observations may be drawn from the figure.
If one assumes that the refrozen core in the ridges studied in the field were
approximately equal in strength to the surrounding level ice field. then on average
the rubble ponion of the ridge conU"ibutes approximately 57% of the interaction
force or 450 kN/m.
If a ridge had a core which generated twice the resistance of the surrounding level
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ice then. on average. the rubble line load would be closer to 100 kN/m.
If there were no core present or if it did not provide any significam resistance
then the average rubble line load would be 800 kN/m, and the upper and lower
line load limilS would be apprOll:imalely 1000 kN/m and 500 kN/m respectively.
For a 10 m wide Slructure, the forces due to rubble would vary from I to approximately
10 MN for the cases considered above. If die refrozen core and level ice are equal in
resistance Ihen. for the average condilion in which Ihe ridge factor is 2.3 and Ihe line
load is 800 kN/m, the force on a !O m wide slructure would be 4.5 MN.
A highly favourable condition arises when the resullS from the sensilivity sludy in section
7.2 are considered in lighl of me results in Figure 7.4. Figure 7.5 shows the sensitiviry
sWdy resullS for the thesis model superimposed on the ridge faclOr study. The mean and
standard deviation line loads from the sensitivily study are shown as horizontal parallel
lines. The shaded region oUllines the entire range of outcomes from the ridge factor study
with the darker intensity indicating a higher probabilily of occurrence.
The ratio of refrozen core resistance (including sail effects) 10 level ice resiSlance with
the highesl probability of occurrence is assumed here to be I. This value is
representative. at some time. of all ridges with cores which Decome thicker and stronger
than level ice. For these ridges, which may also be keel-dominated, the insulation effeclS
of snow and ice reslrici rapid core growth and warm Ihat which does form. Also. the
downward growth of a refrozen layer through a random rubble matrix results in a highly
variable core thickness. This condition may reduce Ihe strength of a thickened core since
the weakest parts will altract failure and possibly alter failure modes. A core ratio less
than I is also possible since those design ridges which have been shown under some
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conditions (NSCP) 10 be keel-dominated may have no core at all. Since die ridge factor
data are for a broad range of struclUre geometries and ice conditions. die core failure
mode may vary appreciably. Thus considering die ranges of age. geometry and failure
mode for those ridges measured. an average core resislaI\Ce ratio of 1 has been assumed.
A dashed white ellipse marks the region surrounding the mean ridge factor and mean line
load - centred on the darkest shaded region corresponding to a core resistance ratio of
I. As can be seen in me fi~1Jre the line which marks the mean dlesis model line load
from the sensitivily slUdy almost bisects !he ellipse. Furthermore. the point of
intersection between this line and that for the mean ridge faclor and line load is well
within the region of high occurrence probability for full-scale loads. The sensitivity study
line load is slightly greater (14%) than that which has been calculated as the =lverage for
full-scale lcads. This study shows that the thesis model results are highly consistent with
the full-scale load data available.
As demonstrated here and in Section 6.1 the proposed analytical model was unable to
precisely match laboratory ice rubble eltperiments. The errors introduced through
measurement and analysis are only partially responsible. Underlying many processes is
a natural variability that is. and will remain. beyond reasonable deterministic modelling
capabilities. Recognising this. probabilistic modelling techniques have been developed
and are now an integral pan of most load forecasling projects. Like others. !he dlesis
model is closed-form and may conveniently be incorporated into probabilistic modelling
algorithms. There. distributions replace specific values for input parameters and random
sampling simulations or distribUlion manipulation techniques provide return period load
estimates for risk analysis.
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Figure 7.S Comparison of full-scale dala with the thesis model sensitivity study.
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Chapter 8
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Keel load modelling is a complex and mullifaceted problem which has rot been fully
ul"lderstood, in spilC of many invcstigations. This thesis documents the development of
a new approach to fim-year ridge keel load modelling. Insight into me keel load
prediction problem was gained through a series of invcstigations which involved the
organisation and analysis of prior work and new experimental investigations. The body
of work in this thesis is partitioned into background research, exploratory
experimentation and model development phases.
In the background chapter a detailed research effort is described in which many literalUre
sources are interpreted, grouped and examined. The topics included parent ice properties
and physical characteristics of ridgcs, a review of ice rubble shear strength, a study of
laborato~' and full-scale ridge load invcstigations and a review and sensitivity study of
ridge keel force models in the literature. This background study laid ~ groundwork for
subsequent invcstigatio~by demonstrating the scarcity of controlled experimenta.l rcsults.
and by e;ll:posing parametric and force model uncertaintics.
Following the background chapter exploratory experiments are described. the first of
which was a multiphastd pilol ridge study involving work with both ice blocks and sand.
Subsequent larger scale ice ridge/structure interaction experiments provided detailed
information into both cylinder and cone shaped structure interaction mechanics. A
program in which an in situ. ttthnique for determining the shear strength of ridge keels
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was then developed and tested in the laboratory. All of these programs provided direction
for future tests and new dala sets. which were grouped with those from the literature for
a compOSite regression study.
The regression study was concerned with developing best-fit empirical formulas which
avoided the theoretical trappings of pre-exisling models and dealt with variable mulli-
colinearilies and some JaboralOry scale effects. Focus was primarily on ice rubble shear
strength and Sll'UClure imeraction forces. Ridge keel shape was also briefly examined in
this chapter insofar as il was demonstrated that a "sine" shaped keel approximation was
more suitable dian the traditional rriangular shape in matching measured cross-sectional
areas and for use in analytical modelling. In lhe slUdy of ice rubble shear strength. state-
dependencies and high variability were revealed and quanlified. Best-fit empirical models
for Mohr-Coulomb yield criteria were ascertained from the composite data set and a
more fundamental Study of shear data provided a non-linear imerpretation of the
behaviour of ice rubble strength.
The study of earlier and recent structure interaction experiments collectively. led to the
conclusion that the most significant parametric grouping describing ridge forces was
based on hydrostatics as used in earth pressure formulas. Though highly significant and
effective. the raw form of the regression formulas did not provide guidance on the
composition of the proportionality coefficients. This weakened confidence in predicting
forces outside the range of the laboralOry tests considered. Because of this. a new series
of experiments which were sensitive to the unique boundary conditions and alignments
of ridge!slIuccure interactions were undertaken. They involved the substitution of sand
for ice rubble in indentation tests which afforded a level of control and measurement that
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enabled the development and calibration of a highly effective force model.
The specifIC goals of the sand experiments were to investigate ~sand keel" failure modes.
slrUcrure shape effectS. effecr.ive structure wHi!h. keel shape sensitivities. ridge
inden13t)on at peak load and me evolution of rupture surfaces and debris accumulat)oRS
wi!h penetration. A paraJlel series of testS was performed in which a cone-shaped model
was used since there is considerable interest in indusuy in !his structural shape. There
was no au~mpt to scale sand indentation forces. AnaJysis of the sand tests collectively
made it possible to adapt and calibrate the time-tcsted passive earth pressure fOf"mula as
a load prediction model for sand ridge interactions. This highly successful model
application provided a solid geotechnical base solution which was then exploited for the
ice ridge problem.
The model developed for vertical sU'Uctures using sand tCSts was tested against the
laboratory ice ridge results. The absence of displaced rubble accumulation (surcharge)
underwater in the ice ridge experiments supported the omission of this effect in the
model. Uncertainty over the panmeuic values for ice rubble shear strength promOled the
use oj twO different setS of yw:ld criteria. Both yield criteria from literature sources and
values derived empirically in this study were used in the II'lOdeI and the merits of both
were discussed. Ultimately. the model developed in this thesis performed very well by
consistemly predicting loads within 20% of measured values. The measured versus
predicted force comparisons showed a higher scatter for the cone tests than those for the
vertical structure, even !hough average interaction forces were well predicted by both.
The analytical advantage of the first-year ridge keel modelling approach developed in this
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thesis is that the ridge shape is belter approximated. ridge width is a (aelOr, surcharge
effects are considered. an effective suuctUrc width model was developed and
implemented. and me ITlOl:1eI was effectively tested against a large body of new dala. Also
the model is closed focm and singular. has been successfully applied [Q venicaJ and
conical structures, and is based on fundamental earth pressure equilibrium mechanics as
are other approaches already in the literature. A further advantage is that the input yield
crileria have been critically eumined so that parametric unc:ertaimies are quamified and
reduced.
The last chapter of this thesis considers fluid dynamics, inertia effects and the application
of the new load model to full-scale force prediction. Thoogh only a review, it was
demonstrated that fluid dynamics can playa significant role in ice rubble behaviour
underwater at larger scales. It is pointed OUt that there is no significam evidence of speed
related fluid dynamic of fluid inertial effects on inleraction forc~ in the laboratory. Thus
these effectS are not considered in die full-scale sensitivity study, though it is
recommended that they be the focus of fuwre research dirusts.
The full-scale load prediction performance of the model developed in diis thesis was
considered in light of other models £Tom the literature. DoIg0p0lov 6 al. (1975) and
Croasdale (1994). The load values from the new load model were consistently in the
range of the loads expected when one considers the cron-Q\'U technique which employs
bOlh of (he other models. A comparison of model sensitivity results with die average
ridge factor and ridge keel line loads from field data sources shows excellent agreement
for the new model. By way of comparison, for design conditions analogous to those for
the Northumberland Strait, the (hesis model predicted a force which was equivalenl 10
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the average of me faeces predicted by to other models from the literature.
There are many opponunities to improve upon and advance me work thrusts described
in this thesis. Of these opponunilies twO feature prominently: detailed investigalions of
ridge keel fluid dynamicslinenia effeclS. and. field work.. Field experimenlS fealute as
the most signiflCanl and probable source of new informalion. Verificalion of failure
modes. measurements of ridge aeomerries. in. silu teSlS of rubble shear srrength. and
ultimately. full-scale force measurements should. and will. have the greatesl influence
over future model developmenlS. Without question. field studies such as these should be
the immediate focus of oraanized research efforts.
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APPENDIX A
Table A.I lists laboralory ice rubble shear data from literalUre sources referred 10 in
Subsection 4.2.4 - ice rubble regression analysis.
Table A.I Ice rubble shear data from literature sources. 278q- _.
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APPENDIX B
Table 8.1 lislS laboratory ice rubble/structure interaction data from literature sources
referred to in Subsection 4.3.3 • ridge/structure interaction regression analysis.
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APPENDIXC
The tables listed in this appendix are referred 10 in Sections 5.2 and 5.3 • Sand teslS.
Table C.l lislS the teSI conditions and resullS for me sand lest ex.perimenlS with venical
Structures and C.2 lislS mose for conical structures.
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APPENDIXD
Curve fittinl (or measured quantities
An equation was required which could describe in closed-form the shape of me "length
measurement" versus penetration curve for the structure indentation experimentS in sand.
The length measurementS include the side and frontal rupture distances and the surcharge
height (force traces were also of the same form). The boundary conditions required to
fit me observed trends were:
Pm - 0 - y - 0
p... - ao __ Y _ consranl (O.l)
where Pno is penetration from initial contact and Y is the measured length quantity as a
function of p.... Also, al zero penetration the curve is observed (0 be tangent (0 the Y =
o line.
A geometric curve which meets these criteria is of the form:
(D.2)
x'
Y- Amp [Xl + [A;t _Amr]]
where Amp is the amplitude of the maximum asymptote line. The height of the curve at
a penetration equal 10 Amp is PP times Amp. Thus PP defines the gradient or rate at
which the curve approaches the upper asymptole.
While conducting regression analyses of the sand test results a form of the above
equation was found 10 fit force. surcharge, and rupture distance data better than any
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odler. IE was of me {ann:
(D.3)
where the constants C•. C. and C~ were determined analytically. This equation is
analogous [0 the pure geometric form above and retains all boundary condition qualities.
Figures 0.1 and 0.2 illustrate the performance of the above equations for curve fining.
Arbitrarily selected for this study was an experiment in which a 114 mm diameter
cylinder indented a 38 mm deep sand layer (the sand was inclined at 32" at the from).
In Figure 0.1 the geometric formula (Equation 0.2) was fitted using trw and error. All
three measured data sets, frontal rupture distance, side rupture distance and surcharge
height. were studied and show strong agreement with the curve form. In Figure 0.2 the
formulas determined using regression analysis were applied. The quality of fit for these
traces is as good as or better than the triaJ and error fit confirming the that the regression
curve fining procedure is a valid Olle.
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Figtlft 0.1 Curve fitting using basic geometric formula.
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RelalN.~n.b'alion (Pen1O)
Figure D.1 Curve fining using regression analysis.
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Appendix E
Passive eartb pressure (Jamillds 1914. Bowles (914)
Lateral earth pressure is the force which is exerted by a soil mass acling upon an earth
retaining strucrurc. for ins~ a retaining wall. The passive earth pressure indicates the
maximum value arme foccl: which can develop upon the motion ofthc retaining sU'Ucrure
towards the earth mass· a force which the soil must resist before il ruptures. The surface
upon which the broken.away or sheared off soil slides is termed the rupture. or slidi"g
surface.
The magnitude of passive earth pressure can be solved graphically or determined
analytically using Coulomb's earth pressure theory. According to Coulomb's theory for
a frictional soil. passive force per unit length of wall is calculated by means of the
following equation:
(E,I)
where F is the maximum horizontal force on me suucture. 'Y is the unit weight of the
backfill. H is the height of wall on which the soil actS. l is venical position ~Iow
$urrac~. and K, is th~ dimensionl~ss passiv~ earth pressure coefficient.
Consideration or the Slress condition in soil shows that cohesion. c. of a (0/)<) soil does
not affect the position of the rupture surface. Hence the earth pressure of a cohesive (0/)-
c) soil can be approximately determined by the method used for non-cohesive soils. On
thIS basis the total pauive pressure F of a 0/)< soil per unit length is
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(£.2)
When a uniform surcharge acts on me soil backfill the effecr is taken care of anaIyticaJly
by modifying the unit weight of soi.! h_ = 'Y.w + 'Y_).
Foe earth pressure systems where the structure is sloped and there is a non-zero soil-
structure friction angle. the solution for ~ may be determined by a static equilibrium of
the forces acting on the ruptured soil wedge as shown in Fia:ure E.l. The system of IWO
equations for calculaling the unknowns w (rupture angle) and F is
F- [w ';'(w ••) ]
sin(~+-"'+-<b) _
:!f. - 0dw
(£.3)
where dl is the soil internal friction angle. fb, is the soil·suuclure friction angle. a is the
structure slope from venical. E ;z 9()'> - a + do, and '" is the weight of the soil wedge:
I If' [ =(6-0)I[COS(W-O) j
1\1 - 21' COS!a sin(w-~) (E.4)
where {, is me slope of the soil surface. Jumikis (1984) has determined a general c1osed-
form solution for this twO equation sYS[em which yields:
(£.5)
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and reduces to the more familiar form of Kp for vertical frictionless srructures in level
soil:
(E.6)
In cases where backfill is sloped in a discontinuous or curved manner a solution for K,
may be found by a lenglhy graphical plotting procedure. Otherwise an appro~imationof
me would-be linear slope. .5, that preserves the weight of the mobilized soil block (w)
and the height of the soil at the wall (H,.,) has been approltimated (in the formulation for
Kp above. 05 only influences w in the force equilibrium). In the vertical structure case
where the slope was discontinuous as shown in Figure E.2. the slope approll:imation was
determined as
(E.7)
In the sloping (conical) structure case where backfill was sloped in the form of a cosine
curve as shown in Figure E.3 the slope was approximated as
, - atan [!!=]
m4{7(
(E.8)
F__~•
........... "':.;,:.;.
Figure E.l Force equilibrium for passive earth pressure-(Jumikis, 1984).
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Figure E.2 Surface slope approximation for venical structure indentation.
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figure E.3 Surface slope approximation for conical structure indentation.
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Appendix F
COM: force model notes
Effective weight
The effective rubble weight utilized in the cone load approximation model reflects the
probable stress distribution in the region of failure. Typically surcharge is dealt with in
passive earth pressure problems by adjusting the effective weight of the soil mass
(1umikis. 1984). A surcharge may be considered a heavy, very thin layer of soil on top
of soil body. When ice rubble is failed upwards by a cone which extends below lhe water
the submerged rubble effect is analogous to adding a negative surcharge (0 the base of
the rubble layer. The problem with applying the usual surcharge correction is that it does
not recognise the depth over which the buoyant rubble acts. As a result an alternate
technique has been applied. An effective suess disll'ibUlion has been assumed where
(F.I)
represenling a linear disrribution which has a maximum Stress equal to the average of the
maximum sail stress at waterline and the rubble suess at the cone base as shown in
Figure F.I.
Sail geometry
The development of surcharge on the cone in the rMD laboratory (described in Chapler
6. Section 2) has bee(l approximated using the results of the sand tests. In the sand tests
trapezoidal sails were indented. The developed surcharge height was modelled
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analytically with great SUCCCS5 using regression ltCbniques with a preselected geometric
equalion (Appendix D). Thus the sails in the IMO teStS have been analytically
transfmmed to a uapezoida.l shape which preserves the original sail width and area but
adjuStS the height. This is renected in Fi;~e F.2. NCfe Wt the uapezoidal sail
approximation is used for the computation of cone surcJw"ge height only.
Approximated stress
dlstribvtion H"
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figure F.l Effeclive weight of rubble for cone force model.
\
EQuivalent trapezold sa~ \ I
\" ~ Hse
32 <leg Area sail· Hse(W • HseJtan(32» f
Figurt F.1: TrapezoidaJ sail approximation.




